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Mrs, Bolser Speaks for Many Careworn, Complaining* Women,

Reported in the Windward Passage

by Ships

at Jamaica.

GARCIA VIS
Had Not Arrived At Santiago Sunday Ac- HADN’T IIITS SAMPSON,
RIVED SUNDAY;
cording to Reports From There.
(Copyright

1898 by the Associated Press.)

Cuba, Sunday, June
the
Press Despatoh
Associated
19, by
Boat, via Kingston, Monday, June 20.—6
p. m.—A correspondent of the Associated
Press has been afforded an opportunity of
interviewing General Calixto Garcia, who
Off

Santiago

(Copyright, 1698*

the Associated Press.)
On board the Associated Press despatch
boat Dauntless, off Santiago de Cuba,

de

brought to Admiral
this morning on the

with his staff was

Sampson’s flagship
gunboat Vixen.

Cadiz Fleet Puts In at Spanish Port and
Minister Aunon Is Pleased.

general was lying in
Captain Chadwick, com-

mander of the New York.

Women in charge of homes and oare- gratitude for the same. I recommend the
worn.
complaining people find their compound to my friends far and near.
Yours gratefully,
strength permanently established by the
Mrs. C. B. Bolser.
use of
Paine’s celery compound, the
After two years Mrs. Bolser still praisef
greatest nerve restorer and blood purifier Paine’s celery compound.
the world has ever been blessed with.
St. Elmo, 'l'enn., June 33, 1896.
Try it, and when you go to the durg score
Dear Sirs—I still continue a friend and
for Paine’s celery compound see that you well wisher of Paine’s
celery compound,
get it.
and;have received replies from my friende
Mrs. Bolser speaks for countless women of its good results on my recommendawho have suffered from aching backs, tion. I wish you continued success.
worn
and tired feelings, and have been
Yours truly,
freod from pain and weakness by Paine’s
Mrs. C. B. Bolser.
One of the largest retail druggists in
celery compound. Mrs. Bolser tells the
story of her deliverance from invalidism the city, whose business enables him to
in the two following letters:
feel the public pulse In the matter of
Mountain .luDctlon. Tenn.,Nor. 3, ’91.
sicknees and its cure, says, “Women are
Richardson
&
Wells,
Co.,
peculiarly in need of a pleasant tonio.
Dear Sirs—Two years ago I came frjm They suffer from exhaustion, and in
Nova Scotia, and I suppose my debili- Paine’s celery compound they find intated oondition was partially owing to stant relief. Many families now use it,
climatic influences. I used various kinds and many wives give it to thei» husbands
of medicines, but continually grew weakwhen they return home at night worn
It never fails to
er, until it was with difficulty that I out trom business cares.
could gc up and down stairs, and in try- invigorate both the mind and the body,
to
walk
of
and
is
a
that
out
could
a
meots a coming
doors,
preparation
go only
few steps when I would be obliged to lean mon want for a safe
and beneficial
against a tree or sit down. 1 had read tonio.
Paine’s celery oompound is just the
frequently of Paine’s celery compound
and resolved to use it.
remedy that suits the condition of women
It put me on my feet again, so that I run down in health,
with unstrung
began to take courage. I used several nerves, wasted bodies, and thin, vitiated
bottles and I feel that 1 owe you

a
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we

adults have
but are treated for other diseases. The worms
syrupare :—indigestion, with a variable
apPetite; foul tongue; offensive breath; hard and
full belly with occasional gripingB and
pains
about the avel; heat and itching sensation in
% the rectum and about the anus; eyes heavy and
L dull; itching of the nose; short, dry cough;
W grinding of the teeth; starting during sleep:
a? slow fever; and often in children, convulsions
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Is the best worm remedy made. TW<tbe Maiik
W»"K
It ha been inane 46 y ear.,, L-T"»BC
purely vegetable, harmless and effectual.
J is
are
it
acts
as a Tonic,
Where nc wormpresent
w and oorrects the condition of the mucous memand bowels. A positive
\ brane of the stomachand
t cure for Constipation
Biliousness, and a val£ uable remedy in all the common complaints of
C children. Price 35c. Ask your druggist for it.
Dr. J.F. TKUE A CO., Auburn, MeSpecial treatment for Tape Worms. Write for free pamphlet
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F. W. Ramsden,
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Sold throughout the world. Potter Deuo afd Chem.
"How to Cure Eczema,” free.
Cobp., Sole Props., Boston.

DUE AND

has

Washington

suggested

be paid to secure

release of
That idea was

undoubtedly expressed in the cable
despatches which passed through the
colonial authorities here,
but in what
form it was
Dr.

here

shaped is not dear.
George H. Bridgeman, the United

on

Bolivia

the steamer Para,

New York.

recognized by

the prompt

the American prisoners.

States minister to

Santiago

Washington,

June 20.—Publio attention can not be expected until a late hour tohere today was directed almost evenly to night.
three subjects—The movements of General
It is not doubted that just
about the
Shatter’s army, the probability of rein- time Shafter appeared off Santiago, the
forcements having reaohed Dewey, and Charleston appsared in M anila hay, leadthe status of Hobson, the naval hero. Up ing the three transports
which
bring
to a late hour In the afternoon, neither of nearly 31)00 soldiers to Dewey’s assistance.
the anxiously awaited messages which to
That fact will not be known, however,
announce the arrival of the
transports at officially, for two or three days, owing to
Santiago and Munila had reached either the distance from there to Hong Kong,

departments. It was not the nearest cable point. It is questioned
doubted, however, that our vessels are off here whether with this force to back him
Santiago for although proceeding at a Dewey will feel justified in assaulting
less speed than
the English steamers Manila or even in accepting its surrender.
which at Kingston today reported having Either course would involve heavy repassed them in tho Windward passage sponsibilities for the Admiral, and it is

last night, the distance which
they would extremely desirable that no pretext be
be obliged
to travel for the Windward afforded jealous European powers for inpassage to Santiago is less
than that tervention at Manila, under guise of protraversed by the
their
whioh tecting the interests of
British ships,
subjects.
came into Jamaica in the
early afternoon. Therefore, it may be that the Admiral
If they arrived only this morning off will wait for another ten days until the
Santiago, they could report that fact sole- second installment of troops reaches
ly by means of a despatch boat running Cavite.
In this case he will
probably
over to
Kingston, a twelve hour journey, land the troops that arrive in the town of

that direct reporting from the

fleet

CONTINUOUS ELIMINATION

has

on

all

Physicians

the restoration and
‘

to be the chief

preservation

requisite for

of health.

APENTA is the Best Eliminant.
“An Ideal Purgative. ”—The Practitioner.

arrived

his way

to

is now completely under
the control of himself and the insurgents
and omploy the time in
aoeustoming
them to Manila methods and climate.

Cavite, whioh

OF ALL

DRUGGISTS AND

the only reply

they got
Gen.

impossible.
were even

then

was

that both

Masso said his

at half rations and

that the supply was only sufficient to last

picked

MINERAL WATER DEALERS.

advices quoting
saying no decision had been

moditied by Madrid

Sagasta
reached.

as

,,

Should Spain adopt the cvuel and unusuul course of
refusing an exchange, the
regulations of the war department are
sufficient to meet the case. The fsUowlng

personal

Gen.

Santiago

Stan

were

Masso’s camp,
and

brought

IS
to

and Cuban troops.
Gen. Garcia is very enthusiastic. He
fays the Spaniards are starving and cannot hold ont long and that the war in the
island will end in a few months.

Two regiments of troops will be landed at Guantanamo
bay whioh will be
held as a base until Sanitago^falls.
There if; has been
no; sign of Spanish

occurrence

construction
let, the advertisements
iavo been issued, except
in the case of
WILL ABDICATE.
monitors, and all the boats will be under
First in the
way beforo cold weather.
list of the big battleships is the Maine
Gibraltar, June 20.—There is a persis
for Congress has provided that that name
shall be continued in the naval list.
The tent report from Madrid that the Queer
other two big battleships will be called
abdicate in oonse
tho Missouri and the Ohio.
The first of Regent proposes to
the torpedo boats boars the name of the
of
the
critical
condition of thi
quence
brave young ensign Bagiey, who
was
not

at

can

Adt

Rumors of troop movements continue
around Camp Alger.
This
time it it
stated on what appears to be better authority than usual that one brigade composed of the three most perfectly equipped
regiments, first Rhode Island, and sixth
and ninth Massachusetts, are to be sent
from this camp to Santiago.
The sixth
Illinois, eighth Ohio, third and sixty-fifth
New York and thirty-third and
thirtyfourth Michigan, are said to be slated for
the quartermaster in
Porto Rioo and
chief of the corps is supposed to be arranging for the transportation of these
There was a wholesale christening at troops who will, it is reported, be sent by
from Newport News on the
the navy department today, when Seore- sea direotly
and
two big liners, the Yale
ftarvard.
;ary Long supplied names for thirty-five
said late this afternoon
Alger
Secretary
All of these were provided for
war craft.
of these orders had been issued
none
that
last
naval
In the
appropriation bill and
so that the rumors arg more speculation.
for their
while contracts
lave

np

the flagship
this afternoon by the gunboat
Vixen. There the grizzled and
wounded patriots had a long consutlation with Admiral Sampson regarding
the operations for the Investment of Santiago and the co-operation of the Ameri-

and the character of the
leeds that may demand retribution. Unjust or inconsiderate retaliation removes
;he belligerents further and further from
;he mitigating rules of regular war, and
by rapid strides lands them to the Internecine wars of savages.
It w is pointed out today by a leading
3fHcer of the army that the Spanish had
most to lose by a course of cruelty whioh
would call for retaliation, as the number
3f Spanish prisoneis is far greater than
that of American prisoners.

jarly

uaruia ana nis

miles west of

r'vfcftRM

been

QUEEN

killed on the Winslow under the guns of country.
Cardenas. Four states have the privilege
ot giving their names to
monitors—ArFlorida
kansas,
Connecticut,
and
The names given to the sixWyoming
teen torpedo boat destroyers are those oi
June
wire
London,
21.—Augusti
America’s famous naval heroes:
Bainbridge, Barry, Chauncey, Dale, Decatur, Madrid that he has retired within th

troops in the neighborhood of Camp MoIt is estimated
Calla for several days.
that over 300 have been killed or wounded since landing.
Fifty-eight bodies ? were found yesterThe Spaniards seem satisfied that
day.
they oannot dislodge the Americans and
have withdrawn.
The upper bay is to be
oooupied immediately. Lieut. Deiehanty,
with an expedition, is nightly at
work
removing mines from the river in connecting the upper and lower bays.
When this is clear, the ships will move
up the channel and take the town of
Caimaneira whose forts were demolished
by the Texas last Friday. The auxiliary
cruiser St. Louis cut the Kingston cable
last night within a mile of El Morro.
Last night the dynamite cruiser Vesuvius discharged three more shells. A terrific uproar followed tho s cond explosion and it is thought a magazine was
blown up.

LAST OF AUGUSTI.

Daring the day, despatches announcing
Captain General Blanco had refused
Hull, Lawrence, MacOonough'
to
exchange Hobson end his fellow Hopkins,
Paul Jones,
Jerry,
Preble,
Stewart' walls of Manila and
prisoners oreated some indignation, which Truxton, Whipple and Worden.
communicate further

that

was

; is

They wildly appeal
reinforcements, but

and

men

de Cuba.

to the officials

that even a ransom might

are

for provisions

were

|
Madrid, June 20—4 P. M.—Premier Sagasta, when questioned on the subject today, said nothing had been
decided “in spite of the American reports” regarding the exchange of Naval Constructor Hobson and his
companions
who were captured by the Spaniards after they sank the collier Merrimac in the narrow channel
leading into the

the negotiations with

Lieut.

Cubans

ly pinohert for food.

a::-'
;■

consul at

Hobson and his comrades of the Merrimr c

at

*

so

of the

during the present month.

the war or navy

I wish to advise you of my appreciation of
Cuticura Soap, and the marvellous benefits
I have derived by its use. Before using Cuticuka Soap, my face and hands were just as
rough as they could be, and my face was all
covered with pimples, I was unfit to look at,
but after using Cuticura Soap three weeks

section

mountainous

landed.

however, that

say,

also cut off from Gen. Toral and are bad-

the time and recommended that I try it. 7

has never been any recurrence of the trouble.
H. 0. BARNET, 611 Race 8t., Cinn., 0.
Feb. 2,1898.

this

officers

extremely aotlve nnd a
Santiago
de Cuba.
Gen. Garola, with 4000 troops
coming by; forced marohes from Banes,
is now nearing Santiago.
His troops are
within 40 miles of the oity. He left 8000
men at Holvnin to prevent the
Spaniards
there affecting a
junction with Gen.
Toral at Santiago. The Spanish
troops
at Guantanamo, under Gen. Masso, are

Kingston, Ja., June 20, 2 p. m.—The British steamer Ethelwold arrived at Port Antonio this morning and
reported passing yesterday evening near Cape Mayi, the extreme Eastern point of Cuba, an American gunboat, an
auxiliary cruiser, two transports and a schooner in tow. Later she passed another steamer with troops on board.
The Ethelwold was stopped by a gunboat with a blank shot and was questioned as to her
indentity.

harbor of

by the delay. Though
blisteringly hot, there hag

lost

Cuban

wen.

hubbies would

boughtabox of Cuticura (ointment) and had
the satisfaction of seeing immediate progress.
The first application was soothing, and before the box was half gone the disease had disappeared, and I am pleased to say that there

the trans-

oordon has (been drawn around

from land.

is acting for the

the Spaniards for the exchange of

%
^ expedition,
^

ANDERSON, 6DSMS & CO.,

who pay the

Sfeedt eras Treatment for Evert Kikdof Blood
AED 3kix HuHOB.—Warm bathe with Cuticcea Soap,
of emollient
gentle anointing! with CCTiculA, purcet
•kin cure*, end mild doeee of Coticuea Resolves!,
and
humor
cures.
greatest of blood purifiers

*7-

rssjfc

suffering from
always get food.

equal to velvet.
PAUL DUPRE, Chaler,
Feb. 6,1898.
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“The patriots are

$3.50

je!8_dtf

United States in

g

iards are starving.
the blockade.

Sampson,

southern forest, the heavy rain has praotioally ceased until the end of July.

(Copyright 1898 by the Associated Press.)
Port Antonio, Jam., June 20—3 P. M.—Captain Hopkins, of the Boston Fruit Company’s steamer
Brookline,
which arrived at Port Morant this morning, reports that he sighted transports conveyed by United States
warships
fifty miles south of Crooked Island passage yesterday morning. He was due north of Cape Maysi. Captain Hopkins
reports also that he was chased by the U. S. gunboat Helena.
The transports, he says, were headed southeast and in his judgement for Porto Rico.
He argues that if they
were bound around Cape Maysi for Santiago, they were far off their course.
It is believed here that Captain Hopkins is mistaken and that the transports were
simply keeping clear of sight

alight fatigue of the long march.
enough food, though the Span-
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PIN WORM

no

in good condition except

men are

emitting a watery-like substance, apparently poisonous, as when it was communicated to other parts of the body it would
produce the same irritation. One of the leading doctors here treated me for a while and
applied the usual physician’s remedies without benefit. My brother was using Cuticdba

539 Congress St„ Brown Block.
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Department
Washington,
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to
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Cadiz
returned
that
Spanish port.
stating

he said:
the

over

At the time that I sent for your book, I was
suffering from Eczema on the right ear. I
could hardly keep my hands off the afflicted
surface, the itching was so severe. Every time

FOOTWEAR,

SUMMER

Childrens’ Goods.

1

expedition,

hard march

Jnne 20.—The

Remedies No Benefit. Cured
By Half Box Cuticura.

that our stock is complete and in the
latest style, while our prices are as
low as consistent with the quality of

Bal,

5 Hundreds of Children and

a

The

The

munitions

Itching So Severe Could Not Keep
From Scratching. Physician’s

Is good advice for everybody, but
you should also rememDer when in
want of

Y

ones.

“We had

to the latest information In posof Admiral

been no rain slnoe the mnrineg

^

Satisfactory work a specialty.
'll* ELL all your friends.
claim their brand of ♦
JjJVERY customer an advertisement.
flour to be “just as 4»
the place.
good,” but experi- £ f^EMEMBER
ence of the trade has ♦
END
us your work.
’S
proved
Pillsbury’s 2
“Best” Flour to be 2
FOREST CITY
really the finest on t
DYE
HOUSE,
the market.
2
13 PREBLE ST.

^

from “The Florida"

the

cording

the weather is

Madrid, June 20—4 P. HI.—The minister of Hlarine, Capt. Aunon, in an interview today declared he was exceedingly pleased with the result of the
journey from Cadiz to Carthagena with the Spanish fleet.

to.tbe American people:
greatly obliged for the efforts of
the Amerloan people in securing the independence of Cuba and I shall do all I
can to defeat the Spaniards quickly.
Speaking of the march from Banes,
“I am

where he went to reoeive

Kingston,

session

weather are

ECZEMA-EAR

years established.

OLDEST

was sea-

sent

blood.

J?IFTY

He

This is the message General Garcia

sick.

19—0 p. m., via

Jam., June 20—4.20 p. m.—The U. a
Troops nnder Gen. Shatter have not yet
arrived. The delay Is inexplicable.
Ac-

ports sailed last Wednesday, Juno 15, and
they should have reached here this mornValuable
time and
ing.
favorable

The white haired
the cabin of

Sunday June

The names applied to the torpedo boat!
those of lesser fame, but
still ol
Beside Bagley’s they
glorious memory.
are:
Barney, Biddle, Blakely, De Lon<»

FRIDAY AT LATEST.

Stockton

There is but one vessel either buildino
authorized, left without a name
1
gunboat officially known as No. Its.
Word went around the war departmem
proceeding is laid down in its regulations.
this' afternoon that the Cadiz had nmdt
Jiet ill itlon
willjnever be reBorteiVas a another spectacular appearance this time
measure of mere
to tho home port.
but
returning
The scurci
assa
only
revenge;
measure of
protective retribution, and, of information is not disolosed, so that it
to tell

SaD

or

is impossible
how much ciedenct
moreover, cautiously and
tie attach to tho report. The navy deport
that is to say, retaliation shall
only be re- mWit was promptly informed of the re
sorted to after careful
inquiry into the port of the message.

with the govern

ment.

are

Nicholson, O'Brien, Shubrie,
Thornton, Tingey, Wilkes.

will be unable t

Francisco. June 20.— Thelthird

pedltion

to Manila will sail

next

ej

Thun

day or Friday at tne latest. This ar
nonncement was made at Gen. Merritt'

headquarters today.

unavoidably,'

|

Supplies

and cor
board the tram
ports. It is known that Gen. Merritt I
exceedingly anxious to get started.

are now

being placed

on

*

and communication with
of supplies
the outside is concerned.
He says that Havana has been in constant communication with the southern
parts of the island where the blockade is
ineffective.

h,:m leave

Spiisii Regime its by

f" FRO!

GARCIA VISITS

DOS CARLOS.

sdvioes from Manila, dated June 17, it
was reported there then that General
Monet, coming southward with 3000

mixed troops from Belocan, thirty miles
north of Manila, found the railway line
blocked and was taken in ambush by
the

Fierce

insurgents.

ensued

fighting

and was carried on for three days, during
which General Monet was killed. The
native troops joined the insurgents,
the Spaniards who were left about 500,
surrendered.
A battalion at Pampanga of native

and

to be

particularly loy-

militia, supposed
al, began shooting its officers and killed
five when the insurgents attacked Marabou. The Spanish succeeded iu disarming and imprisoning

a

when

the

they escaped
captured Marabou.
At Zapote also a

whole

volted at a critical

moment.

but

thorities still use mixed
result that

quently

them,
insurgents
of

portion

regiment
The

reau-

forces, with the

insurgent riflemen

are

fre-

passed the sentries
along! under cover
the Spaniards from be-

found to have

and to be creeping

and firing upon

hind.
The correspondent of the Associated
Press pays a daily visit to the outposts
at Tonda, Santa Tesa, Santa Ana and
Malate, but there is no perceptible
movement, though there is constant firing which is for the most part ineffective. Nothing is visible among the trees,
The insurgents, who fire sparingly draw
abundant Spanish volleys, especially at
night. The Spaniards incessantly squander tons of ammunition into the shadows of the thicket, apparently in the
hope of quickly exhausting their stock

Com-

mander.

in
both houses, and its execution will almost immediately follow the affixing of
the executive approval to the measure. It
had been proposed to
await Hobson’s
personal expression as to his ohoiee between t e transfer to the line or promotion within the corps whore future advancement is limited. The final decision
today to give substantial recognition

informal
consultation as to the
Spanish attitude as to the exchange of
prisoners and the likelihood that there
will be no early release of the Lieutenant
and his crew.
NO NEW TRANSPORTS SECURED.:
T

en

Thousand Ileinforceuaents to Be
Gcu

Sent

Sliafter.

20 —It
was anJune
nounced
at the War Department today
that no additional transports for troopB
other than the Newport, which has been

Washington,

....

the people who were prostituting
country by a series of unimaginable
humiliations; but when I learned that
war
against the United States was imminent and might be declared at any moment, I changed my resolution and iirrnly

DELPHIA.

PREDICTS A REPUBLIC.
London, June 21.—Aooording to a despatch to the Daily News from Gibraltar,
the Republicans at Madrid have
again
gainiy tried to induce Senor Emilio
Castellur to return to lead the Republican
Castellar says his health is bad
party.
and that he is too old for the work, but
he expresses the conviction that a republic
is at the door and about to take possession
of Spain, “Carlism being out of the question and the monarchy being an absolute
failure.

HAVANA

GETS PLENTY

OF FOOD.

Key West, June 15.—A prominent resident of Havana who left that place on
the 5th instant, arrived here
yesterday on

his way to New York.
His description of the situation in Havana at the time he left contradicts widespread eports of famine and suffering in
that city and throws a new light on the
blockade whioh, U appears, fails in its
purpose, as far as cutting off all means

khe Easy Food

Easy to Buy,
Easy to Cook,
Easy to Eat,
Easy to Digest.
uaker Oats
At all grocers
in 2-lb. pkgs. only

TO COMMAND HEARST’S BOAT.

connected

with the naval

Mr. Hearst
Washington.
clothe and provision the

observatory at
has offered to
the
crew of
the service of

Buccaneer while she is in
the government, the latter only
for and furnishing the officers.
RED CROSS STEAMER

providing
SAILS.

Key West, Fla.,

June 20.—9 p. m.—The
Red Cross society’s steamer State of Texas
witli Miss Clara Barton on board, sailed
this morning.
CABidS NOT WORKING.

said

to be one
crooks in New

of

most

notorious
well
known to Boston and New York police.
Several years ago he broke into
Massachusetts State prison to liberate a pal.
the

England and is

MONEY ORDER OFFICE FOR
SOLDIERS.
The Maine postmasters have received
the following order from the office of the
first assistant postmaster general:
“For

the

convenience

of

the

troops

Mole St. Nicholas, Hayti, June 20.—7
P. m.—The cable to Guantanamo is not
A banana sloop from St.
yet working.
Louis du Nord, Hayti, brings news that
a warship was seen
at
daybreak this
morning at some distance from the mole,
apparently cruising, but her liag cou id
not be distinguished.

stationed at Chickamauga park military
encampment, a money order office has
been opened there as a branch office of
the Chickamauga,
Tenn., offioe, to be
known as
‘Chickamauga Park Postal
Station, Chattanooga, Tenn.’

COLUMBIA AT SEA.

ROCKLAND REPUBLICANS.

the

prisoners

on

HOBSON AS FOIL.

Rabi

board the New York

by his

Slalunes,

by

Lieut.

General
Col.

Lord, Col.
Hernandez, Major

To

Washington,

Exchange Causes Dis-

agreeable Feeling.

Washington, June 20.—The refusal of
the Spanish officials to exchangs Hobson
causes a disagreeable feeling here. While
there is no positive obligation upon a
belligerent. to exchange
yet it
prisoners,

is

a

universal practice in civilized

war-

fare. As to Hobson, the authorities here
Most of them
Buano and their aides.
are convinced that the Spanish officials
suffered from seasickness, General Garoia
are taking advantage of the distinction
“As
bad
as
ara the
humorously saying:
accorded to him in the United States.
roads In Cuba, your roads, Captain ChadThe navy officials attach no significance
wick, are worse.”
to the half-masting of the flags over MorGeneral Garcia and his staff wore put
ro castle after the recent bombardment as
ashore later in the day, after the prelimiindicating that Hobson and his associates
nary details of cooperation between the had
perished. Morro is being spared to
Cuban and American troops bad
been
protect Hobson and moreover, it is hard’ully arranged.
ly supposed that the Spanish flag would
out of consideration of an
he lowered
NO MORE MILITIA.
American loss. If the usual practices of
N. Y., June 20
The state warfare were followed, Hobson and the
Albany,
would be
nilitary authorities late this afternoon Americans instead of removed to a place
danger, for a prisonannounced that noue of the organizations of safoty,
is entitled, under civilized
war
of
er
>f the old National Guard which did not
to
protection
against undue exusage,
the
first
call
will be given
;o out under
or harsh treatment.
m
opportunity to volunteer under the posureHobson Is
at
If
kept
Morro, either to
iccond call. The deoision will prevent the
protection for that place, or to ex’th, 23d and 74th regiments and 10 sepa- ensure him
to
it
is said to be a
danger,
■ate companies from forming a part of pose
breach of the rules of civilized warfare.
Jew York’s quota undor the second call.
—

NO NEWS AT CAPE

Cape Haytien, Hayti,

So war news has
lay from Cuba.
U-X

I Mabel

H

Hay

June 20.—9.S0.—
been received here to-

Celebrating Public Events—The Sardine

kJLXV 1 X

Barrows in the

A

n U.

Independent.)

Though Gen. Wheeler Is 62 years of age,
here are few men in the oapitol who can
I :et over the ground faster than he. There
i s a great contrast between his rapid,
seep and the long strides of
] lervous
Heed, who is a giant compared
\ speaker
vlth
the
gentleman from Alabama.
3ut Wheeler gets about quickly because
;
ib has not
much to oarry, he weighs 115
sounds, while the latest House quotation
IS to
Speaker Heed puts him at 270.

weeks ago Gen. Vi heeler was ero sthe square in front of the capitol. A
neinber on a bioyole who was passing
1 ihallenged him
to a race.
The general
icoepted it and ran like a hare for a
sunUred yards.
There are men in Congress who put in
,
good deal of work, but judged by the
imount
they produce Gen. Wheeler
: nig it
take the palm of industry.
He is
vever found in the cloak-room
lounging
with his feet upon a ohair. He has kept
our
or
five secretaries
constantly at
work digging out faots and references,
and
iddressing envelopes
franking documents. By general
consent no other
: nerabet in Congress sends off such
loads
• >f
lew
speeches as Gen. Wheeler. 1
sesdays have passed in the course ,-f
1 ion that he has not been on his
r a
1 ipeeoh of 5, 10, or 20 minutes, im
ibly
at
the
close
for
isking
permission to ex;end his remarks in the Record, and the
permission has been invariably granted,
ihough some member would be very likey to ask faoetiously if the gentleman
would be content with about 20 pages in
the Record. In front of the general’s
iffice on Capitol hill, provided for the aclomiuodation of his secretaries, it was a
ommon sight day after day to see a
treat twohorse mail
wagon receiving
lack after sack of mail, enough, I should
to
fill
it
the
to
,hink,
top of the bows,
rhe poor mail carriers in Alabama must
have had a hard time. It is said that as
he general was ridng about his district
ast year
he overtook a letter carrier
trudging about on foot. He took the fellow up In his buggy, and asked him why
he did not have a horse. “I did have
me,” he said; “but old Wheeler sent
iown so many documents from Washingion that it killed him in
trying to deliver
hem.” And it is added that the carrier
loon afterward reoelved
a
present of a
The story may be mythical,
lew horse.
mt when a member repeated it to the
i 'eneral, he laughed and admitted that
he statement was founded on fact.
some

j ng

]
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THE WEATHER.

Into the
er

Advent of tbe W. C. E. E.

“island City”—Death of

Eesident

of

the

a

Form-

Town-Interesting

Notes.

Eastport, June IT.—It Is deoided not to
have any publio celebration July 4th In
this city. The citizens of Calais have
started out with full sheet posters, advertising the great events in prospeot on
that day to be participated in by the residents of both olties, Calais and St. Sto
pben, N. B. There will be excursions up
the St. Croix river;
Eastport Cornet
Band has been engaged for the occasion.
will be in readiness to celethe grandest publio event in the
history of old Washington County, when
the first train over the branch road of
the W. C. R. R. arrives in the
city,

Eastport

brate

which will be on or tefore August 10th—
the time set by the Board of Directors.
There are upwards of 2700 men at work
on the
line at the present time. Some
1100 of them are operating between Macbias and Calais on Eastport
branches. A new stimulus has been given to the
The western span
between Perry and Carlow’s
Island is nearly completed.
The heavy
grading is finished, and by the 20th of
this month the road from Perry to the
water front in this city will be completed.

operations reoently.
of

the

bridge

February 24th last was the date of the
hundredth anniversary of the incorporation of the town of Eastport.
That event
would have been commemorated with befitting services had

not ciroumstanoes
among whioh was the sickness of the late Hon. N. B
Nutt, who
was a prominent man in the management
of publio affairs. It being “the railroad
year,” the centennial, and more than

prevented,

ordinary a national patrlotio fourth of
July year, It was hoped by the enterprising citizens of the Island city and surrounding towns to combine the three
great events in a grand oelebration.
The parties who are interested in forming the “Sardine Syndicate” along the
coast of Maine have been negotiating
w 1th packers in this city and
Lubeo.
John T. MoCheney of New York, S. G.
with
Stevens, Brookline,
Hon.
Me.,
George A. Curran of Calais, employed as
attorney, were in the city Wednesday
and Thursday, the 15th and 16th, en-

gaged

In

"making

the deal.

They

had

spent a number of days at Machias examining the reoords of ownership of the
Tvrnnurfcv

to

hn

nnrnhnaAil

I’ha

twammn

tion
involves much time and a large
amount of capital. It is Impossible at this
writing to rightly predict the result of
tbe conference.
The tidings of the death of Mr. William
Henry Kilby, Boston, a native of Eastport, Wednesday brought sadness to the
hearts of many friends in this city. Mr.
had resided in Boston some twenty
Kilby
Boston, Juno 20.—Local Forecast for
He was the oldest son, and only
Joston and vicinity for Tuesday: Cloudy years.
surviving member of the late Daniel Kilveatker in the morning; probably with by’s family. Ho had been in feeble
1 ight showers, followed by fair, cooler, health a number of months, but nothing
of a serious nature seemed to be affecting
vesterly winds.
him, os he was on the street frequently
June 20.—Forecast for Mr. Klloy was olosely attached to his old
Washington,
■
down east home, and took great interest
ruesday, Maine, New Hampshire and In everything connected with
the town.
much of his time late years
Vermont:
Threatening weather with He devotedwork.
As a local historian few
to literary
bowers, cooler, southerly winds be- men of the pre ent
day excelled him in
aming westerly.
historical writing. The columns of the
Sentinel
and
the New England
Eastport
l.ooal Weather Report.
Magazine were frequently refreshed by
“Quoddy’s’
local
weather
productions. He was the auPortland, June 20.—The
thor of the history of Eastport.
Mr. KilI lureau office reoords as to the weather
a wife and two sons, Dr.
leaves
by
Harry
f ,re as follows:
H., of North Attleboro, and J. Quinoy
8 a. m.--Barometer. 29.588; thermome- treasurer of the Boston Theatre. The
I er, 61;
dew point, 4*;
humidity, 63; remains were brought to this oity Thursvind, NW; velocity, 10; weather, elear.
day for burial
H. K.
8 p. m.—Barometer, 39.634, thermomedew point. 43; humidity, 40;
er, 68;
OFFICERS OF HARVARD AND YALE
,
■

_C.

vind, SW; velocity 8; weather, clear.
Mean daily thermometer, 66; maximum,
Washington, June 20.—The naval orders
t hermometer, 76; minimum thermometer,
today formally announced that commis1 6; maximum velooity of wind, 15 NW; sions had
been
assigned to volunteer
( otal preoipitatlon.
.38.
officers of the auxiliary
warships, the
Yale
and
Harvard, now lying at HampWeather Observation.
ton Roads.
The officers are also assigned
The agricultural department weather formally to the places whioh they have
of the
1 mreau for yesterday, June 20, taken at so far held informally on board
ships. The captains of each of the vessels
the
*
time,
observa- are made oommanders In the volunteer
m., meridian
p.

June 20.—The
cruiser
Columbia passed out to sea at six o'clock

I

June

SO—Discussion by
Senate of the question of Hawaiian
annexation was begun today in
open
session.
At the very opening the opponents of annexation soored a
point by proventing a yea and nay vote on taking up
the resolutions.
When Mr. Davis, chairthe

of the committee on foreign relations
tailed up the resolutions, the Vice President announced that without objeotion
the resolutions would be considered.
No
man

objection being entered, he declared the
resolutions to be before the Senate. Later
Mr. Prye of Maine, demanded the
yeas
and nays upon the request to
take up
the resolutions.
Mr. White of California,
made the point of order that a yea and

aay vote could not be had on a dead issue
that the resolutions were
already before
the Senate by unanimous consent.
The

point

sustained.
The opponents of annexation
was

sidedly

pleased at preventing

deshow of

were
a

strength,

but at 4.80 this afternoon, Mr.
White afforded the friends of annexation
the opportunity they had been
awaiting.
He moved to adjourn and Mr. Davis demanded the yeas and nays.
The motion,
the vote upon which was a test of
strength
between the friends and opponents of an-

nexation, was defeated deoisivelv 44 to 15.
Mr. Davis then readily agreed to enter a

based on our unfortunate grant of a free had done pretty well.
He cxpeoted to
market for their sugar,
proceed with the debate tomorrow.
but
If annexation Is to be our
would
not
least
at
proceed
He
fate,
today.
two or three of our vessels of war, in- therefore, that Mr. Davis move suggested
an execucluded one of our best battleships, should tive session.
be sent forthwith to Honolulu.
Pending the disposition of the motion
The historic policy of the
republic of which Mr. Davis made at once, some
the United States for the hundred
years routine business was transacted.
just passed Is against foreign entangling
The Senate then at 6.35 p. m., went inalliance.
At 5.45 p. m., the
to executive session.
At the conclusion
of Mr. Morrill’s Senate adjourned.
speech Mr. Bacon of Georgia, entered upon a discussion of
the constitutional ob- HOUSE PASSES DEFICIENCY BILL.
jections to annexation as he viewed them.
Washington, June 20—The House today
“No more important question
than passed the general deficiency bill, carrythis,’’ said he in Leginning, “has been ing $224,000,000.
The bill occasioned litbrought recently to the attention of Con- tle debate and It passed practically as reIt is not simply the question of ported to the House from the committee
gress.
the annexation of a very small territory, on
appropriations.
but it is one which involves an utter
revolution of the practice of our govern- CAUCUS OF HOUSE DEMOCRATS.
ment and of the obligations the governWashington, June 20.—The Democratic
ment lays upon the whole people.
I aiu caucus called to consider the question
assigned to address the Senate because the of making
caucus
action in the future
particular subject which I propose to dis- absolutely binding upon caucus partici*
cuss goes to the very root of the whole pants,
remained
in session until midmatter.
It is a strange presentation to night. Final action was
postponed until
the country, Mr. President that
in a next Monday
when If a quorum
night,
matter of this gravity
the advooates of be
a vote
present,
will be taken upon
Ordi- the resolution offered
annexation have nothing to say.
Mr.
tonight by
narily we have a report from the commit Bailey and amended by Mr. MoKae of
tee and an elaborate presentation of the Arkansas.
Mr.
Bailey’s resolution proreasons of the proposed
legislation from vides that caucus action should be bindthe chairman of the committee; but in ing
upon all questions not
involving
this case we have neither a report nor a constitutional
contentions or questions
We have presented treated in the national platforms. After
presentation of facts.
to us simply the resolutions passed by the considerable debate, Mr.
|Bailey“accepted
House of Kepresentatives and those who an amendment offered
by Mr. McRae
hold to the affirmative of those resolutions excepting questions Involved In state and
ask the Senate to act.
district platforms and pledges made
per“The proposition which I intend
to sonally by members.
discuss is that a measure which provides
for the annexation of territory is necesORPHANS THE VICTORS.
sarily and essentially the subject matter
of a treaty and the assumption of
the Boston
Begins Second Western Series with
house that the Senate will pass upon it in
a Defeat,
this way
is
constitutional
without

grounds.

At this point Mr. Jones of Arkansas
made the point nf no quorum and the roll
was called, disclosing the
presenoe of
sixty-one Senators.
“I made the point of no quorum,” explained Mr. Jones, “‘not because I desire
to delay consideration of the
pending
resolutions, I insist that it the rigid
methods are to be resorted to, with which
we are threatened this morning, a
quorum
shall remain in the Senate to listen to
I
do
not want to
arguments presented.
delay the proceedings, hat I do Insist thnt
Senators shall remain here and I
shall
deem it my duty to make the point of no
a
when
is
not present.”
quorum
quorum
This statement hrooght Mr. Wilson of
Washington to his feet. “If,” said he,
with some heat, “we on this side of the
chamber, are to be continually embarr assort

hv nnlnfca nf nrrtor

T

hnna

fha

relations comexecutive session.
The chairman of tho foreign
mittee will exercise his
right under the
proceedings of the day indicated clearly rules to move that the Senate
proceed to
that there is to he no debate
upon the the consideration of this matter in conIf the gauntlet is thus
Hawaiian question in the ordinary ac- tinuous session.
It is not the pur- thrown down by the opposition in the
ceptance of that term.
firet hour of debate, we ought to take it
pose of the friends ef annexation to conIf the convenience of Senators is to
up.
sume time in making speeches.
Believing be disturbed, then we ought to exercise
I can stay here
that the Senate has already in executive the rights of a majority.
as
as can the Senator
from Arkansession, thoroughly discussed the ques- sas.long
tion, they will permit the opponents of
Mr. Jones replied that the
threat of
the project to occupy all
of the
upon
time. Mr. Wilson would have no effect
his
him.
He
to perform
duty as
This plan of campaign is not
satisfactory he saw it. proposed
to the latter and during the session
today
Mr. Wilson replied that he had no inconsiderable bitterness was manifested at tention, no right to make a threat.
But
he
times.
fully realized, he said, that the plea
of
Mr.
Jones
was to be the plea of the
The speakers today were Messrs. Moropposition from time to time.
rill, the venerable Senator from Vermont
Mr. Hale of Maine interrupted
Mr.
and one of the Republican opponents of Wilson with a call for the regular order
and
Senator
the
Washington
instantly
annexation, and Mr. Bacon, Democrat of
“At the instauce of
yielded the floor.
Georgia. Mr. Morrill oovered the general the Senator (Mr. Hale) who always had
question, while Mr. Bacon discussed the under his particular direction the parliaMr.
power of Congress to annex territory by mentary practice of the Senate.”
Hale explained that he had no intention
legislative act maintaining that suoh an- ot
taking Mr. Wilson from the floor, but
nexation was unconstitutional.
he thought nothing was to be gained by
such a controversy as was in progress.
he said, been taken up
The matter
Washington, June 20.—Ten minutes by unanimoushad,
consent and the discussion
after the session of the Senate
was
in
an orderly manner.
opened,
proceeding
Mr. Davis chairman of the committee on All he desired was that it should so conforeign relations, moved that the Senate tinue.
Mr. White,
Mr. Jones, Mr. Frye and
proceed to the consideration of the Mr. Hoar then had a mutual explanation
Hawaiian annexation resolution.
of the statement made at the opening of
In answer to an inquiry from Mr. Hoar the debate by Mr. Frye.
Mr. Jones justifying his course by the
Mr. Davis said it was the purpose of the
alleged threat made by the Maine Senator,
foreign relations committee to occupy not Mr. Frye, disolaimed any idea of making
only the morning hour but the entire a threat and then repeated what he said
earlier in the day. He had made his statetime for the consideration of Hawaiian
ment, he said, because he did not desire
“The committee,” said he, that the
annexation.
bankruptcy measure should be
“considers this a most important measure allowed to interfere with the Hawaiian
to which it is very desirable to
give discussion.
Mr. Hoar said he had no intention of
Of oourse there will
prompt attention.
pressing the bankrupty report in opposibe no disposition to impede other busi- tion to the wish of Senators, although he
ness, but we regard It necessary to press hoped to have it disposed of at an early
motion for
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EASTPORT. ME,

HAYTIEN.

IlocklaDd, Me., Juno 20.—Rockland
republicans met in caucus toDight and
tonight.
nominated the following delegates to 1 ion for each section being given in this navy, the lowest position In whioh the
received
would approximate that
the State convention: A. D. Bird, G. * rder: Temperature, direotion of wind pay
FRENCH CABINET FORMED.
when they were in the merchant marine.
* tate of weather:
M. Hicks, C. A. Crockett, A. W.
GregLondon, June 21.—The Paris correBoston, 70 degrees, W.ptly. olondy; New
WANT TO FIGHT SPAIN.
spondent of the Daily Mail says: A ory, E. E. Butler, W. S. White, G. Jarfork. 70 degrees, SW, clear; Philadeloablnot has been formed with M. FerdiE. K. Gould, E. B.
72 degrees,
rand,
ihin
SW,
Washdear;
F.
Washington,
June 20.—Advices reoeived
McAllister,
(
nant Sarrien as premier M. Do
74 degrees, S6, clear;
Freyeinet B. Miller, John
Albany,64 at the Cuban legation in this oity state
as minister of
Lovejoy, James Dona- ngton.
foreign affairs; M.Thophile
SW,
olondy;
exiled
68
ogrees,
Buffalo,
Cubans in Costa Rioa
degrees that 250
del Casse as
minister of marine; M. hue, E. S. Farwell, Benjamin
Bartlett, V, rain; Detroit,66 66 degrees, NW*. have petitioned William L. Merry, the
Godofroy Gavalgnaoas minister of war, Arthur Blackinton. J. C. F.
< loudy; Chicago,
of the United States to
degrees,
that
cloudy;
N,
minister
Simmons.
and M. Paul
do Lombre as minister of
82
Paul
it.
NW
degrees,
clear; country asking to be allowed to enlist as
For candidates for legislature M. S.
finance.
The
j luron, Dak., 80 degrees.
foreign policv will be
States
SE, clear; Bls- United
volunteers in the army, to
unchanged.
Bird and H. Irwin Hix were nominated,
narok, 84 degrees, SE, olear
light agdinst Spain.
Philadelphia,

Begun Yesterday.

question.

In

USING
General Garoia
eighteen miles Spain’* Refusal

has about a
General Garoia was ac-

men.

indo and also

ANOTHER REVOLUTION
ON FOOT.
4

June 20.—James Freeman,
Washington, June £0.—Lieut. A. N. conllned in the county jail here, awaiting
Mayor has been given the command of
the despatch boat Buccaneer which was a sentence for burglary, committed in
broke jail
tendered the government by Mr. W. K. Skowhegan three years ago,
Hearst of the New York Journal, for use this
was
morning but after a chase
Lieut. Mayer
during the present war.
Freeman is
Sheriff Viles.
up to the time of his assignment has been captured by

tions

ers.’’

staff, consisting of Col. Collaso, ohief of
staff, Col. Maliante and Captain Portu-

ot their mistakes. This attitude of mine
will last so long as the present condition
of affairs endures, but when the hour for
the great settlement arrives I shall make
I will then
up for my present silence.
taken my revenge,
but not by means of
words alone
but by means of acts and
I will do that as soon as my conscience
as a
Spaniard permits me to do it. I
am
firmly resolved to fulfill my duty to
the end and to omit no sacrifice in order
to redeem and avenge Spain.”

NOTED CROOK BREAKS JAIL.

('OFsideraiion of Hawaiian Resolu-

Talking.

met

Elmorro.

:ompanied

nation for a war every one
saw to
be unavoidable for the last two
years, will never bo able to accuse men
of having withdrawn a
single Spanish
will from the national forces In the
fight
with the United States.

Skowhogan,

of

thousand

the

velopments.

San Francisco,
Jnne 20.— Major General Merritt may sail for Manila on the
cruiser Philadelphia
which has just received orders to be ready for sea by
July

west

decided to observe the most absolute imstatesmen
The governing
passivity.
who have committed the crime of not

SECURED.

Spanish shipR

In General Eabl’s camp,

our

COULDN’T CALL ’EM SPIES.

CABLE

Holguin side.
Captain Chadwick

against

Mole St. Nicholas, Hayti, June 20, 7
p. m.—All is quiet according to the
latest advices from Puerto Plata, in the
1.....
Dominican republic. Nevertheless it is
on
the
Pacific
has
been
impressed
ooast,
known that another revolutionary cona
oi ably after
hopeless fight.
The
In the meantime, the Spanish com- secured.
officials,
however, con- spiracy is on foot. At this moment the
manders have been ordered to burn the ferred during the day with the agents of Olivia, a small sloop, is cruising along
villagers’ huts outside the town so as to the steamship companies as well as in- the northern coast of Hayti, picking up
deprive the enemy of shelter and hun- dividual owners with a view to securing Dominicans for the purpose it is understood of a new descent upon Monte
dreds of peaceful natives are homeless.
vessels. Of the 11 transports
There was a great feast at Cavite on additional
Cristi, or Puerto Plata, with a view to
available by the department, in the east the overthrow of President Heureaux.
June 12, when a declaration of Independence was formally made by Agulnaldo. arrangements are being made to have She called here
yesterday.
lie had invited the American officers to
half a dozen more rendezvous at Tampa
Revolutionary emissaries are at work
be present, but none accepted.
Aguinalin the southern part of the republic to
do is reported to have advocated autonomy for the.purpose, presumably of carrying
eulist prominent men in the movement.
under American
protection, similar to additional reinforcements to Qeft. Shat- It is
impossible to judge how much suethe British protectorates.
ter. Secretary Alger this afternoon said cess these schemes are
likely no have, if
The insurgents,
it is believed, out of
tuat the reinforcements which would be
the remarkable publicity given
indeed,
deference to
Admiral Dewey, have re- sent to Gen. Shatter would number bethem does not nip them in the bud.
solved never to bombard,
Jf’or several tween 9000 and
10,000. The lack of suitdays there have been tremendous rain able vessels for carrying supplies of fresh
LONG SOUGHT MURDERER FOUND,
storms.
refrigerated beef for the army in Cuba
as
well as for the starvlug people thero,
Boston, June 20.—A special to the
is proving very
embarrassing to the Globe from Bennington, Vt., says tnat
of the commissary general's John
officials
Schmidt wantod for the murder of
office.
his son-in-law William Hildebrand, at
The improvements at Pernandina, Fla.,
Philmont, N. Y., has been arrested there
with a view to making that plaoe suit
after
able
for
the
oomforts
of
having been at large since his esJune
any
large
body
Montreal, Que.,
20.—Judge
from jail just after his arrest at the
Mathieu today gave judgement in the oi men, which may be ordered there, are cape
being completed by the war department. time of the murder in 1S93.
demurrer of the attorney’s representing
Up to this time, however.it is stated that
Lieut. Carranza and Senor Du Boso, de- no troops have been ordered to rendezvous
ALLAN LINER ASHORE.
claring that the ninth paragraph in the there.
Quebeo, June 20.—The Allan line
capias alleging that the Spanish offioials
steamship Livonian (Br.) Brown, MonMUST RE'iAIN COLONIES.
were at the head of a Spanish
treal for London, with a general cargo,
spy system
must be striken out as it was irrelevant
principally grain, flour and cheese, is re
Spanish Council Insists Upon Absnrd Con- ported ashore at Red Island with one
to the present case.
The
judge fixed
hold full of water. Assistance has been
ditions of Peace.
Thursday next for hearing the argument
sent to her.
in the oase.
Madrid, June 20—2 p. m.—The newsPENSION FOR MRS. GRIDLEY.
papers say the cabinet, at Its meeting yesWashington. June 20.—Representative
discussed
“Peace
the
tendencies
terday,
Davenport of Pennsylvania, has introthe United States and in duced a bill granting a pens’on
observable In
of $100
par month to Harriet V. Gridley,
widow
certain personages in Spain.”
of the late Captain Charles V. Gridley
But the newspapers assert that Spain
who commanded the flagship Olympia in
Washington, June 20.—The war depart- will
“unanimously repudiate unworthy the battle of Manila.
ment today received information indicatadding that peace is only
ing that its officials had been able to se- conditions,”
LEWIS GOT DECISION.
possible “if the conditions are honoracure an end of one of the cables
running ble and include the retention of the colonChicago, Juno 20.—The Lewis-Yousouf
out of Cuba and which, when properly
ies.”
wrestling match at Tattersall’s tonight
connected, will give Admiral Sampson
The ministers deny the renewed rumors was witnessed by 10,000 people. It was
direct communication with the departfor a purse of $2500 and the championship
of cabinet dissensions and the reported of the
world, best two in three, catch as
ment at Washington.
Secretary Alger
of
the minister of finance, catch can, no holds barred except throtresignation
declined to say jnst what cable bad been
Senor Puigcerver. It is understood that, tling. After a struggle of three minutes,
secured. It is believed here that it is the
Lewis being on the pad, stomach down,
in any case, there will be changes in the
the referee
French cable, which works via Hayti.
the men and gave
ministry until the Cortes suspend its sit- the inatoh separated
to Lewis, because Yousouf,
Government
circles affect satis- as
tings.
the referee said, was strangling him.
AMERICAN OR REPUBLIC.
faction with the condition in Cuba, but in
An
exhibition matoh
was won by
regard to Manila the biller is expressed Yousouf.
London, June 21.—The Hong
Kong that
Captain-Ueneral August! will ask
correspondent of tho Daily Mall, says:
United States
Consul Wilaman lias re- the foreign warships lo land detaobments
ASTOR BATTERY ARRIVES.
ceived no intimation from
his govern- to oocupy Manila, on the ground that he
ment with regard to the future of
San Francisco, June 20.—The Astor batthe is no longer able to resist the insurgents.
General Agninaldo desires
Philippines
tery numbering lot men, inoluding three
that the islands become an
American YELLOW FEVEK IN MISSISSIPPI. officers, arrived in San Francisco today.
He declares that It he cannot be
colony.
Judo 20.— Two new oases
connected with the United States he will of Washington,
AMMUNITION FOR SPAIN.
yellow fever have broken out at Mcinsist upon a republic being formed.
If
town
Henry, Miss., the quarantined
any other country than the United States
London, June 20.—A special despatch
and were reported to Surgeon General
wishes to secure control of the
Philip- Wyman, of the Marine hospital service to- from Paris says an Austrian agent has
pines, that country will have to light for day.
The official despatches looated the returned from Madrid, whore ho delivered
it. Xhe insurgents under Agninaldo now
to the Spanish authorities via|the Pynew cases in the same houses where the
have 10,500 rifles and eight field pieces.
million empty cartridges
lirst seven cases occurred. Camp Fontain- renees, three
and 120 tons of explosives, derived from
bleu, just outside the little town has been
Austrian and Belgian sources.
MERRITT MAY GO ON THE PHILA- prepared in
anticipation of further de- French,

following

the

without further delay save for legislative
authority, whict is to be
immediately
granted follows the formul refusal of exchange by the Spanish government. The
matter was taken up by both the Presi“They brought on war by acceding
dent and Secreiary Long.
The above continually to American demands and
will have to take the responsibilities
they
determination was reached after a short
and

to the other

BEFORE THE SENATE NOW. |

20. —11.30 a. m.—The
Peiayo and the rest and opened his eyes
Key West, June
MORRILL
SENATOR
wide, with a muttered exclamation of naval officials here say Captain General VETERAN
notified the American blocksurprise, when ho heard that Admiral B’anco has
LEADS
THE
OPPOSITION.
hereafter he will reoognize
ading fleet that
Camara was still at home.
Another government
truce.
no flag of
At Holguin, Garcia said there are 10 000
Castle keeps
vessel reports that Morro
Spanish troops, but he believes the 3000 firing heavy shells at the blockading A Test Vote Stood 41 to 15 In Favor of the
On Friday a 12 inch shell exmen he left there will effectually
Devolution—Those Who Support the
prevent squadron.
dangerously close to an American
ploded
from
Measure Will Allow Their Opponents
the enemy
reaching Santiago from
warshi p._
to Do All the

Madrid, June 20—Via Biarritz—El Iraparoial publishes an interview its correspondent has had with Bon Carlos.

preparing

20.-The

received today from Commodore Watstates Spanish
Then General Garoia asked
son.
“Captain General
Admiral
to exohange prisonrefuses
sat
beside
campson, who
him, what had government
and his men are the
Hobson

As it is understood that the pretender
revised the Interview before it was pubWashington, June 120.—Lieut. Hobson, lished, his statement may be regarded as
the hero of the Merrlmao, will be trans- in the nature of a manifesto. BonlCarlos
ferred from the Construction corps to the said:
“I won’t
line of the navy and raised to the grade
oonceal from you that when
of Lieut. Commander this week.
This I left Venice last April I was resolved
action was definitely decided upon by the to protest by means of force and arms,
administration today and legislation em- that is, by ordering my partisans to rise,

powering this action will be pressed

June

Washington.

was

happened

Lieutenant

Hlanco Also Says Ho Will Not Keeognzo

th('~

out."

Pretender.
a

MERRIMAC MEN'

Flag of Truce.

lasily; but it is very

Manifesto Issued Bv the Spanish

Will Be Made

EXCHANGE

WONT

Continued from First
pafr

Hnnilrcds.

Copyright 1S93 by the Associated Press,
Hong Kong, June 20.—According to

SAJIfSOI

this matter

an

to the exolnBion of

ordinary

dace.

Mr. Teller spoke briefly on the
parliaHe asserted that no
mentary situation.
The Hawaiian resolutions were then Senator had the
to
farm
out
the
right
time of the Senate.
As for himself he
placed before the Senate.
now to vote
for
the
Almost immediately Mr. Frye arose and was prepared
Hawaiian annexation resolution but he
said that as the Semite was entering upon
recognized the right of all to be heard on
an
exceedingly important matter he the subject and he pleaded for a proper
the regard for the amenities of the Senate in
sincerely hoped the chairman of
the question.
foreign relations committee would insist considering
Resuming, Mr. Baoon addressed himwithout
that it should be considered
any self to the legal and constitutional quesHe contended that the
unnecessary delay. He expressed the hope tion of the Issue.
on
the joint resolution now before the senate
that he would press the subjeot
of the
to
was
a
direct
a prerogative
blow
at
insist
not
and
way
Senate,
give
any
measure tnat was not absolutely necessary Senate in that the .only proper method of
or a war measure.
He thought that the annexing foreign territory was by means
He urged the importance of
Senate ought not to adjourn at four or of treaty.
five o'clock in the afternoon, but should maintaining the oonstitutional method
sit as long as possible In order to facili- in so Important an undertaking. In this
tate the oonsideration of the resolutions, connection he deprecated the suggestion
the
which, he added, ought to be passed at an that the President oould seize
Hawaiian islands without the concurearly date.
Mr. Frye then asked that
upon the rence of the Senate. He said, he bad
taking up of the resolutions the yeas and been grieved to hear Senators suggest
the propriety of such a proceeding and he
be
called.
nays
Mr. White of California, Instantly rose had been more than gratified at the failand made the point of order that the reso- ure of the President to act upon this unThe President would
lutions were already beforo the Senate wise suggestion.
and that the yeas and nays oould not be have no more right thus to seize Hawaii
than he would have to sieze Jamaica.
had npon a dead lssne.
The point was sustained by the Vice Still such a seizure would be as legal as
President, who announced that ho had al- would annexation by joint resolution.
Mr. Bacon contended that a statute of
ready deolared the resolutions before the
one country could not be made obligatory
Senate.
Mr. Jones of Arkansas, said he desired upon another country; hence the necessity
state- of a treaty ih annexation proceedings, as
to say in response to Mr. Frye’s
ment, that if harsh measures were to be a treaty only could bind both countries.
was
adopted in the beginning by the friends The effort in the present proceedings
of annexation, he wanted to warn them to make a treaty by statute and this he
Be
to
maintained,
contended
was irregular.
that it would be neoessary
keep a
of Hawaii could
quorum in the Senate ohambers at all that, as the annexation
be accomplished only by the consent of
times.
“We will keep a quorum,” replied Mr. the two governments it was necessarily a
consummation to be attain d only by a
Frye, “as we ought to do at all times.”
The legislative action of the
Mr. Morrill of Vermont, then took the treaty.
not
be
alone would
States
floor to address the Senate in opposition United
to the resolutions. The venerable Senator sufficient legal and constitutional authoribut
for
annexation.
was
ty
spoke in a conversational tone,
aocorded olose attention.
In the course of his remarks, Mr. Bacon
Senators
Among other things Mr. Morrill said: was frequently interrupted by
“The undesirable character of the greater with questions bearing upon the constituand
popula- tional point he was arguing.
part of their illgathered race
Connsotiout
Mr. Platt
of
tion, gathered by contract to serve longinquired
years of semi-slavery by sugar employers whether, if tho Hawaiian
government
does not warrant and never can entitle nrude a cession of
to
territory
this
them to
an
equal representation in the oountry, without trenty the
Congress
Senate of the United States with Virginia could not accept it.
and Massachusetts or with Illinois and
Mr. Bacon in reply maintained
that
such acceptance would require the conColorado, nor any other state.
A new member,
a
as
business matter, sent of the treaty making power.
Mr. Spooner of Wisconsin read the first
ought not to be pnshed into the Union
without the consent of all the present line of the resolutions “that said cession
withis aoceptod, ratified and oonflrmed," and
members.
We can bo their friends
The then inquired “What cession?”
out taking them into our family.
Hawaiian annexation soheme hardly be“There has been an offer to cede,” relongs to the present administration or plied Mr. Platt.
the present war, and the time may come
“Yes,” said Mr. Spooner, “but an offer
when even its boldest advocates now; may to cede is not a cession.
not be unwilling to have it more justly
Mr. White inquired of Mr. Davis if he
known as an untimely seven months’ ou- desired to proceed farther with the debate
of
sprlng
some previous
administration. today.
My Arm conviction, however, is that anMr. Davis expressed the wish that the
nexation of distant islands is not in har- discussion continue
until half past live
mony with the Constitution of the United o’clock.
Mr. White instantly moved to
States, hut is conspicuously repugnant adjourn.
Mr. Davis asked for the yeas
thereto.
and nays. The motion was defeated 44 to
“The Hawaiian islands
annexed 15.
if
would prove as barren of military importMr. White expressed the opinion that
ance os of commercial,
whioh is wholly for the first day of the debate the Senate
matters.

Chloago,
from the
finish.

June

20.—The Orphans won

Champions today in a close
For seven innings CallahnD was

invincible, the locals meanwhile bundlIn the eighth the
ing hits for five runs.
visitors scored four runs.
Attendance
3200.

The score:

Chicago,
Boston,

04001000
00000004

x—3
0—4

Base hits—Chicago, 9; Boston, 8. 8b>Batteries—
rors—Chicago, 0; Boston, 4.
Callahan and Donahue; Nichols and Bergen.
At
9.

Pittsburg—New York, 2; Pittsburg,
O/inoLunati—eaiumor:, n;

ad

uncm

nati, 2.
At Louisville—Washington, 1; Louisville, 8.
At Cleveland—Brooklyn, 7; Cleveland.
4.

At

Philadelphia—Philadelphia, 14;

St.

Tiouis, 2.

NEW ENGLAND

LEAGUE.

At New Bedford—Taunton,
New
3;
Bedford. 2.
At Newport—Brockton, 7; Newport, 2.
At Full ltiver—hall River, 5;
Pawtucket, 2.
CLASS DAY AT ORONO.

Orono,

June 20.—Class day at the University of Maine ocourred today. The ex*
eroises were held in the Town hall, anti
the programme ino uded: Class History,
by Carl G. Wiswell; The Poem, by Kenu
E. Dunn; the Oration, by Chart s
E.
Pearce and the Prophecy by George A.
Whittemore. The address to undergraduates, Harry A. Higgins, and the valedictory by Elmer D. Merrill.
The smoking of the pipe of paece followed. The class officers were:
Presilent, Charles A. Pearce; vice president,
John W. Dearborn; secretary, Edward H.
The
treasurer, Leon E. Ryther.
sxeoutive committee are John W. Dearborn, Fred W. Santille, George A. Smith,
Roderick D. Tarr, Charles 8. Webster.
The reception and dedication of the Y.

Davis;

T. V. society building tonight, was one
of the most delightful social
events of
commencement.
The
was
building
The
beautifully decorated with flowers.
receiving was done by Mrs.Leslie Cutting

Bangor, Mrs. H. M. Estabrook
Mrs. George Hamblin of this town

of

and

PRIZE SPEAKING AT BOWDOIN.

Brunswiok, June 20.—The junior prize
The
declamation occurred this evening.
speakers were as follows: Francis Wayland Briggs, Pittsfield; Lincoln Lewis
Cleaves, Bridgton; Archer Parris
Fessenden
Mt. Vernon; Harold
Dutton,
Portland; Frank Leslie
Anson; Loton Drew Jennings,

Cram,
Dana,
North
North

Wayne; Francis Lewis Lavertu, Berlin,
N. H.; Willis Bean Moulton, Portland;
Byron Striokland Philoon, Auburn; Winford Henry Smith,
Westbrook;
Cony
Lawton
Augusta; William
Sturgis,

Thompson, Portland.
NEW BEDFORD TEAM DISBANDS.
June 20.—The
New Bedford, Mass.,
New Bedford baseball team disbanded
close of
at the
today’s game, the cooperation soheme having proved a failure.

ORDERED TO QUIT HAYTI.
Hayti, June 20—9.20
p. m.—It Is rumored here today that at
the
request of the Dominican government, the son of Senor Jlminez, leader of
the reoont abortive revolutionary attempt
Gen.
Houreaux, president of
against
Dominica, has been notified by the Haysien officials to quit Haytien soil as soon
Cape Haytien.

as

possible.

BRIEF

JOTTINGS.

The opening race meeting at Dover, N.
EL, will begin today.
The children’s services at the West End
was postponed till

Methodist
church
next Sunday evening.

Officer
Hanson of Blddeford brought
two prisoners to the Portland jail yester-

day.
B The funeral Of William Merrill of Pine
Point was
held Sunday, conduoted by
Rev. Mr. Goodwin. The singing was by
a

quartette from the Dunstan church.

&

The summer time table on the Boston
Maine will go into effect next Mon-

day.

Discovered by

a

Woman.

Another great discovery has been made
and that too, by a lady In this country.
“Disease fastened Its clutches upon her
its
and for seven years she withstood
severest tests, but her vital organs were
Undermined and death seemed Imminent.
For three months she coughed Incessantly
and could not sleep. She finally
discovered a way to recovery by purchasing of
us a bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery
for Consumption, and was so much
relieved on taking first dose, that she slept
bottles
two
has
with
and
all night
been
Her name Is
Mrs.
absolutely cured.
Luther Lutz.” Thus writes W. C. HamN.
C. Trial botmiofc & Co., of Shelby,
tles free at H. P. S. Goold’s Drug Store.
60j
and
size
$1.00
Regular
every bottle

guaranteed.

—

misceixaneous.

THE COUNTY SHOW.
The

Managers

Say This Tear’s

Belter than

I will guarantee
that my Rheumatism
Cure will relieve lumbaco, sciatica and all
rheumatic pains in
two or three hours,
and cure in a few

days.

MUNYON.

At all druggists,
£5e. a vial.
Guide
to Health and medical advice free.
1505 Arch st., Phila.

EVERYBODY
And

MIME

HeSp Us

CELEBRATE
--

SOUTH
Will

PORTLAND.

Be

Ever.

The managers of the Cumberland county fair say that this year’s exhibition is
g oing to break the record in the way of a
successful
show.
The ground
oounty
work of a fair is the exhibits and the exhibits

house upon the petition of Samuel H
Liak of Westbrook, for permission to erect
and maintain poles and wires for elecrio
the following
on

made possible by the premiums
offered so that there may be an interest
on the part of the exhibitors in
making
their displays as full and attractive as
are

This year the Gorham managers
may he.
have hustled and as a result they have a
total of nearly $980 to be used as special

Recruits at Camp Burdett Are Being lightning purposes
streets of the town:
Daily Initiated.
in Ligonia,

On Main street
of Ligonia, the streets of Cash s Corner,
Clam Babe Today at Casino—American
and streets of Pleasant
Summer street,
National Ked’Cross Recognized by War
streets of Kniglitand
Main
street
dale,

Department

Older—Military

Notes—

Fleasantdalo Person-

a_. »

give performances

The programme has not yet* been combut here are a few of the attractions offered:

Sunrise Salute and Riugiug of Beils.
Parade of Horribles, starting at 6
a. in.

Hoat Races at 8.30.
Grand Military, Civic and Trades
Procession, starting at 10 o’clock.
Hands, Canadian Troops, School Children, Descriptive Floats, elc.
Riuging of Bells aud Firing of Salute

v

stage

erected by the track and in full view of
the grand stand.
This year, too, there
will be no trouble about
getting a good
square meal on the grounds for the dining
room will be in charge of B. Fields Murray, the Waterville caterer, who is well
known as a successful man at the business of appeasing the appetites of the
crowds which gather at fairs, conventions
and college commencements.
The managers of the fair are hard at work and one
of them told a PRESS man the other day
that they should have lots of news before
all their arrangements are completed.
SUMMER

YT7J-

proved that the

new

-Turn

comer

must

in

a

hardened, or, to use the military vernacular, he must be “deviled” a
little,to the end that he may better stand
measure

be

the wear and tear of actual service. Accordingly the reoruits were duly posted on
Sunday last to guard the sinks, patrol
the company streets and gather in “amthe sabres.” Yesterday
munition for

morning they were put on picket duty
along the adjoining roads, with instructions to search every approaching wagon
and seize
any "hard
goods” which
might be found. This proved to be a

SUNDAY somewhat perilous duty, for while they
encountered no bullets, they were made,
SCHOOL TEACHERS.
SCHOOL

FOR

instances

some
to feel tho force of a
Below is the programme of the summer in
horsewhip from some irate teamster, who
school
for
school
teachers
to
be
Sunday
Afternoon Oration at Fort Allen
failed to recognize the right of the men to
Park.
Siuging by Chorus at Fort held at Northport on Penobscot bay, July engage in a search and seizure
process,
Park and Deering Park.
30 to August 13, 1898, under the auspices
even when imposed on them as a military
Balloon Ascensions Afternoon and of the Maine State Sunday School Association. Mr. G. H. Archibald, general joke.
Evening.
MILITARY NOTES.
of the State Sunday-School Assecretary
Continuous Show in City Hall—BatCapt. Rogers, commandant at Fort
tle of Manila and Cuban War Scenes— sociation, a specialist from the Bible
Afternoon aud Evening. (Admission Normal college,
Springfield, Mass., and Preble and sub-posts, has been a guest of

at noon.

free.)

others will conduct the following:
Lectures o normal lessons on the English Bible.
Lectures and conferences on the art of

Fireworks in the evening.

EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAILROADS

loin

Will You

ils ?

Correct Style, 1898.
Lamson & Hubbard

For

Durability, Style and
Comfort the Lamson & Hubbard Hat has

no

equal.

For

sale

by
ILessdiiag' Healers.
eodlm
je4
RAILROADS.

CHANGE OF

8.10

a.

m.;

1.30

and

m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and
Auburn, G.40, 8.35, 11.30

a.

m.; 3.15 and 5.15 p. m.
From Berlin and Gorham, G.40 and lf.30
a. m.
and 6.45 p. m.
From Montreal and West, 6.40 a. m. and 5.45
m.

SUNDAY TEAINS.
For Montreal amt West, 8.30 p. m.
For Gorliam and Berlin, 8.30a. m.and 8 30 p
For Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. m. and
From
From
From

AEKIVALS.
Lewiston and Auburn. 6.40 a. m.
Berlin and Gorham, 6.40 a. m.
Montreal and West, u 40 a. m.

PORTLAND

Lectures and
Lectures and
work.
Leotures and conferences on the'kindergarten department, the home department
and normal work.
Specimen normal olasses will be conducted.
Specimen primary and kindergarten
classes will be taught.
Themes of practical in tersest
to all
teachers will be considered.
A devotional hour will not be omitted,
and tli) spiritual 3iae of the teacher’s life
will be emphasized.
Arrangements will be made for evening
lectures and entertainments.
There will be no charge
for
tuition.
Lodging will be furnished at 25 cents a
night and meals at 25 cents each. Board
can be obtained at fivo and six
dollars a
--j

——

iudid

opportunities for self-boarding. A
good hotel is on the grounds. Arrange-

are

will be made for half fare rates cn
the railroad and steamship lines.
No
such oppottunity for improvement spirit-

ments

ually and in methods of work has before
been offered to the Sunday school teachers
of Maine.
Those expecting to attend the

TIME.

For Montreal. West, s.io a. m. and 8.30 p. m.
For Quebec. 8.10 a. m. and 8.30
p. m.
ior Island Poud, 8.10 a.
m.; 1.30 and 8.30 p. m.

p.

teaching.

8.30p.

m

m"

&_WORCESTER,

nimffii & ROCHESTER R. R.
Station Foot o£ Preble St.
On and after Monday, Oct 4, 1897, Passenger

trains will Leave Portland:
Lor Worcester Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30

adjutant.
The Women’s Literary Union have a
meeting and b anquet at the Casino on

The Universalist

society

next Sunday as Children’s
The Portland Rendering
vuv

IVUMCilljjr

observe

will

1o

Mr

Maine

in Twelve

wur&a

Days.

I.ittle

uxc wi

dug

The remainout seven of the bodies.
were not found till three
umnninnoa

mnrlci

rmy

TV a

fiifil

wfvxr

yester-

mciuuuisii

church will meet Thursday
afternoon
with Miss Elia Trefethen, West High
street.
The government lighthouse tender Lilac went on the railway yesterday, and
the Ella M. Doughty is undergoing re-

Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Eochester at 8.30 a. m., 1.30
and 5.62 p. m.
from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
a- m-. 1.30,
4.15, 6.52 p. 111.
For tickets ior all
points West and South apply to I. F. MeGILLICUDDY, Ticket Agent,
A ortlond, Me,

10^°

j, yy, pETEKS. Supt.
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Hands, Chilblains,

Corns and

all bkln
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Just let us write you if your dealer si
irie* to se" ^ someihin9 else.
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fflathiug that Is “Just as Good.” §;
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Maine railroad.

-----

«

Miss Ethel Hamilton, Summer street.
of Southport,
Capt. Alphonso Dyer,
passed the Sabbath with his daughter,

WAR IS WEARIJVG THE BSD.
SUiTBiflER WEATHER IS AT RAID.

Mrs. W. E. Dyer.
Mr. Edwin Hamilton has purchased
the new two story house on Pearl street,
formerly owned by his father, Capt.

BUSINESS IS REVS VIATI.

B

f A.

|

This reminds us to say our stock of
early spring clothing
well sold out and wo have just purchased a large lot of
Suits at extremely low prices and you can share in the discount
we have obtained by calling on us
early With cash in hand, and
select from the cleanest line of Suits to bo found in I’ortland.

F.HILL. & CO.,
Congress Street.
50©

Boston,

Wednesday,

ASK FOR COUPONS.
We

they would prevent
suoh occurrences and I procured them.
They have really been the means of
strengthening the kidneys of the child
and preventing nocturnal urination. I
am very grateful to Doan’s Kidney Pills
and I heartily recommend them to every

are

Men's
Men’s
Men’s
Men’s

They

enormous

prevent it from

growing

up with

weak

kidneys.

jendlw

giving

great

values

in

seasonable

in all our

clothing

substitute.
FIVE THOUSAND PRISONERS.

Philippines Insur-

gents Continues.

Hong Kopg, June 20.—The U. S. transport Zafiro, which has just arrived here
and anchored In Chinese waters, brought

Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers at
Jersey Ribbed Shirts and Drawers

1000 native
prisoners with their arms.
The insurgents also captured on June
14, the town of Dalanga, the place next

Importance to Manila in the bay.
Frequent fires have occurred at Manila

from
39c to $1.45 each

IRA F. CLARK & CO.,
One Price Spot Oasli

CLOTHIERS,

HATTERS AND

FURNISHERS,

26 and 28 monument
CXXARXjBS XX. XIXUSZjOST,
jelSdlw

Square.

■

Proprietor,

I

I.

Buy the

.

.

HOBSON

Independence.

STRAW HAT,

Chicago, June 20.—A speoial cable today to the Record from John T. AleCutcheon, a staff correspondent with
Dewey’s fleet, reads as follows:
Hong Kong, June 20.—Gen. Filipino
ofiioially proclaimed a provisional government in old Cavite June 12.
There were
great ceremonies and a declaration of independence was read renouncing Spanish
authority. General Aguinaldo was elected
president and Daniel Peringo, vice presiThe insurgents government will
dent.
not oppose an American protectorate or
occupation.
The rebels have captured the Spanish
governcr und the garrison of three hun-

the

noted of all Straws,
and up to Date

most

FOB

YOIYO MEUf.

It is Rough,
It is Stylish,
It is Nice.

It is a good looker
It will suit you.

You will buy it.

LADIES’ SAILOBS,
$1.50, $2.00, $2.50.
THEY ARE FINE. THE LARGEST AND BEST
LINE OF STRAW HATS IN THE MARKET.

M ER R Y, 1

Hatter

and

Furnisher,

287-239 MIDDLE ST.

GENTLEMENS GARMENTS.
Whole

Suits

CLEANSED AND PRESSED FOR

the arrival
Camp
of Gen. Healy and staff of New York to
nssHss
pay tho troops of that state for the time
2. .SO an
they were in service before being mustered in as United states volunteers.
in American or french
Way.
Several hundred more recruits arrived
All dyeing and clensing done
The recruiting work is progresstoday.
second to none in the world.
ing much more rapidly than expected
all tho regiments filling up fast. Five
cars of equipments arrived
yesterday consisting of three cars of gun carriages
limbers and cassons for the artillery, and
cars of guns and
two
PRACTICAL OVER.
miscellaneous
stores.
Additional guns and large quanSimond’s Dye House, 83 India St., CeoWorks
tities of ordnance are expected during
tral Office 8 Elm Sr. Telephone 138-5.
the week.
Jo13d2w
was

fabrics,

Straw and Crash Hats in great variety and low prices.

PROCLAIMED.

TROOPS.
Chickainauga National Park.Ga., June
20.—The
most important
happening of
at
Thomas

21c each
25c each
45c to 98o

at

Natural Wool Shirts and Drawers from
A complete line of Fancy Shirts, all styles and

in

The governor and
dred men at Buluean.
garrison at Pampnnga are surrounded,
and the government and garrison of 420
men have been captured at Batangas.
June Uth the family of Governor General Augueti fled to the interior for safety.
The Spaniards in Manila are reported
as having shot
thirty Carbineros,
for
attempting to desert to the rebels.
sent
an
ultimatum
to the
Aguinaldo
government, that if more were executed
ho would retaliate on Spanish prisoners.
The Baltimore sailed today to meet the
Charleston and troop ships.
The French warship Pascal arrived
June 15th. The German warship Kaiser
is expected daily.

at

Pants in worsteds and cashmeres at

FURNISHING GOODS.

from Manila under date of June
17, from which it appears that the Insurgents now hold 4000 Spaniards and

news

and at Malate.
The United States cruiser Baltimore
was to have left Manila on June 17 to
meet the United States cruiser Charleston
and the transports from San Francisco,
which tho warship is convoying. The
latter were expected to reach the northeastern most point of the island of Luzon
shortly afterwards.
Thirty Carabineros who attempted to
desert from the Spanish force on June
15. were arrested and shot.
Gen. Aguinaldo, the Insurgent leader,
has informed United States Consul Williams of the formation of a provisional
government merely for cohesive purposes, and has notified him of the desire of
the insurgents that the Philippine islands beoome an American colony.
The Spaniards have sunk the cruiser
Cebu, so as to obstruot the passage Gf the
Pasig river.
The Americans at Manila say apparently friendly relations exist between the
French and German squadrons.
The British second-class oruiser Bonaventure proceeded from Hong Kong for
Manila yosterday, and another British
The British
warship is to follow her.
steamer,' Esmeralda left here for Manila
in order to bring away British refugees
and the British steamer Yuen Sang will
leave here today for the same purpose.

6.98 and 7.9$
$7.98, 10 and 12.00
$7.98, worth 10.00
$1.98, 2.50, 2.69 and 2.70

$5.00,

Boys’ Long Pant Suits, dark and light colors,
$3.69, worth 5,00
Boys’ Long Pant Suits, better grades, at
$6.00, 7,00, 8,00 and 10.00
Boys’ Long Pant Blue Cheviot Suits, all wool, at
$5.98, worth 8.00
Boys’ Wash Suits, warranted fast colors, at
50o
Boys’ Wash Suits, better grades, at
75c, $1.00, 1.50 and 2.00
Boys’ Wool Jean Short Pants, blaoks and browns, at
42a
87c to $3.00
Boys’ Long Pants,

the United States.
Remember the name DOAN’S and take

Remarkable Success of

Suits for business wear at
Suits for dress wear at
Blue Serge Suits, fast oolor.

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT.

Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by all dealers, price 50 cents. Mailed by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for

today

also

MEN’S DEPARTMENT.

will relieve her of an
amount of work, the child of
so much embarrassment besides performing a duty the parent owes the child to

mother.

no

Away to the person holding the Largest Amount of
Coupons on the 29th Dayot August 1893.

Pills that

TO PAY NEW YORK

is

Eben Hamilton.
Mrs. Mattie Burke has been quite seriously ill at her home on Summer street

home on Summer street.

gkm he

|

Stove?

A Hundred Reasons Why,
which we can’t teil
you here.

Miss Laura Smith of York street, PortSuffering humanity should be supplied
with every means possible for its relief.
is being entertained at the home of
land,
It is with
the
we

Eruptions and positively euros Piles, or
HEARING
no pay required. It is
SATURDAY
guaranteed to give PUBLIC
JULY 3.
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by H. p]
The board of selectmen will give a pub6. Goold, 677 Congress tit,,
under Con- lic hearing Saturday
afternoon, July 3,
groes fcquaia Hotel.
at 3 o clock at their office at the
Town

a

THEN BUY A

$

West Point, N. Y., June 20.—Fifty-two
for cadetships who passed
randidatcs
last March, reached
their examinations
here today, took the oath of allegiance
and were admitted to the military academy. Among the number were James
M. Hobscn, Jr., of Alabama, brother of
the young naval officer who distinguished
Mrs. Hattie Small and daughter Cornehimself in the sinking of the Merriinac
lia have returned to their home, Douglass
at Santiago;
Charles H. Jennings of
Connecticut; John L. Monroe aua Henry street, Portland.
T. Strong of Massachusetts.
Mr. Stetson Lewis, who has been enjoying a short vacation, has returned to
his duties os fireman on the Boston &

for a few days.
Mr. George Small has returned to his
home in Boston.
Mr. Albert Spaulding is quite ill at his

City Mali,

.....-

Must Have

months.
Mrs. Capt. William Thomp=on left Saturday for Buckfield to be the guest of her
daughters, Mrs. A. E. Skillins and Mrs.
Edward Atwood, for a few days.
Mr. Charles Richardson has returned
from Boston, where he has been to attend
the celebration of the 17th.

pleasure

Kidney

tion of
kklLUlt

Mrs. F. O. Smith and daughter Jen20.—The two-masted sohoonBend, loaded with plaster nie, of Pearl street, are passing a few
rock, consigned to Boston parties, which days in Blddeford, thejguests of her huswas
beached
here Saturday night, is band’s parents.
A.
Sutherland
and
Charles
Mrs.
in the sand and there is very
still fast
little prospect of getting her off at pres- daughter, Miss Alice, of Brown street,
hold is lull of water and she left Saturday for Clifton Springs, N. Y.,
ent. Her
where they are to pass the summer
is leaking badly.

Yellow Jaundice Cured.

R. C. FLOWER of

Philippine Insurgents Announce Declara-

Grecian

LUCKY CADETS.

o’clock but it would occur two or three
times before morning. This caused me
any amount of work and I was not strong
and besides I knew it should not be neglected, yet we got nothing to relieve him.
Finally I read somewhere about Doan’s

GOVERNMENT

Saco, June

er

Eight There Need Be None.

Given

Mrs. Sarah Smith and son Robert are
visiting at the home of R. M. Cole, Sawyer street.
uauica

^_MISCTEtEAWEOtTB.

ThbIoeW

day.

iilo

I

TWO HUMOROUS BEJU.TU LEOTWES

a

By

next.
Mrs. G. W. Doughty, Jr., is visiting
Mrs. Ernest Doughty at Locke’s Mills.
Mrs. W. L. Eldridge,
Broadway, is
spending a few weeks in Pembroke.
Presiding Elder Corey, of the Lewiston
district, was a guest of Rev. W. F.
the People’s ohurch,

With

EREE

Saturday

Holmes, of

It But

H. Jeffrey, who conductHow carefully mother guards the see<
a
aiue expedition to
.
.
.
.
Alaska, and ia crets of her boys and girls. At night as
i.ow in
Portland for a brief stay, claims she carefully tuoks the bed olothes around
10
f'iiamponship for a qniok passage them she chides and warns that mother
lom
Klondike to Portland. He was will be angry If they repeat last night’s
on y
twelve days making the journey
offense, softly saying to herself it is only
rom
At
.Same 22.
Camp Milo, Lake Bennett, to a habit but I must break them of it.
“ne’ and that inoluded a day and a Thi s is Mother’s mistake. The children
AT
2.30
M.
P.
TO
ia
WOMEN ONLY.
loss In
waiting for train and steam- cannot help it and sweet, clean, dry beds
boat
connections. Camp Milo is thirty- can be the resting place of every child AT 8.00 P. M.
TO MEN ONLY.
muo miles
beyond
Skaguay, and he when it is understood that this is not habDo Mot Fail to Hear This Great Orator.
jel8il4tto
mado that
distance on foot in eighteen it but a weakness that can be cured. Achours, over the mountain trail, across tive life of the little one tends to weakenlakes and over the Chllcoot Pass.
On ing the kidneys, and weak kidneys means
the trip he
wore a pair of shoes weighing inability to retain the urine.
This is a
eleven pounds, and carried a paok and a
condition, not a habit, and should have
crip whose aggregate weight was about the same
prompt attention you would
fllty pounds. More than two-thirds of give to’tho marked
symptoms of any disthe distance he
covered in wet clothes, ease. One Doan's Kidney Pill
takeD
having broken through the ice in cross- twice a day and at bed time will strengthing Beep Lake.
en the kidneys of a child, and in a short
“Our Maine party is one of the best time there will be no cause to
scold, for
that ever entered Alaskan territory,” the so-called habit will
disappear promptsaid Mr.
Jeffrey to a PRESS reporter. ly. Hero a grateful mother adds her enThey are well equipped, and are a hardy, dorsement to our words:
conscientious, tireless, ambitious body of Mrs. Nellie Dunn, corner 4th and Winmen.
We huve had very little sickness ter street’s, Ansonia, Ct., says: “I have
and we met with no accidents.
a little boy eleven years of age that was
“We barely escaped being in that fear- very mnch troubled with weak
kidneys.
ful snowslido near Stone House, in which When he was six
years he would go in
We
were
lives.
sixty-four people lost their
bathing frequently and remain in for a
onl y a mile away at the time. Our men long time. That was when I
This coupon is given away with every 25 cents worth
noticed first
purchase^
all joined in the search for the dead,
any difficulty with his kidneys but he Now is the time to secure a
Bicycle free. All coupons must be at our stor*
of
but
two
all
till
so
bad that he would wet the bed eveworking continuously
got
Aug. 27th, 1898, with the name and post office address of the sender.
the bodies had been recovered. Our men
ry night. I have taken him up at 11

“TV>n*

UI

Portland Mothers Make

1

MISCEIXAVEOES.

Wm*,,

ing two bodies
company has weeks ago.

day.

Klondike

Cash Corner and will probably rather blue. For five
Quint
days nobody could
dose them for good.
on the trail.
Our journey over the
The Elm street M. E. church, Y. P. S. go
as Is the
C. E. held its last
meeting of the season, Chilcoot pass was a perilous one,
last evening, at the residefioo of Mr. and case with every
body traversing that wild
Mrs. J. A. S. Dyer.
There was a large seotion of
country, but we reached Benattendance and
ioes and
cakes were
nett lake at last and went into oamp
served.
there to await the opening of the rivers.
POWDER MILL DESTROYED.
“On June 3d the party was divided into four expeditions and started on the
Believed To Bo Work of Enemies of the
Yukon in big barges, well laden with
Government.
supplies. One party will go to the Big
Salmon river, another to the Little SalCincinnati, Ohio, June 20.—The finish- mon, a third to the Stewart, and the
ing department of the King Powder com- fourth to the
Hootalinqua river. When I
pany at Kings Mills, Warden county, was
go back I shall carry in ten tons of prolast
destroyed
night in a manner leading visons for next
year’s consumption. I
to the belief that it was
the work of
intend to join the Stewart river expedienemies of the government.
The buildtion, but will leave at the mouths of the
which was stored a quantity of
ing in
rivers supplies for the parties there.
smokeless powder was evidently fired by
“Of course it is too early to make positwo men near midnight. One of the men
tive predictions, but I am sure that the
was badly burned and
apparently was Maine expedition, made up of such sturdy
dragged away from the building by his fellows, will get their share of the richcompanion who ran away in the direotion ness that abounds in the Klondike reof South Lebanon. Smokless powder, in gion.”
the condition it was in in this departWILLIAM TALKS TO HIS ARMY.
ment does
not
explode like ordinary
June 20.—Tho official Reich sanBerlin,
with
a
powder,
flash, but breaks into a
bright light and burns for some time. zeiger today says t hat Emperor William
a
delivered to the
in
The great light attracted citizens
speech which he
and
Guards at Potsdam on Thurssome of these met and captured a
stranger Imperial of the
army as being his most
going toward South Lebanon. Ho is ap- day, spoke
parently a foreigner, but is so badly in- important inheritance, and said:
I
“When
ascended
the throne, with a
jured that he can hardly talk. The
powder burned was not for the govern- weighty load of anxiety, everywhere was
and
everywhere
ment and the monoy loss is
only about I regarded askance
$2000. The company has a oontract to I endouutered false judgment. My army
and
in
me
alone
believed
supported by
supply the government and this is
thought to be the reason the destruction you and trusting in the God of our foreof the plant was attempted.
fathers, I assumed my heavy offioe knowchief
well that the Hi-my was the
ing
support of my oountry; and the chief
POSTMASTERS APPOINTED.
pillar of my throne.
Washington, June 20.-The following
His Majesty concluded with hoping
fourth class postmaster were appointed:
the "loyalty of the army will become
Maine—Arnold, Celia H. Mills; Bridge- ever more pronounced and that its main
water Center, G. W. Sanford; Burden,
namely, bravery, honor and
supports,
Mrs. M. P, Watson; Howes Corner, Chas. unconditional and unswerveriag blind
fuller, Livermore, Welcome F. Fuller.
obedience, may over remain unshaken.”
at

PLEASANT DALE.

STILL STUCK FAST.

followpublish
ing: “This is to certify that I was a
terrible sufferer from Yellow Jaundice'for
p. m.
over six months and was treated by so*me
For Manchester. Concord and points North at
of tho best physicians in our city and all
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
to
no avail.
our
For
Dr. Bell,
Eochester,
Springvale, Alfred, Waterdruggist,
boro and Saco Elver at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and recommended Eieotrio Bitters, and after
6.35 p. m.
1
was
bottes
two
taking
entirely
cured.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.46 a m., 12.30, 3.00, I now
take great pleasure in recommend6.35 and 6.20 p. m.
them
to
lror Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook ing
any person suffering with
I
am
Junction and Wocdfords at 7.30, 9.46 a.m., this terrible malady.
gratefully
12,30, 3.00, 5.36 and 6.20 p. r.i.
yours, M. A. Hogarty, Lexington, Ky.1'’
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
Sold by II. P. B. Goold, Druggist.
at Aver Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Eoute”
lor the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
Buckien’s Arnica Salve.
tor Providence and New York, via "Providence
Line” for Norwich and New Vork, via "Nor'1 HE LEbT SALVE in the world for
wich Line” with Boston and Albany E. K. lor
Guts,
Sores,
the West, and with tue New York all rail via
Bruises,
Ulcers, bait
Hiieum, lever Sores, Tetter, Chapped
Springfield.”

je26dtf

Lt. Valentine returned to camp on Saturday and resumed his duties as battalion

badly bent.

ortlanfl Man
Travel* from

for sword fishing.
school, or those wishing to make pairs
Mr. L. C. Cummings’s steam
yacht
should
send
their
names at
enquiries,
Cara is being painted, varnished and
once to Miss Nellie
11. Jordan, Alfred,
generally overhauled for the summer serMe.
vice, and is moored near Railway, wharf.

ni.

Gorham, Berlin, N. II.,

1L30 p.

Manager Evans of the Maine Central on
flying trip to Kllswonh.
Capt. Saunders, commanding Camp
Burdett, has gone to Hartford, Conn., for
conferences on child study. a short visit, and during his absenoe the
conferences on primary command will fall to Capt. Newton.
a

rain.
The damage done to the draw of Portland bridge by the
steamer Europa a
week ago Saturday has been completely
It was found necessary to put
repaired.
in a new brace beam as the old one was

I

'•

•••

MOTHER’S MISTAKE.

summer

On and after MONDAY, June 20th, 1898, trains
will leave as follows:
For Lewiston and Auburn. 7.00, 8.10 a. m.; 1.30,
4.00. 5.20 and 8.30 p.

Road,

the
premiums. That Is, there will be
premiums which this money makes possibuilding of lines to be under
mathematics at Cornell University, is
ble in addition to those offered
by the
tion of the board of selectmen.
H. Hucthinson, PloasH.
Rev.
visiting
society. The ladies of course will have
Hutchinson
is
Mr.
accomant
street.
their departments of the show well looked
The Hacker bicycle path machine owned
after and especially is this true in the de- panied by hiB wife.
by the Portland 'Wheel club and Which
The Goodwill Cirole will meet at the
has been used in
partment arranged for the china decorabuilding the path
home of Capt. Davis Wednesday evening
tors.
Special premiums have been offered
through Deering to Riverton Park, made
week.
of
this
by ex-Governor Cleaves, Mayor Randall
its first appearance on the streets or this
Prayer meeting will be held ot the town Saturday and attracted much attenof Portland, Mayor Moulton of Deerlng,
M. E. church Thursday evenMayor Raymond of Westbrook and County Knightville
tion. It was run from Ligonia to Soarboro
at 7.30 o’clock, and at the same hour
Attorney Libby in this department. The ing
Crossing via Cash’s Corner and Rigby
on Saturday there will
be
ola6s
meeting Park road in order to have a
opening day of the fair w’ll be ohildron’s
good path
in
the
vestry.
day, when the little folks under thirteen
for the Sunday run to the opening of the
The subject of Rev.
Mr. Ford’s diswill be admitted free. There will
be a
The trip
Checkiey house, Prout’s Neck.
on Sunday
evening next will be was of course
special programme on that day for their course
given upon account of the
“The
Punishment
of
the
Wlokod.
entertainment and in addition there will

~

pleted,

Cottage
the
Sawyer street, Front and Preble

ville, Broadway,

street,
and streets of South Portland village;
al Items, E!c.
and streets of
Main street,
Willard
The event of today on the Cape shore
said
and any of the streets of
Willard,
bake”
at
the opening
will be the “dam
The kind of
town of South Portland.
of tho casino, at one o’clock p. m.
poles whioh are to bo used are cedar poles.
John Muilin has secured the position of
Said poles are not to be more than 125
mate on Major floxie’s new yaoht.
and
same
feet apart, and location of
instructor
of
John
I. Hutohinson,
the direcNews Items from

be a chance for them to see specimens
MILITARY ORDER.
of the school work of other children. A
General Order 64 from Headquarters of
novel proposition has been made to
the the Army publishes a letter of the Amerschool authorities of the towns in the ican National Red Cross Relief
commitcounty by the management of the fair. tee and announces that the War DepartIt is that each town shall offer a premium ment
recognizes for any appropriate cofor the best work done in its sohools. The
operative purpose the American National
competition would be among the pupils Red Cross as the civil central American
IVo time more Biting than this of eaoh town by themselves but the ..work committee in
correspondence with the Ineventful year.
of all the towns would be a part of the
ternational committee for the relief of
exhibition
of
the
a
fair.
of
Mo place bettor adapted to
the towns the sick and wonnded in war.
big
Many
have sent word that they will
celebration than Portland.
arrange
CAMP BURDETT.
This year makes the 50th anni- such a oontest. In the way of the attracCamp life, even in time if war, has to
versary of the Grand Trunk tion which is always relied upon nowaTT,
*.!
1.
the trained soldier, its humorous as well
Railroad’s opening, and Can- rlora 4-r. •fill
as its
ada has promised to send some of the
serious side, and the arrival of a
races, the management are considof her gallant troops here to
batch of recruits, a few nights since, at
a troupe of
ering
minstrels
having
negro
help celebrate that event.
Camp Burdett opened the door to many a
who will
on a

Some ol i Attractions.

and streets

HE BROKE
the record.

«$S

J. A. .9.

LOMOLDT,

CR. LOTT’S MERVERIHE PILLS,
The great, remedy for nervous
prostration and

all nervous disof the generative organs
of either sex,

eases

such as Nervous
Prostration,
Failing or Los t
Emissiorie, YouthManhood, Impotenc
ful Errors, Mental
use of Toexcessive
orry,
bacco or Opium, which load to Consumption and
Insanity. With every $5 order we give a written guarantee to cure or refund the money.
Sold at $ 1,00 per box. 6 boxes for $5,00. DR.
MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO3!PANY, Cleveland, Ohio.
For sale by J. E. Goold & Co,

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

the words of an Asso'
ciated Press despatch) they lino the shores
they can readily be driven back by shells
MAINE STATE PRESS.
from the fleet, and a fringe along
the
Kates.
Subscription
shore wide enough for the safe landing of
Daily (in advance) $0 per year; $3 for six
the
troops secured. The army safely
months; $1.50 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
landed and entrenched, next comes the
'1 lie Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at determination of the plan of campaign.
In a general way that was fixed upon, no
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (uot in advance), invariably at the donbt, before the transports
sailed, bnt
rate of $7 a year.
the details cannot be arranged until the
Maine State Press. (Weekly) published commanding officers have had a chance to
every Thursday, $1.00 per year; 5<i cents for 6
study the topography of the country, and
months; 25 cents for 3 months.
the oharucter and position of the Spanisli
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
The number of Spanish troops
short periods may have the addresses of their defences.
in Santiago has been variously estimated,
papers changed as often as desired.
—

AND

though, (to quote

—

In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for ona
week; $4.00 for one month. Three insertions
or less, S1.00 per square. Every other dry advertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.50 for one month.
“A square” is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Mottoes, on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
Bquara each week.
$1.50 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
with otter paid notices, 15 cents per line each
Insertion.
Pure Reading Notices In reading matter type,
16 cents per lino each Insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under theso headlines, and all advertise nents not paid In advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
ea:h subsequent Insertion.
Adc’ress all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, me.

THE

PRESS.

Much will depend on tiie condition of
The chances are
these
that
troops.
Knmor says that they
it is not good.
received no pay
are poorly fed and have
for a long time, and that a good many of
verge of mutiny. Conditions like these will very much diminStill the acish their fighting capacity.
tivity which they have displayed at
them

are on

the

Guantanamo in attacking our
marines
shows that there is a good deal of fight in
them, and that Santiago will he ours only
after a severe campaign in which our
the
losses will be serious. It is among
possibilities that Gen. Sliaftor after a
view of the situation may deem his
for It,
for re inadequate for the task set
and that no offensive movement will be
made until reinforcements are sent him.
Indeed, it may be said that there is connear

in Washington that
case.
It is
this may turn out to be the
well to bear in mind that the sole object
deof this expedition is to capture and

siderable

expectation

stroy Cervera’s fleet.

But

for the

presence of his vessels in the harbor it would
undertiken.
not have been
Santiago
itself is of no great strategic value, and
no important military object will be
complished by taking it.

TUESDAY, JUKE 21.
The

most trustworthy
information
seems to be that there are about 15,tX)0 in
That is
about the
aDd about the oity.
of
same number ns the army
invasion.
but the

Advertising Kates.

proclamation of the Archbishop

of Manila is very much like the one that
Captain General Augusti issued before
the arrival of Commodore Dewey. It is
too late to savo Manila with that ; sort

PARK

ac-

SCHOOLHOUSE.

STREET

An Investigation Made

by

a

Number

of Citizens.

of stuff.

The natives know the Spaniards
and they know
that is practically impossible to get worse masters than the
Spaniards have proved themselves to be.

They

The story that Admiral Camara’s fleet
has arrived at Carthegena may or may
not be true.
Carthegena is on the Medit-

A number of prominent oltizens direotly Interested in Park street school have of

Find

State of Affairs—

Alarming
—They Will Urge Construction
an

of

a

New Schoolhonse.

late been investigating the condition of
Gibraltar.
the building
from a sanitary point of
What the fleet could have gone there for
'The result discloses an alarming
view.
unless for exhibition purposes is diffioult
state of affairs.
They say, in part:
to conceive.
If its ultimate destination
A number of the residents of the Park
is the West Indies or the New England
had comstreet school district having
coast, it has gone so for in exactly the plaints from their children of the unsatisopposite dircetion. Possibly it is waiting factory conditions existing in the scnool
building on Park street and having
for something to turn
up, and meanwhile noticed the impaired health of their own
is cruising about for practice.
and other children attending the school,
determined recently to examine the buildManila may or may not have fallen. It ings and its surronndingg.
Each room is heated by a coil of steam
depends upon whether Admiral Dewey
pipes running around the sides of the
has demanded its surrender. Until the
No method of ventilating
room.
the
troop ships arrive it is not likely that he rooms is provided. The exits are not suitand
in
case
of
Are
or
able,
would make the
panic, a
demand, not having
of the pupils would be obliged to
troops at hand to preserve order and portion
order
to
go through several rooms in
keep the peace. But If the ships have escape from the building. The light is so
arrived it is altogether probable that Ma- imperfect, that in rooms where electric
nila is in Dewey’s hands. It could not lights are not used, it is neoessary, during
a portion of the year,
either to dismiss
possibly hold out against a combined at- school
early in the afternoon or to give np
tack by the rebels and the United States
ail work requiring special application of
In some of the rooms, by the
troops, and the result of resistance wou'-i the eya
be waste of life and property without said aid of electric lights, it is possible to
continue the work longer.
The sanitary
the slightest chance of averting the
cap- arrangements are so defective,
and the
ture of the city.
odors
arising therefrom so unhealthful,
that both teacher and pupils are constantIt was only two months ago that Con- ly nauseated and rendered unfit for the
work of a sohoolroom.
gress solemnly declared that this was not
The whole situation results in such a
to be a war of oonquest, that we were condition of
headache, nausea, lack of interest
on the part of pupils and Inability
simply seeking to advance the oause of
to
attend
to work on the Dart of
properly
humanity. Yet here is Senator Chandler
teachers, that those who have made this
declaring in efteot that everybody who is examination are convinced that there is
inolined to insist upon the country’s liv- but one remedy, and that, the erection of
ing up to this declaration of its author- a modern sehoolbouse which shall accommodate this school district in a manner
ized representatives, is either a copperhead
which shall produce the results to which
or a traitor.
Senator Chandler however, we are properly, as
and
tax payers
is Inclined to get things wrong end to. A parents, entitled.
Thero are seven rooms in the building,
while ago he was insisting that the only
containing, on on average, about forty
way to be loyal to the last Republican pupils each,
ranging in age from five to
national platform was to go in for free twelve years. The pupils come from al 1
coinage, against whioh the platform ex- parts of the distrlot und fairly represent
erranean

nealy 300

miles from

f-liv.tliua

pressly declared.

A good way to be right
to find out what Senator Chandler
thinks and then think the opposite
The
application of this rule makes the advois

cates or

recmess

annexation—thus

ma-

king the war one of conquest—the traitors and copperheads while its opponents
are the really
loyal people—loyal to the
express declaration of Congress, when it
was announcing to the world what the
war was for and what it was not for.
The final decision of the Spanish govnot to exchange Hobson and his
crew
who sank the Merrimac is somewhat puzzling, inasmuch as at first it
seemed ready and willing to effect an exernment

change.

One explanation that might he
offered, that it had found them very
useful as a protection of the fortifications at Santiago against the fire of the
American fleet, becomes untenable in
view of the fact that Admiral Sampson
has received positive information that

I

TV

fbo

il (nt-ei nt-

n-nn

nf tVio

that after they went down stairs they
I think X have had about one
vomited.
a day who has complained of feeling sick
to the stomach.
X have felt miserably all
the year myself.”
Another teaoher says: “I have been in
There have
the building since March.
been three teachers in my room this year.
I
have noticed nausea on the part of the
children, and almost daily pupils in my
the
leave
room are ill and obliged
to
r oom.
Within the last week three have
Have
g one home on account of illlness.
had many
eomplants on aocouut of
trouble with pupil’s eyes.
Pupils codsiautly have to change seats, in order to
see the Mack board
Another teacher, who has taught iu the
building several years and who has
taught in other schools in the city, where
she has had no difficulties of the character
existing at l’ark street says: “I have
had very frequent oases of nausea, and
vomiting has been a frequent ooourrenoe.
I often sent
when I
children
home
noticed that they were ill. 1 have known
instanoes were pupils entered my school
in perfect health and
gradually ran down
in health, and in sonio instances
rapidly,
and I attribute it solely to the conditions
existing in the bnilding, as I have followed out these cases and investigated the
home life of the pupils.
I have had
several cases of typhoid fever, X think
three during the last year. My own health
has been impaired
anii I have
been
Children in my
obliged to leave school.
room have had tonsillitis, and I have had
it this winter and last.”
Another teacher says:
“My physician
told me that I ought, to leave the building
and that he had no doubt but that X was
suffering from the coniditions existing
Chore. 1 nave had several cases of tonsilitis
r00InHave had one case of diphi?
theria, but I cannot surely attribute It to
the school
building, in the room next to
mine, in case oi a panic,
it would be
necessary for the children to go through
another room in order to reach the outside door.
For the four upstairs rooms
there are but two stairways.
I find the
children listless, and not at ail np to
their work.”
Upon questioning the members of the
school committee, it is learned that they
have for a long time
been
dissatisfied
with existing conditions and that
every
effort has been made on their
part to
remedy them, but that with the present
building, it is impossible to reaoh sutisfaotory results and that they are powerless
in the matter.
Appeals to the Board of
Health also show that its members are
fullv awars of the situation:
that thev
have seriously contemplated closing the
building, but have been prevented from
so
doing, owing to the difficulty in
making other arrangements for the children
This examination shows the necessity
of making a determined effort to induoe
the oity government to construot a new
building at the earliest possible moment,
and these facts are sent to you, in order
that you may take part in this effort.
It
is felt that as parents and tax payers, we
have certain rights in the matter, and
that these rights should be strenuonsly
presented to the oity government and that
all possible efforts should be used to bring
about the desired change.
Willis B. Moulton, M. D., Wilford G.
Chapman, Alexander T. Laughlin,
Herbert J. Brown, Henry S. Payson,
David W. Snow, Fred B. Kelsey.
The above facts,
in a more extended
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PITCHER, of Hyannis,

Subscriptions

having
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students
who,
alternative roqulr e-

PORTLAND,

Always Bought”

JUNE 20.

The Fadette Ladies’ Ochestra
Have Already Won Their Way to Popular Favor.
They Will Give Free Open
Daily at 2.15, 4.30 and 7.30 p. m.

THE GEM THEATRE, PEAKS

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.

4s.
application.

AUCTION 8ALISS.

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

$90,000

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

jy2I__dtt

STOCKS and BONDS
At Auction.

—

Who are the two most popular cyclists?
The Kirkwood Inn
Contest
will
decide.
Bicycle
Two Columbia bicycles will be presented, one to the lady, the other to the gentleman, receiving the

July

31st inclusive.

Scarborough Beach,

Ballots

are

from June

3

lead the Kirkwood Inn Bicycle Parade, August 6th, when the two
bicycles will be presented.
C. D. DRESSER, Manager.

%

BONDS.

SALE

jel7

Salesroom 48 Exchange Street.

H. M. PAYSON

&C0.,

Bankers.
32 Exchange St,,

Portland. Me.

fet>38

dtt

dtt

Casco National Bank

BICYCLES1.,SUNDRIES

-OF-

PORTLAND, MAINE,

as

insured,
A Policy of

right.
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termed the

I

removed to
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to the fire

We shall remain
>1 will be

pleased

of

at

Exchange St.,

tem-

the old Mosher

Friday, May 27th.

this address during

®

to do your insurance

on our

offioe,

and

|

Current Accounts received

^

flag of

crucc

on

^

All the best, most modern, thoroughly reliable plans of Life Insurance

*,

are

written by the

Insurance go.,
PORTLAND, ME.
RIOHARD8,

ARTHUR L. BATES,

I

anj

description

through

PHILIP

If

I.

JONES,

Assistant manager.

may28eodtf

Waste your money and efforts on a “poor
thing.” To become an artist you most hare a
Srst-olass instrument.

Cashier-

can recommend them as the best representatives of the several grades.

JSIOLIANS
JSriol

Self

Playing

Pianos.

Old Instruments taken in Exchange,

ijj
Ojiii

CATALOGUES FREE.
Lowest Price-*.

|j Cor. Middle &
w

^

Wheels at All Prices.

OAnnY

STEIN WAV,
HARDMAN
GABLEK,
PEASE,
JAMES & IIOLMSTKOU,
and other High Grade

this

Exchange

Sts.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

|

LETTERS OF CREDIT,
,
Ieb9

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtf

Mott Liberal

Terras

M, Steinert & Sons Co.,
T. G. McGOULDRIG

Manager,

517 Cone>e“* Street.
apr9dTu,Thur&Sat tf

TEI» 818-2.

.

OHIO

ICE CREAM EREEZER.

SPECIAL PRICES.
3
A
6

qt.

>

“

“

...

$1.80 each
2.20
2.80

“

“

The Ohio is a TRIPLE MOTION Freezer and guaranteed to
give satisfaction. We are headquarters for

SCREENS,

EDWARD C. JONES, Agent and Manager,

I;

J«14dTu&Th4t

-AND THE-

| STEPHEN ft. SMALL President
MARSHALL R. GODINS,
$ febTdti

PRESIDENT. «
VICE PRESIDENT.

Thousands of Maine people possess
Millions of Union Mutual Insurance.

Custom House. Portland. Me. )
Collector's Office, June 14,1898.
I
SUPPLIES FOR REVENUE VESSELS—
Sealed proposals for supplying ship chandlery, rations, and coal to vessel, cf the United
States Revenue Cutter Service in this Collection
District during the fiscal year ending June 30,
1899, will be received at tills Offioe until 2 o’clock
Bidders wifi
p. m. of Tuesday, June 28,1898.
name the prices both tor
steaming and stove
coal, and also their facilities for furnishing the
vessels with fresh water, and their charges
therefor.
Schedules of ship chandlery may be
had upon application to this Office.
JOHN W. DEERING, Collector.

favorable

I WOODBURY & MOULTON,
| BANKERS,

Union Ittntual Cite

FRED E.

Bank,

!

FL0RIDINI,

Nightlnga'e

PIANOS^

of

ness

ALLEN
tr

of the
South and her
company of EMINENT ARTISTS, will give a
series of three entertainments at
Congress
Hall Thursday, Monday and Wednesday Evenings, June 16th, 20th, 22nd, consisting of Vocal
Music, Melodrama and Patriotic Tableaux.
Admission 15,26, 35 cents.
jeie-18-21 3t

Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations,
Banka and others
desiring to open accounts, as well as from and
those wishing to transact Banking busi-

^

depreciates.

The

C. W.

W33

DEPOSITS.

■mall amounts, for talc at current rates.
___

I THE E. C. JONES INSURANCE AGENCY 1
I

s

Mile.

on

Drafts drawn on National Provincial
Bank
of Bn gland, London, in large or

1}
$

usual.

as

B jjj®
j

repairs

TIJUJE
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|
I I|

The office of The E. C. Jones Insurance Agency has been

porarily

Interest Paid

which protects a man’s family from
It is the
$ all advances of adversity.
* one investment that never deserts or

«jj

FIRE NOTICE.

1 store, owing

<t

———-

terms.

>(v
Dayton, White, Elmore, Orient, Monaih and Featherstone. i|

I

SURPLUS

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

be

white

R. S. IAVIS & CO.,

|;

might

AND

purchasable possessions, yet,

material extent, these desirable conditions are acquired
by men whose lives are well

mistake

a

CAPITAL

to a

lhe

teachers, whose room is directly over the
“I have
atnitary arrangements, says:
had a great deal of
nausea
among the
ment of science has an assistant who re*
*
*
That occurs
pupils In my room.
We run a first class repair shop.
three or four days out of every
week lieves the professor of the
Prices
merely me*
*'
*
I chanioal
these children often vomit.
drudgery of preparing and rethink I had only two cases last week.
I
had one week, during that damp weather, moving materials, and who is available
when I had a great deal of it.
I think for an amount of guidance and direction
1 had one day, during that week, two of laboratory work whloh the professor
cases during the forenoon.
Jjuring the 1 one would be unable to give.
In each
last two years, the trouble has increased
of the departments where individual drill
a great deal.
On an average, I think,
thero would be at least two children every is a prime requisite—in Latin, Greek,
week who vomited. These are ordinarily mathematics,
French, and German—the
I don’t know of anyhealthy children.
professor in charge has had, for the whole
but
the
had
air
conditions
and the
thing
here to which it could be attributed.
I or a part of the year, the assistance of a
AGENTS FOR
am
constantly affected by the poor air, competent tutor, who has met the
frequently nauseated, and very frequently students in small groups and brought
obliged to leave the room to get fresh air. home to
them individually the lessons
My pbyiscian tells me that he has no
doubt that this condition is earned large- which
they have studied in tne class.
junel8d3t
ly by the defective condition and sanitary Drill in grammar, practice in compoarrangements about the building.
of topios related to the
An ther teacher, who has one of the sition, discussion
among the forms S BM—KgaBMAMuemclra‘sM»«5gj™m|»w*’-‘rooms where the little children are, says: authors studied, are
“The odor in ruy room is very bad, and which this supplementary instruction has
the same is true of the passage way lead- taken. No
expenditure which the oollege
the
I have been in
ing to the room.
makes brings larger
returns in proporbuilding but two weoks, and during that
time one little child has gone home ill, tion to cost than this, which provides for

Incorporated 1824.

of mind, freedom from anxi
ety, are not usually counted

BAILEY & CO-

F. O. BMUI
mariit

—FOR SALE BY—

Subscriptions Received by

89 Exchange Street.

F. O.

by Portland Water Co.

—OF-

supplementary work done by tutors
You will mako
is proving an extremely valuable element At prices that will astonish the people.
in our plan of instruction.
Each depart- if
you do not look over our lino before purchasing.

at 13 in.,

Aietionctrs aid Commission Kerehnh

GUARANTEED

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY

:

—

This company supplies Deering,
brook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds are

$200,000,000

July

OUT

OF THE

DUE 1928.

attached to the luncheon

Progress of balloting will
be announced in this newspaper, and posted daily at the Inn.
The
first cyclist to receive 100 votes before the Fourth of
will

:

Tuesday. June 31,

We shall sell at our salesroom, N o. 46 Exchange street, for account and benefit of whom
It may concern, to settle an estate, the following, namely: 3 shares stock Portland Railroad
Company, 3 shares stock Consolidated Electrio
Light Company, 1 share stock Maine Steamsiup
Compauv, l share stock Portland and Ogden*burg R. R. Co., 1 share stock International Telegraph Company, 1 share stock Portland St
Waldoboro Steamship Company, 3 share* stock
Portland Class Company, 1000 shares stock
Gold Mining & Milling Company, 300 shares
stock San Miguel Consolidated Mining Company, 2000 shares stock North Star Gold and §11.
ver Mining Company, $1200 Bonds In
Portland
Steamship Company, 2 of $100.00 each and l of
$1000, principal due 1896.
Terms cash.
WestjelSdtd

&

and dinner checks in the transient cafe.

CLOSING

On

UNITED
WATER
STATES STANDISH
CONSTRUCTION CO.,
WAR LOAN.

KIRKWOOD INN BICYCLE CONTEST.

26th to

the groat Society Play

FINANCIAL,

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT

Kirkwood Inn,

DOUGLAS

ARISTOCRACY.

SWAN & “BARRETT,

7T MURRAY STREET. NEW YORK OITY.

BYRON

his excellent Stock Company will present

The production will be given with entirely New Scenery and Magnificent Costume*.
Evening Performance at 8 o’clock, Matinees at 2.45 o’clock. Casco Bay Steamers leave Custom House Wharf at 2.16 for Matinees and 7.30 for Evening Performances.
Round Trip TlcJets.
with coupon admitting to Theatre, 25 cents.
Reserved Seats,JO and 20 cents. Boxes, six chalri
In each box, 30 cent* each chair.
Admission without Casco Bay Coupon, 20 eents.
Sale of Reserved Seats at Caeco Bay Steamboat Office, Custom House Wharf.

4s.

on

week, with

and

4s.

Prices

ISLANdT

RYRN1NO, JDNR 20th# and every evening for the balance of tha
Matinees Tuesday, Thursday and Sfcthrday,

MONDAY

MR.

4s.

Saco,
Biddeford,

Concerts
concern

The Handsomest Summer Theatre in America.

4s.

N. H.,

Air

All Eutertuinmenfs Are Free to Patrons of the Cars.

Merrimack County,

i

most votes at the

of

iji/eek
w¥

dtl

MB.

R.,
Portland Water Co.,

mont, desired to begin Greek in college,
has been taught throughout the year by a
tutor; the Sophomore division in Greek
As the season advances we have always run our stock of wheels
base bene taughtjduring the spring term
by a tutor; and one term of mathematics down to a
sample line. So from now on until our stock is reduced
in Freshman ysar and one term of mathematics in Sophomore year has been taught we will sell our wheels for
With these four exoeptions,
by a tutor.
amounting to two courses of a year each,
all the class instruction has been given
aWM
by the professors.

they are no longer confined in Morro
Castle, but have been removed to the
and is said to he conhned at home with the taithful individual work of
these
city. Possibly the Spanish commander some kind of a fever. I had a sore throat
young men,|fresh from the college and the
thinks wo have no Spanish prisoners in after I had been in the school
only three
and eager to lit themselves for
our hands the equal with them in
value, or four days, and thought of leaving, as I university
more responsible positions as teachers and
and in this he is not far from right Of attributed it to the bad air in my room.
In this room in the last year two children
professors. At trifling cost to the college,
course we have no way of
compelling the have had typhoid fever.
It gives to the more promising candidates
to
these
men if they
Another teacher says: “I have noticed
Spaniards
exchange
refuse, but it is certain that if any harm cases of nausea and have sent the children for'the profession of teaching a valuable
out of doors.
Have had a number that apprenticeship.
It imparts definiteness,
befals them while in Spanish hands for
have been sick
I think the conand inspiration to the work of
reality,
which the Spaniards are in any measure dition of the airlately.
here has affected my own
responsible, the Amerioan people will in- health. I had a great deal of sickness in the students, and it retains about the coland studious
sist upon the condign punishment of the my room last winter, with colds, and a lege a group of earnest
great many of the pupils were out.”
young men who form a valuable link bep irsons directly or indirectly to blame.
Another teacher, who has been in the
building about two years, says: “I have tween the student body and the permaThe war department believes that Gen. noticed oases
nent members of the Faculty.
of nausea in my
room.
Shafter’s expedition has arrived at San- Should say I have an
average of one child
a day.
Today I had three children tel] GOVERNMENT TO BUILD CANAL.
tiago, though it does not profess to have
received any report to that effect. It beWashington, June 20.—The Senate comlieves it has arrived because it was expectmittee on the Nicaragua
canal today
ed to arrive by this time if it met with no WHERE FELS-NAPTHA
agreed to report a bill providing for the
accidents, and none have been reported.
construction of the Nicaragua oanal, but
How long it will take to land the troops
soap is unknown the on lines very different from those of bills
and the supplies and munitions can only
wash
is still previously reported. The bill authorized
be conjectured. Much depends upon the
today practically provides for
the conboiled
and
scalded. Yet struction
f cillties which the place selected affords
of the canal by
the United
amount of resistance from the
and tbo
clothes
are
washed States. The Marine Canal company is to
Spaniards. If the troops have to be conand
whiter in be continued in existence but all the
stock Is to be held by the United States
voyed ashore in small boats of course the
cold
or
lukewarm water government, Nicaragua
and Costa Rioa.
process must neoessarily consume a good
The bill provides for the payment of
with
deal of time. Probably there is not much
*5,to
the
000,000
present stockholders for the
from the Spaniards,
for Of Croon.
to be faarad
FEES & CO., FfllXA work already performed.

old, old story.

Walter C,

Bellows and Benj. Roeber for 3>u 111>■! I rolunan’s
Famous Lyceum Theatre Stock Colii|»iiiiy.
Reserved seats on sale at Stelnert &
Son’s, 517 Congre*? S'
wl,h
‘>0 ctf
Admitting to Tlieai0Dly 301111(3 20 cents. Take Cape Cottage t> juid ask lot
pniinAne37ir.ri?«?rve(ArfH^rit?pCo°SP0n
Matinees at 2.30 p. m. .Evening ats. 15
coupon ticket.
m.
p.

Commencing

BEARS THE SIGNATURE OF

President

four
an

by

Maine Central R.

The

that the olass of

Receiro l

BOND S.

endanger the life of your child by accepting
a cheap substitute which some druggist
may offer you
(because he makes a few more pennies on it), the ingredients of which even he does not know.

Hyde.)

fessors ; and the work of tutors is limited
to supplementing the work of the professor by more inltma te personal instruction in groups of three or four students.
To this principle the only exceptions ore

the
Written by

First National Bank Building,

Do not

Tutors.

clusively by experienced and mature pro-

with Matinees Daily beginning Tuesday a
present The hi ligliitul Society Drama

Riverton
PARK,

MERCANTILE TRUST CO.,

Do Not Be Deceived.

COMPANY.

Monday Jane 20th
Weekcommencing
2-:*° P- m., the
management will

—

Jel8

THE CENTAUR

CApTcOTTAGE

UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF BARTJ.EY MCCULLUM.

3 y, BONDS. J. W. Gorman’s Ideal Minstrels

y?,

“The Kind You Have

iMpmam

McGULLUM’S THEATRE,

$200,000,000

*

24,1898.^/7

;

that

same

has borne and does now bear
on
y/^yrr
every
the fac simile signature of
'*&&&&£ wrapper.
This is the original “CASTORIA” which has been used in
the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty years.
LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it is
the kind you have always bought
on the
S/V'FT".?
and has tne signature of
wrapper. No one has authority pom me to use my name except
The Centaur Company, of which Chas. H. Fletcher is President.
*
March

sjf?

AMusKMHUTa.

STATES
WAR LOAN.

Massachusetts,

the

financial

UNITED

THE

originator of “CASTORIA,”

the

was

by Professors, Assistance by

ideal of instruction at vrhioh the
college has long been aiming has at length
Seen nearly realized. With very slight
exoeptions, class instruction is given ex-

J

To MOTHERS.

ASSERTING

DR. SAMUEL

I,

COLLEGE.

(From the annual Keport of

,

COURTS roUR RIGHT TO
THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD ‘“CASTORIA,” AND
“PITCHER’S
CASTORIA,” AS OUR TRADEMARK.

them the attention of the oity government
will bo direoted to Park street
sohoolhouse.

Instruction

miscellaneous.

AN OPEN LETTER

form are to bs brought to the attention of
residents of the distriot at onoe, and by

BOWDOIN

[

ansoLiixANBoiua

me

SEWERS; CITYJF

i

PEERING

DOORS,

HAMMOCKS,

&c.

Notice to Contractors.
STERLING,

weekly

When yon want school
furniture, and the
best, get the
_

_

CHANDLER”

quicker

165 Devonshire St.. BOSTON.
pr,Sl

*

the
A

Middle St,.,

BAiLEY
near

City

CO.,

C/Omm1tteA

Monument Sq,

_JeHeodtf__

Council room.

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, SFrwSf.
joiodtf

certified check of $300 will be required
with each bid and a bond will be required from
the successful bidder.
Blank proposals and all necessary information may be obtalued at the office of the City
Engineer, and the committee reserve the right

city.

Complete *>tock of Sundries and Repair Good* at bottom price*.

264

mFr.tr

Sealed proposals for building a sewer on
Ocean street w ill be received by tbe Committee
on Sewers until Wednesday, June 22, 1898, at
7.30 o'clock p. in., aud then publicly opened at

YALE.

Liberal Discount for Cash.
We have the best line of Juvenile Bicy-

cles in the

THE JAS.

adjustable

FELS-NAPTHA.

STORMER,
PENNANT,

CRAWFORD,
ROCHESTER,

A

’el:

on

Sowers,

(ltd

Williams Indian

Ointment is

Por sal# bv J.

Pile

a sure cr.ro

forJPIK*ES. Xt abrotfcs
tumors. Stops ttchlne.
GIVES RELIEF. SOc.
and SI. At I>ru?*r«stp.
Oaold A Co,
.*^13#d

Aw,'

have taken

the house owned by
the
land adjoining
They will occupy their
temporary home while repairs are being
made on their residence during the sum-

Exhibition l)av of the Juniors of

Friends.

Man

Arrested for Assault

on

Vine

on

a

Were WeJl Kendered

and

the

Lr. Blanchard went last week.
The Authors’ clnb continues to inorsase
in membership.
The Fern club is doing delightful work

Ap-

plause Was Generous—The Graduation
Class at Church

Exercises of the Souior

Street—Bath Thieves

The Junior exhibition of the Class of ’99
Deering High school was held yesterday
afternoon at two o’clock at the Woodfords
The students of
Congregational ohurch.
the Senior, Junior and Sophomore classes
entered the ohurch and filed down the
aisles to the strains of
an
appropriate
march

played by

the

Mrs. Ida S. V.

Woodbury

; has

Ada
Lake

recovered here where
sold by the boys.
were

on

been in

Miss Marian Wilson of Woodfords, has
returned from Bradford Seminary, where
she has been pursuing a post-graduate
course ot

Macauley

At

study.

Sidney Beekman,

will face Judge Hopkins thiB morning.
The new hose ordered for the Deering
Larcom
fire department arrived yesterday afterSumner
noon and was stored at the
Woodfords
Gurney Hose company’s rooms prior to its dis-

John

A. Holden.

Recitation—Tarpoia,

Ethel F.

Banjo Trio—Modesse,
Arthur E. Bucknam,

Noyes.
Ernest

tilbution to the companies requiring new
hose.

Grover
L. Baker,

_

Malcolm S. Woodbury.
Recitation—Grandmother’s Story of
Bunker Hill,
Holmes
Annie B. Knight.
Recitation—A Second Trial,
Kellogg
Maud E. Skillin.
Declamation—Living and Means, Greeley
Philip H. Harris.
Music.
♦Declamation—The Destroyers,
Kipling
Edward C. Clifford.
Stuart
Reoeiving
Reoitation—Mary
Schiller
Her Sentence,
Alice B. Dow. Alfred C. Jordan.
Oarleton
Reoitation—April’s Girl,
Clara A. Leighton.
Deoiamation—Keenan’s Charge, Lsthrop
Malcolm S. Woodbury.
Presentations.
Katherine S. Harr's.
Music—Class Song.

If you want to be entertained and at
same time hear a great
many things

the

that will be of special interest to you, go
and hear Dr. Flower’s free lectures at
City Hall. He lectures tomorrow afternoon to women only and to men only in
the

evening.
ENDFAVORERS.

THE

The Christian Endeavorer societies of
York county will hold their annual meeting i n the Congregational church at Alfred, June 29. The following programme
has been arranged:

in.—Praise and devotional service, led
by W. B. Dolan, Waterboro.
10.30. —Address of welcome, Hod. S. M.
♦Excused.
Rev. Arthur
Came, Alfred. Response,
Each of the participants rendered well T. Belknup, Sanford.
Singing.
The
Pledge Applied,
11.10.—Address,
the recipients of
their parts and were
Mr. L. M. Binfora, Saoo. Singing.
One of the most ingenerous applause.
0. E. Workers, Ethel
11.80.—Paper,
teresting parts of the programme Baker, Springvale.
12.—Dinner.
espoolaUy to the juniors was the presenta1.15.—Meeting of County Executive
Miss Katherine S. Harris
tion of gifts.
Board and Committees.
performed this ceremony in a pleasant
1.80
Praise and devotional service, led
The following gifts were pre- by Mrs. Louise Merrill, Lyman.
manner.
of treasurer; report of com2.—Report
class
Our honored
sented:
president,
distriot secretary’s report.
To Miss mittees;
Malcolm S. Woodbury, a doll.
2.30. —Address, C. E. and Myself, Rev.
“She is a Thomas
Ethel F. Noyes was said:
Stacy, Saco. Singing.
8.—Seven minute talks on the relation
winsome lass, I think. She is ajhandsome
of the active member to the society, Mrs.
wee thing, she is a bonnie wee thing, this
Evelyn Burke, Alewiva; relation of th e
Miss Noyes
sweet weo maid of mine.”
associate member to the society, Gertrude
Class Cummings, Saco; reflation of the Y. p.
was presented with a yeast cake.
life, Edmund Garland,
patriarch, Nathan Clifford, a “bottle of S. C. E. to sooial
_i-_£__.^£_JJ
Saco; relation of the Y. P. S. C. E. to
the church, W. Clements, Buxton.
Work
baby, a “bib” Miss Jacobs; a bachelor
of
3.30.— Paper,
Committee,
of
from necessity, a list
matrimonial Mabelle Otis, Berwick.
hex.
3.45—Question
Singing.
oar rare pale
papers, Philip H. Harris;
—

a

horse anil

evening.

O’Brion,

Harold Leighton, Harry N.
Jacobson, Erwin Boody, Misses Bessie
Carl

WILLING TO WAIT FOR

HIM.

Frances
Lucelle
Thayer,
Mabel Files,
Goddard, Addle MoLellan,
Beatrice Bradford.

Martin Ryan, who assaulted Officer
Record on Green street, Sunday evening,
and escaped from him, with the
assist-

The graduating exercises of tbe Senior
class are to be held this afternoon at two
o’clock at the Woodfords Congregational
The music for the exercises is to
church.
W. E. Chandler’s
be
furnished
by
orchestra from Portland.

of several marines and others, has
yet been recaptured. |“ There is no
need of spending time hunting for
him,”
said one of the heads of the department
last night, “for he is sure to come back

Children’s Sunday is to be observed
July 3 by the Sunday school connected
with the Woodfords Universalist society.
Miss Mabel Harlow of Bangor is the
guest of Mr. Manasseh Smith and family,
Spring street, Woodfords.
Miss Annie Phinney of Malden, Mass.,
formerly of this oity is the guest of the
Misses Chaffey, Spring street, Woodfords.
Mr. W. H. Scott and family who were

tion among the

The Rigby management has not yet decided what to do in regard to the
opening
meet, advertised for next week.
The extension of time of closing the entries exto
pired last night, and up
midnight!
enough entries had not been received to
warrant
the holding of the

obliged

Unless

Myrshall,

to vacate their residence at Woodtordii on acoount of the damage by fire,

ance

police.”

RIGBY’S OPENING MEET.

j

more

are

reoeived

will be declared off.

meeting.

today

the races

is due not only to the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is

manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to
impress upon
all the importance of
the
purchasing
true and original
remedy. As the
genuine Syrup of Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured
by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the
Company a guaranty
of the excellence of its
remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company—

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
SAN

FJIANCISCO,

LOUISVILLE. El.

NEW

Japanese"-

TORE, N. T.

xinnsnrong

We have reduced the prices of Japanese
Wash Silks, offering
in the
15 pieces pi Japanese Wash
Silks in stripes and plaids,
this season’s best styles
and

with

one

have

been

45

The

dialogue

bright and witty;
setting beautiful, notably so

stage

is

the
the

mantle scene
in the third and fourth
aots with its
studded elootrio lights,
while potted plants, ferns, eto., find ap-

All-Over

^

Several

79

per yard.

per

24

inch Wash

Colorings in Checked Ta ffetas, $1.00

yard.

was

pleasing

lis to portray and his work was artistic.
Ur. Pasco as Philip Harleigh had a many, heroic, role, affording scope for his
inished,graceful acting, and he made the
the opportunity offered. Mr.
of
Host
Armstrong was a very meritorous Beeknan in make up and characterization,
j Every one with the slightest interest in
t,
beautiful romantic drama should see
Old Story” It deserves a
'The Old,
irosperous week.
THE GEM.

‘‘Aristocracy,” a powerful drama from
he pen of that excellent playwright,
dronson Howard, was successfully presented by Byron Douglas’s oompany at
evening to a large and
L'be Gem last
1
ippeciatlve audience of what might be
jailed enthusiastic “first nlghters.”
L'he cast was as follows:
Mr. Byron Douglas
refferson Stockton,
Miss Lanclug Rowan
Jiana Stockton,

Virginia Stockton,

Miss Virginia Johnson
Mr. Walter Thomas
Sheridan Stookton,
Stuart
►Ir. Hamilton
Lawrence,
Mr. Scott Cooper
nee Ten
Brook Van
firs. Lawrence,
Kortland, branch of the family,
Miss Agnes Proctor
lather ine Ten Broeck Lawrence,

Stuyvesant

Lawrence.

Miss Myrtle May

Mr, Jranois Byrne

3rince Emil von Haldeman of Vienna
Mr. Robert Lowe
,T
Jetave Due do Vigny,Volante of Paris,
Mr, Louis F. Morrison
rho Marquis of NoTmandle of London
Charles W.
,,
L’he Earl of Carlton Leigh,
Mr. J. Lester Wallack

MS-

Gib’lyn

Mr.

Gipsy
Stanley Chase

Miss Inez

Smith,

Anderson.

Miss Preble

BINES BROTHERS CO.
And musicians who had heard them out
to hear
of doors were (loubly anxious
result
was
The
their indoor efforts.
gratifying in the extreme, and these concerts will, if we mistake not, take a good
many musical people to the park for no
other reason than to hear the oroheetra in
that grade of music.
The out door conaerts will lose nothing
of their excellence fay this new departure
and perhaps to the great
majority of
people the out door muslo will be regarded
But it gives an
as the most desirable.
to hear the young ladle? in
different veins, and the opportunity will
be taken advantage of most generously.
a
Gorman’B mlnlstrels are already
household w ord among those who enjoy
This year the
minstrel entertainments.
old favorites are with the oompany, in-

d°y.

Polka-Rondo

Miss Alice Scott.

Mozart,
Mieses

Anderson

and

Chose

Trio Minuet
Chase and Mr.

Streabbog,

Streabbog,

Polka
Miss Isa Pierce.

Schottlsohe
Miss Mildred Brown.

week.

A

Meeting of Former

Members

of

the

Local Companies Held Last Evening.
A meeting oi former members of the
Portland military companies was held in
Reception hall, last evening, to take
action with referenoe to furnishing the
Portland battalion with necessary supplies for the hospital at Chiokamauga.
Mr. A. W. Laughlin is president of the

regiment, stating
the
the need of immediate supplies in
Miss Freddie Hodgdon
Galop Burlesque hospital.

Gorhill,

Galop O'Neil, surgeon

Miss Bertha Pierce.
Duet—Charge of the Uhlans
Bohm,
Miss Anderson and Mr. Chase,

Goerdeler,

Narcissut

Miss Ethel Small.

Grobe,

Old Kentucky Home with variations
Miss lmz Anderson.
Vocal Solo,
There s Room for one more Star
Miss Ethel Littlefield.

Delaney,

Duet—Quickstep

Mieses Lord and Scott.

The executive oommittee was instructed
to procure the necessary supplies and forward them, and if the Portland soldiers
need assistance in other lines, to call a
general meeting for the purpose of rais-

ing funds.
The executive committee eleoted Messrs.
Hartnett, Moseley and Keeley a soliciting
committee.
The executive committee
will meet .again Thursday.

RIVERTON PARK.
concert by the Fadettes at 4.30 in
the Casino hall at Riverton, has sprung
into instant suooess.
Musioians, when
they read that these indoor concerts were
to be added to the concerts given in the
chance it
open air, saw at once what a
The

gave this popular ladies’ orchestra to vary
the character of the music they presented.

a

plenty
Novelty in the

ot

line of Summer

drapery fabrics that is being shown here now,
plenty of originality and

All

The
made

cotton

specially

HARBOR NOTES.
The

WapUil, a private yacht hailing
from SagiSaw,
Mich., arrived in port
late yes terday afternoon and ooaled
up at
Randall and McAllister’s wharf.
Tug Juno, bound from Philadelphia to
Bangor with the barge Western
Belle,
came in yesterday for
repairs, he' boiler
having given

ou

[things
for

drapy—
and

Cretonnes,
made, better
imported and

American
than the

more

color and

tasteful

design.

for

At the

house floor

Printed

graduating

covering.

Tickings
and

and

for por.
tor

figured

stripe muslins,
for

“

and

pat-

chamber

cur-

75c

Satteens and thin
up.
silkolenes
for
mantle
sash
curtains
drapes,
canopys, etc.
We also make
dow shades.

win-

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

doz.,
$1.49

\
(

I®
I
I

I
I

every article and

we

to

$2.79 per 1-2 doz.

A great bargain.
Every article is

guaranteed to be satisfactory or
money back. Sale opens

WEDNESDAY

MORNING

yard.

Organdie,

66

and continues until

wide, 50c, 75c, $1.00 yard.

June

30th.

Here is

only

curs

that is

something
in

once

a

that oc-

great while and

a

Sale of Umbrellas.
We have
ial

made a specof 26 inch Serge Eain

purchase

Umbrellas,
and

perfect

just

natural

wood

in every

way—just

for children’s school

thing
the price
will go

handles

have marked them

we

quickly,

so

come

the
At

use.

they

early.

Only

38c each.

I

MONUMENT SQ.
Open evenings.

Granite Block

Pavement—City

of

Deerlng.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
will be received by the
PROPOSALS
mittee
Streets until two o’clock p.
on

Comof

m.

Tuesday, June 28, 1898. and then publicly opened and read at the City Building,for excavating,
furnishing all material, and laying about 8000
square yards of Granite Block Pavement and
for
about 3000 lineal feet of Granite
Curbing. A certified check of $500 must aceach
bid and a bond will be required
company
of the successful bidder. Blank specifications
and all necessary information may be obtained
at the office of the City Engineer, and the Committee reserve the right to reject any or all
bids.
HANSON S. CLAY, l Committee

setting

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
je2i ait

JABEZM. LANE.

tains.

Inexpensive lace
curtains all ready to
hang

1-2

Ition

Muslin
for
dresses, 33 inches wide,

up-

new

Knives,

doz.,
$1.39

UMBRELLAS.

couches, white

dotted and
terns

on

department

same

Fine White

Artsum-

1-2

Sterling lea Spoons,

25o, 38c, 50c,
inches

Knives,

have a splendid stock
select from.

prices. Included in the line are
Waitress’ Aprons, extra fine
quality,
25c
plain hem, 60 inches wide,

holstering chairs, window
seats

«

and

in

upholstery,

for cushions and for
mer

“

“

35o
50o

with embroideries may be found a
choice line of Aprons of all
styles

printed

Denims

6

25c

1-2

$1.79

We have over 500 pieces
of Sterling Silver,
9251000 fine.
We matte a
straight 26 per cent reduc-

20c yard

APRONS.

are

A beautiful assortment

much

“

set,

per

ismed and the invited guests will include
the Mayor and all the members of the city
government, the newspaper and hotel
and all the prominent railroad and
Cars will conbusiness men of the oity.
vey the guests to the Park, leaving the
Chandler’s
sqaure at 13 o’olock noon.
band will furnish music for the occasion,
and the entertainment provided at the
grounds will inolude an old fashioned
clam bake served under.a tent erected on
men

t > MoUullum’s
the beach and a visit
theatre in the afternoon.
Returning the
party will leave the Park at five o’olock.
A most enjoyable time may bo antici-

i

on

WALTER FICKETT,) Streets.
je21dtd

WANTED.
Two can makers.

Apply

to

II. C. BAXTER & BRO.,
Brunswick, l?Ie.
je21dlw
In Corinna. Juno 11, James F. Stevens and
Miss Emily R. Pratt.
In boxcroft, June 9, Leon A. Gould of Unity
and Miss Celia E. Small of Welllugtou.
In Bath, June 16, Charles W. Light of Boothbay and Miss Susan M. Clark.
In Skowhegan. June 15, Gridley R. Fogg and
Miss Violet V. Durgin.
In Foxcroft. June 12, Isaac Q. Freeze of Lagrange and Miss Mary Biethen.

DEATHS.

pated.
The Alioia B. Crosby brought in a
cargo of 1827 tons of ooal.
The United States steamer Grampus de-

Mrs. Sarah S. Shaw of Carleton street
is to send a box of provisions,
clothing
and medioines to the Portland troops at
Chiokamaura, this week.

1,000,000 lobster fry off Cape
Elizabeth and 700,000 off Wood Island.

MARRiACiwS.

posited

OPENING CAPE COTTAGE

CASINO.

The grand opening of Cape
Cottage the
new summer resort at the terminus of the
Portland and Cape Elizabeth street rail,
way will be formally celebrated
hundred Invitations have
.Vonr

today.
been

In this city, by Rev. I). 11. Randall, D. D., Mr.
Thomas J. Golden and Miss Carrie I. Starkey,
both of Lewiston.
In Milan. June 12, John Mclntlre and Miss
Maude 1’hlpps.
In Otlsfleld, June 4, Benjamin F. Suitor and
Nellie Crocker, both oi Norway.
lu Hermon, June 16, W. II. Curtis nr t
Mass., and Miss Nelti,. M. Amira.

i

!

Sterling Silver.

Plain Swiss

ing summer houses
particularly p r e 11
they are effective
very cheap.
of

4

Spoons,

We have a lot of broken
Tea Sets, such as Tea and
Coffee Pots, Cream Pitchers, Sugar Bowles, Spoon
Holders and Butter Dishes.
These goods will be sold at
cost to close them out.

inches, inserting tc
styles—for only 10c,

inch,
inch,

|

fancy pieces, the latest pat- I
terns and very pretty.
?;

Matched Sets in all widths from

1-2

set, 1-2
$ | .59

per

hundreds of others I

And

1-4 inch to 6 inches—fine nainsook,

newness.

cushions

Solo,

Streabbog,

THERE’S

tieres, for screens,

TO AID PORTLAND BATTALION.

Mr. Prank I-. Moseley,
We Can Tell organization,
Miss Florence Small.
secretary, Gen. John L. Lynch, treasurer,
Polka
Giese,
and Messrs. T. E. Hartnett, Alphonso
Miss Myrtle Huston.
M. Plnkham, George Keeley
Krograann,
La Jolio Duchess Polka Norton, N.
Mlsi Nina Littlefield.
and H. 0. Eaton, executive committee.
Handel, Trio—March de Judas Alacohabee
Capt. Hartnett read a letter from Dr.
Misses Anderson and Chase and Mr. Chase
of the
Vocal

Portland, June 21,1898.

opportunity

Martha

Chase.

Embroidery, 3-4
finished edges—foi

1 3-4

Ronda

Sounds at Lay Dawn
Miss Bernice Lord.
Vooal Solo,
Song of Liberty

Sudds,

and 4

match.

We Give 10 Per Gent. Discount to all Cash Customers.

UJ,u

rendered:

Haydn,

Mr, McCullum was humorous as ever
the phyeioiau of the
ind exactly fitted
)ld school, while a meed of great praise
his strong, intense
s due Mr. Wright for
Mental anguish was
sharacterization.

r

was

yards Ham

6c yarc

1-2

!

Berry Spoons,
99c to $ 1.69
Pie Knives,
99c to $ 1.50

exquisite effects, principally French

..

jomedian, whose volatility
md refresihng.

full

89C

Gravy Ladies, 50 to 75c
Soup and Oyster Ladles,
$ I .SO to 9.50

offei

makes.

cluding Mr. Robert Evans as interlocutor,
and E. M. Hall, (better
artiole—The English marquis. Mr. Wal- and W. P. Sully
Miss Leigh’s aofcing was exquisite and lack was
known as the banjo king) as end men,
good as the English Earl.
a fine performance.
ter love
Sully
making in the Arst act was
Mr. Eberle’s stage direotion was mas- and they give
is very funny in his specialty in the
jeautiful and poetically conceived. Her terful, and on every side were
seen evisecond act, and Hall is the same old Hall,
'motional passage in the third aot in her dences of his discrimination
taste and
with the two lovers was.3troug dainty
icene
playiug the banjo as though It were a
judgment.
.1
ilnumotin
Mica A nrlrxmrc at
and creating round
after
The play was the most enjoyable one part of him,
round of applause by his clever songs and
>nco
Ingratiated herself by her earnest, *
1U UDtJDl VCB
-V,,
unlimited fun. Taken altogether the
it times, breezy action, and her soenes crowded houses at each of the
remaining
minstrels are even stronger than they
vith Mr. McCullum were
replete with performances of the week.
Miss Davenport
were a year ago, and their performance is
rood
comedy work.
MUSICAL RECITAL.
The jokes
for dignity, acts always conclean, bright and up-to-date.
noulded
A
iistently and with easy effect. Miss Inpleasing recital was given at 151 are for the most part new and are all very
The patrons of the park departed
gram portrayed a giddy part, true to life, Pearl street on Saturday afternoon
by talking.
usual sprightly manner, having the pupils of Miss Anna M. Peabbles to from yesterday’s performances delighted
n her
Mr. Bankson, a good their friends. The
with the programme presented there this
is
her second

following programme

inches,

per set, 1-2

Spoons,

Medium

15c, 25c yard.

ormance.

-----

it

Three hundred yards, botl
Swiss
and French makes of Embroidcents
assorted
in three widths, 1 1-2,
ery,

75 cents

Surahs,

Desert

and Nainsook

to 2

2

Cheney’s
per yard.
Latest

burg

Taffetas,79c and $1.00 yard.
Pongees,

al

yards
Edgings.

only

inoh Printed

Table

doz.,

we

hundred

* tve hundred

1.25,1.35 per yard.

Cheney’s 24

doz-,

5c yarc

Duchesse, 75o, 89c, 98c, $1.00,

Black Brocaded

Desert

mT

J7 1-2 CdltS let,

WE MAKE THE LOWEST PRICES ON
Black Satin

Spoons
doz.,

and Nainsook.

As special values
the following :

few of the

a

are

Tea

foi

Embroidery

Muslin, Cambric

Reduced IO
tn
hCdUCea

Here

eyelet embroidery.

in

:

prices:

Nainsook Sets with hem
stitched all-over and lace to match.
Cambric Sets with Englisl

Edgings,

1 have over Two Thousand pieces of Silverware
that 1 shall sell at lower
prices than ever before for
tirst class goods iu this city.
The goods are made by
Win.
Rogers, (Simpson,
Hall & Miller), Rogers &
Bro., Pairpoint & Towle

companies.

ings.

Cambric
widths.

season.

i

Edg

1-4 and 1-2 inch Nainsook

member of the

happily.

cents

and 50 cents per yard.

family, directs

his attention to the mother.
The latter repels his advances and is
relieved from a trying position by the
timely arrival of the husband. The prinoe
dies, and the play as a consequence, ends

chance to

a

Underwear and the like 1
should see our embroidery
stock.
Fine Swiss Muslin Sets.
Sw iss and Nainsook

Nainsook Insertions
ribbons—all widths.

Bargain early

secure a

prinoe

not satisfied

WASH SILKS.

V

colorings,

Col.

Every lady w ho is malt
Ing or has any idea ©1
making Children's Stresses

j

not

home.
If he should decide to stay away
there would be occasion for congratjila-

THE EXCELLENCE OF SIRUP OF FIGS

The gowns of the lapropriate plaoes.
dies were gorgeous and quite put in the
shade the oreations of the former plays.
if which,
comes the
unraveling of a
The atmosphere of the part assigned to
raud
perpetrated upon Philip’s father Mr. Douglas
exactly suited his temperaly a New York banking Arm, none other ment and
his reposeful style of aotion.
n fact
than that of Beekman & Son. and
the intensity which marked his actL'he money is returned on condition that
ing in that very strong scene in the third
Philip leaves the oountry. Clouds gather act is commendable.
bicker over the head of this Arm and to
Miss Rowan as Diana was impressive
lave it from
impending ruin and in a by her stateliness and commanded atipirit of self saonAce the heroine is about tention by her attractive personality and
o
marry Sidney Beekman, when he dies winsome ways. Mr. Low
portrayed the
tom mental anguish at the thought that Prinoe in an
imassioned, finished and
joulso really loves another. The play forceful
manner, his work in the serpent
xid happily for the two lovers, in fact for soene
in the third aot was especially
xll in the oast who are matrimonially ineffective.
illned, not to forget tho Doctor and Mrs. i Miss Virginia Johnson was
strikingly
Sherwood.
gowned and her acting was the acme
The tone of the dialogue is light, its of
good taste; in the eiuotional soenes her
ityle at times sparkling and its manner manner was most convincing. The comluman. The interest is sustained throughedy element went to Miss Myrtle May,
>ub and the suspense aotive until the fall whose work was
very satisfactory, while
1 if the Anal onrtain.
the character bits contributed by Scott
The play is adequately staged and the
Cooper and Agnes Prootor were Inimitthe ladies are worthy of
of
lostumes
able.
peoial note. They are oreations, dreams
Mr.
Morrison as the French count,
: io
to speak dazzling and beautiful to
spoke with a faultless accent, and the
he eye.
good qualities oi the young Duke were
The aotion can be fairly said to have
personated to perfection. Mr. Thomas
irought out all that was hidden in the and Mr. Glblyn furnished a lot of humor
were
The
Acted
players
happily
: ilece.
by their really excellent impersonations
o their parts and
gave a very even per- of the Anglo-American, and the
genuine

7.15.—Praise and devotional service, led
by E. A. Anderson.
Heaven
Trains Her
7.45.—Address,
Citizens Here on Earth, Rev. Leroy S.
Bean, Portland.

those who lead,” she presented the class
EED THE NOMINEES.
with a miniature globe, saying as she
handed it to their class president, “The
The nominees of the recent Republican
earth is yours.
county convention were invited to a social
To the Sophomores:
“Those who fol- gathering at the Portland club’s headlow,” she presented through their class auarters, last evening.
The
following
president a pair of miniature shoes. “To members of the party ticket were present:
those who wait,” Mr. Malcolm S. WoodSenators Drummond and Reynolds and
bury president of the Junior class re- Clerk of Courts B. C. Stone, Portland;
sponded and was presented with the class Capt. J. M. Thompson, New Gloucester,
medal. Mr. Woodbury in return on be- candidate for
county,treasurer; Mr. Oren
half of the Juniors presented Miss Harris
T. Despeaux, Brunswick, candidate for
the awarder of gifts, with a hammook,
Yarsheriff; Mr. John Y. Hodsdon,
containing a stuffed robbin.
mouth, candidate for senator. Mr. J. S.
The ushers at the exercises ’were memPickett of South Portland and Mr. Woodbers of the class of 1900,
each of whom man of
Westbrook, members of the oounty
wore ribbon tad.es of olive green and
committee, were also present. The occapink, their class colors. The ushers were sion was entirely informal
Lunch was
N. C. Kedlon, Forest Baker, served late in the
as follows:

his son,

xv.

Miss Lisle Leigh
Beekman,
Mrs. Hosa Sherwood, with penohant
Miss Lillian Andrews
for antiques,
Edith Bliss, daughter of Dr. Bliss,
MiS3 Beatrice Ingram
Mrs. Beekman,
Mary Davenport
essence of the play is purely roThe
mantio,the story is beautiful and entranoiDgly interesting and deals with the love
>f Philip for Louise, across the pathway

6.—Supper.

key,

Miss Margaret
Musical genius of ’99, a tin
Norton.
whistle, Miss Jessie M. Austin. Address“To
ing the Seniors, Miss Harris said:

Margaret,

j.

Stephen Wright
Cyrus Bliss, M. D., a physioiun of
the old school,
Bartley MoCullum
Arohie Sherwood, private secretary
James Bankson
of Beekman & Son,
Louise Schuyler, ware of Nathaniel

Marshal Brown called at Abbott’s residence and found him asleep and in an inHe was taken hack
toxicated condition.
to the station on the original warrant and

Reoitation—Hannah Binding Shoes,

EMBROIDERIES.

steadily enthusiastic
Tho play is a olover satire on New
applause judiciously York fashionable
society, and deals with
The characters were
the ambitions of the wife and daughter
distributed as follows:
of a western multi-millionaire to be rePhilip Halreigh, a young Eng isbWilliam H. Pasco ceived into the oharmed circle of the 400,
man,
and to oohieve this desire the daughter
Nathaniel
Beckman, firm of Beek& Sons, Bankers, Broqd
man
is married to an Austrian
who,
x.,

I SALE. !

Prices Reduced

Bartley

screen,

SILVERWARE
♦♦♦ *♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

which was
jnee,
and bestowed its
and abundantly.

pastor, preached an'appropriate sermon to
the children from the text: “My jewels.”
Mrs. Thomas Malone has improved so

Proctor
Edith K. Jacobs.
Garfield
Declamation—Success in Life,
Carroll L. Montgomery.

•

””

McCullnm’s theatre lust
avenlng “The Old, Old Story," a drama
in four acts, received its initial presentation
of the week before a large audi-

the processional choir of children sweet
and pleasing. Rev. T. M. Davies, the

Reoitation—Heroes,

•Declamatidn—Time,

they|had

been

McCULLUM’S THEATRE.

Children’s Sunday was pleasantly observed at the Free ohurch. The decorations were beautiful, and the singing of

Elia M. Weston.
M usic.

Knight.

Wm.

MUSIC AND DRAMA*

Carlyle to
♦Declamation—Work,
return Monday morning and
appear
Philip R. Nelson.
of
before Judge Hopkins.
Abbott was reBenedict
Recitation—The Death-bed
Lippard leased but on Monday failed to appear.
Arnold,

H.

and

Robinson, age 19, arrested by Officer
were taken to Bath on the 5
Haggett,
p. m. train yesterday by Offioer Reynolds
Df
that city.
Lovejoy and Robinson
broke into a Jew’s store in Bath Sunday
night and stole a large lot of cheap jewslry, watches, etc. The most of the goods

that she has been able to walk ont.
Daniel Abbott of Morrill’s corner was
Cleveland
arrested Saturday night for drunkenness.
John H. McClellan.
Reoitation—Bernado Del Carpio, Hemans He wqs locked up and on Sunday plead
Jennie P. Marst on.
with the marshal for liberty, promising

Bertha

Lovejoy, aged 18,

Leering lately.

R. Robbins.
Musio.
Declamation—Is This a Righteous
Outlook
War?
Harry A. Sawyer.
Reoitation—Le Retour.
Margaret W. Norton.
Declamation—The Statue of Garfield,

Floyd

Sister

family of Shakers,
friends at Leering Center.

Browning

Edward K. Boak.
Reoitation—The Cloud,
Shelley
Hannah C. Clifford.
Reoitation—A Donkey Ride in Cairo,
Duncan
Jessie M. Austin.
of
GettysDeclamation—Dedication
Lincoln
burg Cemetery,
Joseph F. MeCafferty.
Reoitation—The Story of the Flag.
Ethel M. Vincent.

‘Deolamatlon—The Armada,

and

Sabbathday
recently called

out:

Deolamatlon—Pheidippides,

Waldo L.

jolly.
Eldress Lizzie Noyes
Cummings of the

Robinson’s ac-

Wm.
Foxton, was arrested by Officer
9
Frank for an assault on a young girl
years old, Sunday, on Vine street, where
Foxton lives.

ter.
Miss Lucy Little of Vermont, has been
visiting friends on Maple street.
and girls are
School is out, and boys

the pastor of the ohurch.
was carried
programme

and inako Judge
tomorrow.

quaintance

Portland.
Miss Lucy Rogers Jones has returned
from the Stevens school to her home on
Leonard street.
Mr. Samuel Fogg of Leering Center,
has been visiting a sister in New Glouces-

The
orchestra.
Juniors occupied seats on the platform
and the gues‘6 of the classes were given
seats in the body of the house.
The only
decorations were evergreen drapings about
the platform.
The exercises opened with
musio by Chandler’s orchestra of Portland who were followed in prayer by Rev.
K. P. Wilson,
The following

a
or oiothes and
traveling bag which
soon found their way to the pawn shops.
All the goods have been recovered by the
police and Wilson will be photographed

today

CO.

:

Taken

ious meetings about a month
ago, and
through friends thus made, secured
lodging at 222 Spring street. Friday ho
decamped, taking four overooats, a suit

in the study of plants and birds.
Miss Alice Witham of Best street, has
been called to Pownal to care for a sick
relative for a short time.
Mrs. Clara Marcelle Green of the Authors’ club is very ill at her home in

Today.

NEW advektisetuentsl

Little Girl

Home Last Evening.
ing Center.
The North Leering school took a
deAlfred A. Wilson was arrested by OffiDECLAMATIONS, RECITATIONS AND lightful outing at Riverton on Saturday cers Frank and Greeley yesterday for
last.
PRESENTATION OF GIFTS,
stealing from parties in the upper part
Our baohelor doctors
have begun to of the
Wilson who is a stranger in
city.
pass over to the ranks of the benedicts.
the eity was noticed first at some religParts

J«W AjOygBTISBM ffHifg.

BINES: BROTHERS

Alfred Wilson Takes Advantage of Ilis

Rev. Mr. Ghanilerof Leland street, is
quite ill.
Mr. Soott Bailey has accepted a position
in the grocery store of Mr.
Freese, Leer-

High School

the

on

months.

mer

f

---32L AD^RTTSEMEyT8.

STOLE FOUR OVERCOATS.

In

rooms

Captain Lewis,
their property.

In Lewiston, June 20, Hassle E. Hoyt, aged
39 years. 4 months.
In Eilsworth, June 13, Joseph B. A. Grows,
aged 48 years.
In Penobscot. June 12, Mrs. Esther Bowden,
aged 76 years.
In Norway, June 16. Charles Goshlaw, aged
46 years.
In Guilford, June 1
Mrs. Helen F. Crafts,
aged 63. years.

[The funeral of Mrs. Jaue L. Noyes of Kittery
will occur today (Tuesday), at 1 o’clock i>. m..
from the residence of Mrs. Lizzie L. Neal, a;
Woodfords. Friomls invited.
[The funeral services of the late Martha A.
Davis wtil be held this (Tuesday) forenoon at
lo.3o o’clock at. her late residence. No. 66
Chestnut stren, Deerinv umruimuk srjf YHit
uiaon at liuvtot

\

l
i
:

MAINE

Items of Interest Gathered

by
poudents of tbo Press.

Oorr«»

CORNISH.

Cornish, June 20—L. Murry Watkins
and Richard P. Dyer
have purchased
the store formerly occupied by Isaac N.
Richardson on Maple street, and will
20th.
same Monday,
Jane
epen the
Messrs. Watkins and Dyer will
line groceries and grain.

deal

in

The many frienas of Rev.
Henry F.
now a
Snow formerly of this place but
resident of 'Tallapoosa. Ga., wero glad to
him on our streets the past week. Mr.
Snow will spend tho summer at Effingham Fails, N. H., and return South in

see

tho fall.

Myrtle S. Copp has resigned her position
as teaoher at Pleagantdale.
Burt Way of Portland, is visiting hi£
Lewis Hunt.
Annie Swasey is at home from Wellesley, also Clarence B. Flint from Bow-

uncle,

doin.
the
The baccalaureate sermon before
graduating class of the Cornish High
school, was delivered Sunday evening by
Rev. George F. Millwara in the Methodist church.
Mrs. John Parker is visiting her daughter, Mrs H. L. Adams at Sanford.
Marcia Boynton Bradley, wife of Harry
Bradley of Bar Barbor, who has been ill
home of her
with consumption at the
aunt, Mrs. Fred K.
Wadsworth, died

Sunday evening.
DAMARISCOTTA.
June 20—The fire alarm
noon
for a small tire in
Chas.
W.
Stetson’s
house on
Water
Mr.
street. The lire department was soon on
one
the scene and extinguished it with
line of hose from the hydrant near by.

Damariscotta,
sounded Friday

A hearing has been held in Maesasoit
hall before two referees, Mr. E. Ross of
Newcastle and Mr. Otis Kent of Bremen
will of the late
over
the estate and
Thomas Ersklne of Bristol.
The festival oonoerc which is to be held
June 22, will be
an
here Wednesday,
event no one can afford to miss. Such an
is
seen
in
our
of
talent
seldom
array
town.

The revival meetings

still in
prothe Methodist
church. The
gress at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
are
conducted
by
meetings
Hemus. The interest has increased very
week. Mr.
and Mrs.
muoh the past
Hem ns Will go to Buxton next week.
Miss Elvina Wright daughter of the
late Henry Wright, was Brought here for
died in Westinterment Tuesday. She
boro, Mass., June 10, aged 55.
The Mas asoit Engine Cg. have voted
to attend the State Firemen’s muster at
Bath, August 3 and 4.
are

HARPSWELL.

secure the
to whom

service of

Rev.

they extonded

a

Oregon,

folbia river, etc. Rev. Dr. Maddox
lowed in a few well chosea remarks, the
Maswith
recitations
exerolses olosing
by
ter Elmer Hanson, of the fourth generalilUli.

RICHMOND.
June 18—The graduating
Richmond
exercises of the class of ’98,
High school were held at the Opera House
Friday afternoon uefore one of the largest
audiences that has gathered there for a
similar occasion. The programme
was
as follows:
Elmer Bishop Crowley
Salutatory,
Night Brings Out the Stars,
Ethel Maude Haley
Schools and Business,
Walter Thomas Knight

Richmond,

Love, Labor, Worship,

Alberta May Randall
The Three Johns,
Varney Albert Kelley
Grace Mabel Nelson
Cla^s History,
The Heroism of Arotic Explorers,
George Augustus Yeaton
Poem—A Strain Wafted from Tradition’s
Sadie Evelyn Robinson
Lyre,
The United States, Its Past and Present,
Harry Elwood Duren
Class Motto, Ich Dlen (I serve),
Sara Frances Small
James Henry Donovan
Character,
Class Prophecy,
Stella Louise Newell
Class Will,
Charles Herbert Morse

Valedictory,

East North Yarmouth, June 20—Mrs.
R. T. Hodsdon attended the graduation
of her daughter, Miss Adelaide M. Hodsdon from Gorham Normal Softool ut Gorham. last week.
Miss Fossett is a guest of her friend,
Miss Adelaide M. Hodsdon.
Miss Lucinda M. Lawrence, 'of Woodfords, is spending the summer with her
aunt, Miss Mary A. Lawrence.
Miss Linda M. Noyes, of Pownai, has
been spending a few days at Mr. James

Lawrence’s.

Miss Eunice Lermond,
who taught
school in distrlot No. 9, has returned to
at
home
her
Rookport.
Messrs. F. E. Lary and Eugene Evans
have gone on a fishing trip in New Hampshire.
xu.1.

nui>

rived in the harbor with 300
The first annual banquet of
barrels of thr. e years.
shad.
the new association was held at the RichSteamer Percy V. took the scholars in mond hotel, after the close of the
gradudistrict No. 19 on an excursion to Orr’s ating exercises. Forty-one members and
Island, Friday. It was greatly enjoyed friends sat down to th e tables. The folby all.
lowing toasts were then proposed and re
Tha

Coh/vnl

uiuiio,

UUJIU

Ui

TUlUiHUCliU)

spent Sunday with his nephew, Mr. W.
H. Evans.
Miss Ethel Young, of Portland, is a
guest at Mr. Jere. Conors.
Mrs. A. L. Dunn has been suffering
with a severe cold the past few weeks.
Among the Yarmouth High school graduates at Yarmouth, Friday,
were Mr.
George H. Hayes and Misses Ethel F.
and
Bertha W.
Kimball,
Baston.
The particular excellence of their respective parts
showed careful study and
thought in their production.

Mary Hemphill Hagar

Emily McFadden
West Harpswell. June 20—Rev. L. M. Presentations,
For some time talk has been made about
Bosworth, who is to occupy the pulpit at the
of
an association of
the
formation
the Baptist church this summer, arrived
alumni of the high school, for the purhere with his family Friday.
of holding reunions and
renewing
Mrs. Pauline D. Littlefield has gone to pose
Old associations, at the time of the annual
Madison to visit her sister, who is ill.
which
come to be the
have
graduations,
wife
from
and
Mr. C. E. Conner
Social event of eaoh season in this village.
Orange, Mass., are stopping at D. R. Friday
forenoon, at the high school room,
Stover's.
a meeting of the former graduates of the
Miss Alice L. Randall returned home
school
was held and an association,
to
from Cumberland Tuesday.
be called the Richmond
High School
Mrs. M. A Dyer
in
visited friends
Alumni Association, was formed, by-laws
Portland Thursday.
Rev. W. S. Randall, from Ware,N. H., adopted and the following officers chosen:
President, Homer E. Alexander; vice
is visiting his parents here.
secretary
Mr. W. C. Larrabee came from Webster president, Loretta E. Parks;
Corner Thursday to work for E.
M. Al- and treasurer, Effie M. Stinson; executive
before
named
officers
and
committee, the
exander, South Harpswell.
Hattie W Theobald and Julia C. RichCundy’s Harbor, June 30—Miss Maud ards. The by-laws admit to active memPowell passed away
Thursday, after a bership in the association all who hold the
long and painful illness. The bereaved diplomas of the school, the teachers, and
to honorary membership,
those who atparents have the sympathy of their many
friends.
tended the school previous to 1877, includMrs. S. Watson has moved from Bruns- ing the pupils of the Richmond Academy,
wick to her former residence at this place. before it became a town school, and those
Robert and Carr, Capt. Skolfleld,
arwho, since 1877, have attended the school

NEW GLOUCESTER.

|

has returned from
Mrs. Flora Hall
Boston.
T
Charles Snow from Bath, was at L. J.
call a short time ago.
Jas. Stevens and family visited his Genthner’s, from Saturday to Monday.
mother in Pownai Monoriay of last week.
Several men from this plaoe have gone
Sunday was a very dull day and some to Bound Pond and Boothbay to work In
rain fell during the day.
the oil works.
been vary
Mrs. John M. Winslow has
STANDISH.
sick, but is improving.
Mondown
Isaac B. Nash was stricken
Standish, June 16—The home of Joseph
Weeman of Standish was the scene of one day and
died Tuesday morning at 3
of the most pleasant home gathering that
o’clock.
has been witnessed in this
Leslie Blanchard will move into the
part of the
state in a long time, the occasion
being A lvarado Sideling er house.
the reunion of Mr. and Mrs.
Weeman’s
SCABBORO.
family, represented by four generations.
Joseph Weeman was born in 1 SOS, his wife,
Scarboro, June 16—There was a heavy
1S1J. They were married December Ud, frost on the low lands of the Nonesuch
ISiil and moved on to their farm Januury river
this
morning. Extending back
id. 183d, where they have lived until the from the river one-fourth of a mile, it
present time. They have raised a family was 5 degrees below freezing, being the
of six children, ull living and present on coldest for so late in June, since June 1,
this occasion: Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Berry 1884.
of Chicago, Albert Weeman and family,
BUXTON.
W. \Y. Hilton and family, C. E. Weeman
West Buxton, June 20—Mr. Edward
and
Haley and
family, Mrs. A. M.
family, Willis Weeman and family. There Eaton’s son Ernest, while fishing last
were present of Mr. E. J. Berry's family
Tuesday evening, cut h is loot so it was
his brother, Win. M. Berry, sisters Delia necessary to take several stitches. He is
Norton and family und Mrs. V. C. Perry getting ulong well as can he expected.
Mrs. Alonzo Bacon and little son Eddie
and family. At 1 o’clock in the afternoon
Mr. and
dinner being announced forty-four per- of Shapleigh, are the guests of
sons
showed their appreciation ot the Mrs. E. R. Whitehouse.
and
Jr.
Mr. I. M. Emery,
daughter
same, after which the guests, with neighbors and townspeople who had assembled Sarah, of Saoo, called on friends here
on the lawn in trout of the house
last Thursday.
were
called to order. After opening remarks
MrB. Christine Graham, who spent last
by Rev. W. H. Cotton of Waterboro, set- Wednesdav In Portland, is the guest of
forth
the
of
Mrs.
W. M. Littlefield of Alfred.
cause
ting
assembling toand
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Freeman
gether. Mr. E. J. Berry of Chicago, entertained the company for an hour in an daughter Mollle, of Steep
Falls, spent
interesting and instructive manner, by a Sunday with her parents.
history of the growth and prosperity of
Owing to the heavy rain Sunday evenChicago, of the agriculture, scenery and ing, not a great number were present at
prospects of the West, and more especially the Children’s concert.
of the Pacific North West and Portland,
NORTH YARMOUTH.
the salmon fisheries of the Colum-

being able to
Mr. Gregory

TOWN 5.

FREEPORT.

months._

TOPICS OFTHE FARM.
Doings

of

the

Cumberland

County

The School Board, The Press, .L The PreGrangers at Their Monthly Meeting.
historic Age, The Days of “Quin” Randall, and were followed by brief remarks
of
all
the
by presentatives
nearly
graduatThe Grangers of Cumberland county
ing classes. In the evening the ususl
reception was held at the Opera House held their June meeting with Riverside
and was attended by a large number of
grange, at East Raymond, Saturday. The
people, inoluding many from other towns. weather was ail that
could be desired and
The reoeption was followed
a
ball
by
which continued until a late hour. Musio the attendance was unusually large, there
was furnished by
the Bowaoln
College being about 150 present. The exerolses
Orchestra.
Were opened at 10.30 by Willis I. Biok-

Sue

THERE IS ONLY

ONE

ford, master of Gorham

The
grango.
grange^wasbpened In the fifth degree and
the degree was conferred on nine candidates, all members of Riverside gTange.
Lester N. Jordan,
master of Riverside
grange, delivered an able address of welwhich was*responded to in his usual
happy manner by Seth F. Sweetsir, of
New Gloucester. Gorham grange was reported by'W. I. Bickford. Gray grange,
which had a very large attendance, was
reported by Samuel Weymouth. This is
one of the banner granges in the county
and is having a good
growth. Naples
grange was reported by Mrs Barker, New
Gloucester grange by Seth F. Sweetsir,
Wesoustito grange by N. S. Shurtleff and
Riverside grange, by Levi Jordan in his
inimitable manner, his witty sallies

bringing

down

the

house.

grange was
reported by
Hawkes, Pleasant River

Westbrook
George O.
grange

was

ercises

"being as
Singing,
Orlglnul Poem,
Ileolomatioh,
Singing,
Reading,
Solo,
Reading,
Essay,

first

on

Envaluable

W

Fac-simlle of Bottle
with Bull Wrapper.

all .tlchts, Pains, Inflammations,
Catarrhal Trouble anti Piles.
for

sumption.
Until recent yearn consumption was con.
sidered an incurable disease. Now if
known to tens of thousands that
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery ernes
98 per cent, of all cases if taken in the early
stages of the disease. It also cures bron
chitis, laryngitis, throat and nasal troubles

GWILYM

X

!
♦

!

Symphony Orchestra
Concert, June 8.1898;

This Would I Do,
Mine Own,
Bedouin Love Song,

These songs

Forty
OUB

CRESSEY, JONES & ALLEN,
Piano and Music House,
Je9

«

BAXTER BLOCK,

eod

for a small family,
YjtrANTED—Immediately,
housekeeper capable of
supervising serrants and all details of household; address
stating previous experience, B, Press office.

____lii-1
iui

general House-

work ; must have references.
Danforth St._

THOMAS.
W. I., June 20.-No

D.
aews
of. a warlike nature was reodved
ipre during the early oart nf
t.hn

Moderate charges.

here.

Apmv 101

general house-

girl
go
Orchard, permanent situation, plea-ant location and only
:hree In family. For further information call
it
490% Congress Itreet, over Eastman
Brothers’ store, up two flights.

161

WANTED—A housekeeper
two

adults.

Willis St., or

Address
268 1-2 Middle

for a family of
A. B. RUSSELL, 22
8t.
15-1

IVAN TEH—MALE

wedding of Miss Fanny L.
Lewis Solovich of

lUOTICE—The
Druker of

j

FOR

$*4i»0

kt-_

Forty words inserted
one

under this head
week for 35 cents, cash in advance.

LET—Furnished cottages
r|iO
A
(lockwando

Inquire

man

who

of

SALE or to let on Cumberland street
between High and State, brick house of ll
rooms and bath, steam
neat, slate roof, everytnmg in first class condition,
For particulars
and key inquire of HENRY
S. TRICKEY, 121
Exchange St.
21-1

JpOli

TO LET.

to let at Ma8ALF.—A five horse
vertical
Landing, Falmouth Foreside. |70R
steam engine. STEPHEN power
BERRY, PrintWM. GRIFFIN, near Fostofiice.
er, 37 Plum Street.
211

f

21-2

LET—An upper
rjlO
A
rooms and

tenement consisting of 9
bath, has gas, Sebago water,
good cemented cellar and modern improvements; finely located on New Gray street. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange
St.
21-1

F*TR RENT—House No.
^Woodfords, upper flat.
STOCKMAN, Cor. Exchange

Lincoln St.,
Apply to F. W.
and Federal St.
26.

__20-1
rr’ENEMENT—A
desirable lower tenement of
a
six rooms at 43 Green
street; price *17
month. Inquire of J. C. WOODMAN, 93

WHEELMEN ATTENTION!
For
sale
", Cheap: Two’as model. $75.00 wheels. One
road racer, 22 inch frame, 84 gear.
One roadster, 25 Inch frame, 77 gear, six months’ guarantee; no better trade in New England
Fn.
quire H. TOWLE, No. 40 Exchange St
21-1

POK

SALE-Road Cart for pair of horses

Pi elite

St.__

A
not used thirty days, sell less than half
price; three new carts, seats two persons less
than faoiory price; three second-hand carts at
most any price.
BRADLEY & SMALL 35
20-i

SALE—House of 11 rooms In perfect
fust and second per
repair, new furnace, cemented cellar,
A*
mortgages on real estate at as low rate of Exchange street._
large lot and four extra low adjoining 5600
20-1
interest as can be obtained in Portland; also
feet
electrics pass, located on a beatlloans made on stocks, bonds, personal proper- rilO LET—The elegant 7 room flat. No. i'4 ful each; three
minutes from
street,
Wood fords
a
Gleenwood avenue, Woodfords, lias open,
ty or any other good securities.
Inquire of A.
office and in full
view of
post
Portland
plumbing, electric lights and bells, steam heat," Price $3500.
C. LIBBY 6i CO., 42 1-2 Exchange.
mayl2-4
W. H. WALDRUN CO.,
180
open lire places, etc., very sunny and
sightly.
Middle
street.
18-1
A. B.
478
persons In want of trunks
*
and hags to call on E. D. KEYNOLDS,
663 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods

therefore
give bottom prices.
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
We frame
pictures.
11-3
can

VOTICE—We will pay the highest cash prices
Ls
for household goods or store fixtures of
any description or receive the same at our auction rooms for sale on commission. GOSS &
19-3
WILSON, Auctioneers. 18 Tree St.
n

|““ 111

III
8 :*

j

R

THE
PILES
abk awful.
I had suffered
for
15
years.
Was cured eastly, quickly and
safely. No pain.

I

;

■■III
I
Ill
I
|Ifli 1
I
|_ ■■
■
knife

no

ligature;

risk; Inelthor

harmless operation and
me your address if you
suffer, and I will tell you how I obtained safe
and speedy relief.
Address, sending stamp,
or

complete relief. Give

N. B. 8., Box 226, Lewiston, Maine.

__apr28TuTh&Sat-tf
WANTED.
one

for Portland and

vicinity; good position for

$*1000

AfONEY TO LOAN—On

Forty words Inserted

HELP.

YV7ANTED -Men to sell Nursery Stock.
Steady work Salary and Expenses, free
lutfit experience unnecessary.
Apply. GLEN
BROTHERS, Rochester, N. Y.
je712tTuTh&S

WAHTED—General agent

EOR

MONEY TO LOAN—$20,000 oil first mortgages of real estate.
Apply to N. S.
GARDINER, 17C 1-2 Middle street.16-1

16-1

experienced
WANTED—An
to
work
to Old

%

nnder this head
week for 25 Cents, cash in advance.

WANTED—Best dessert, which is Burnham’s
Jellycon; for flavor, line; for economy,lias
equal; with four packages get Dewey
sP0011’ battle of Manila, at W. L.
w ILBON « Co.’s.
Samples free; trade suppiied by jobbers
21-1
no

generally,_

his business and has executive ability.
3ive experience and references.. Boston Vermicide Co., 44 Bedford street, Boston, Mass.
B-3-&8K
snows

JORDAN,

1-2

Congress

St._10-1

LET—Furnished cottage, containing
six rooms situated at Oak
TreLawn,
fethen’s Lauding, Peaks Island.
JOHN F
PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
18-1

TO

LET—Furnisned

containing
TO six rooms, situatedcottage, Underwood
near

Springs, Falmouth Foreside.
Rent reasonable to right parties.
JOHN F. PROCTOR
Centennial Block.
mo LET—Two

18.p

rents of 5 rooms each
i everything
and clean, 73
Parris
street, very convenient tor workmen emon or ne..r P. & R. railroad.
Price
moderate. Inquire of HENRY S. TRICKEY
121 Exchange street.
18-i
new
new

ployed,

firm t E,,r_a

A

oonvn„L„.i

..i

I’OR

SALE—Peaks Island cottage of eight
FORrooms,
well furnished and In perfet

re-

pair

lor all the year round, one of the most
sightly locations within three minutes of
Forest City Landing,
water from mineral
spring, the cottage cost $1200; must be sold.
Price
$750.
W. H. WALDRON CO.,
ISO
Middle street.
18-1

SALE—Farm—A
"POR
A
miles from

farm of 40 acres, 5
Portland, 2 story house, with
ell, shed and shop attached, two bants and
stable; large orchard ot apple and pear
trees; situated at the mouth of the Presuntpscot river, between
Foreside
road
and
Middle road, so-called. For further particuFalmouth

Corner, Me.

18-1

.,,

stairs rent of

lip
eight rooms and bath,
nvo sleeping rooms;
all in good repair,
central for business,
good neighborhood,
sunny exposure, No. lie Oxford street.
Inquire of HEN It Y S. TKICKEY, 121 Exchange
street.
18-1

LET—On Peaks Island,
npO
A tage of six rpoms,

furnished cotlire place,
open
plenty of water, nicely situated, convenient
to steamboat landing. Price very low. Inquire of HENRY S. TKICKEY, 121 Exchange
street.
18-i

SALE—A good tea and coffee route, with
pOR
A
team complete, In Massachusetts.
Owner
has to leave the state; will sacrifice lor S300 if
sold within
a week; answer
immediarely.
Boom 12, Swett’s Hotel, Portland. Me.
17-1
orders from the factory,
SALE—By
pOR
A
three express wagons at less than wholesale prices. Bodies eignt or ten feet long, threefeet-four
or
seven feet by three-feet-five.
wide,
BRADLEY & SMALL, 35 Preble St.
17-1

SALE—a fine breed Newfoundland dog
FORweighs
HO lbs., handsome, intelligent and
watch dog. eighteen months old. Inquire
good
on Lonz Island, all furLET—Cottages
rjlO
of JOHN Vi. DYER, 235 Commercial St. 17-1
A
terms
also
nished,
yery reasonable;
rooms
to let.
Enquire E. PONCE, Granite Spring
of the new three flat houses
Hotel, Long Island. Now ready for business.
PORonSALE—One
A
Park St., which rented so
17-1
quickly at
$45.00. Any man can see that this is an A 1 in«
vestment at $4000.
We would exchange for
LET—All furnished, a 7-room cottage at other
fpO
property. MARKS & EARLE CO.
A
Old Orchard with stone cellar,
spring
16-1

TIUANTED—The best dessert, Burnham’s
Jelltcon; for quality no equal, fine flavor water, beautiful lawn and a stable for two
is economy to use
it, made in a minute, witliou horses. References exchanged. For particuSALE—The pew three flat house No. 112
sugar; note free demonstration at W. L. Wil
A
lars call on MR. O’BRIEN, 417 Congress street, POR
Sherman St., has everything desirable, Inson & Co’s.
At wholesale by Jobbing Grocers
Portland.
17-1
cluding set tub. steam heat, electric door openWANTED—AGENTS.
ers, speaking tubes, etc. Up to date in every
____20-1
nno LET—Lower rent 182 Grant St., near respect
and already letjfor $60 to desirable tenT OAN WANTED—of $3,000 on first class
A
7 rooms, extra good; price nants, MARKS tSs EARLE
Weymouth
St.,
CO.16-1
New York corporation,
farm property a few miles from Portland
$12. Inquire at house.
ig-i
WANTED—Strong
ton years old; surplus half a million; sell- most desirable location in Cumberland
county
SALE OR to LET—The furnished cot-

X

1

ng superior Investment contracts based on
New York City real estate, wants few first class
igents In this city and state. Liberal eonmnlsilons: salary later If merited, H. T. WATERHOUSE & CO., First Natn’l Bank Bldg., Port16-1
aild, Me.

Notice to Coal Dealers.

OCEAN

The committee on public buildings will receive sealed proposals until the 24th day of
June, 1898, at noon, for furnishing 700 tons
more or less of best quality
broken Lehigh
coal and 400 tons or less of best
quality egg
size Lehigh coal, 2240 pounds to the ton, to
be delivered and put in and trimmed in the
bins of sueb of the public buildings and
sehoolhouses Ot the city and islands, and at
such times as may bo designated, the coal to
be In all respects ot the best quality and in
the best order, and to be well screened on
the wharves before delivery, and
weighed
and inspected by such weigher and inspector as the Committee
may
dsslgnate.
Separate bids wlJl be received at the same
time fur furnishing 800 tons or le§s of Cumberland coal from the Pocahontas mine, or
poal of equal quality, suitable for steam
purposes, 2240 pounds to the ton, to be delivered as above.
The Committee reserves
tile right to reject any or all bids should
they deem it for the interest of the city so
to do. Bids should be marked
“Proposals
for Opal,” and addressed to CHAS. H. RANDALL,
Chairman Committee on Public

STEAMSHIPS.

ALLAN LINE
ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.

Montreal and
From

June.

!

6aebec to

Liverpool.

From

Liverpool
.2 May.
9 May.
16 May.

Steamship

Montreal

California,

28 May
4 June
11 June

Numldian.

Laurentlan,
Parisian.

18 June
25 June
Carthaginian,
June.
Camorman.30 June
Steamers sail from Montreal at B a. m., conlectiug with Grand Trunk trains leaving Portand the previous evening.
Laurentlan carries cabin passengers only.
Carthaginian carries second oahfn rmsseno-Ara
>my.
The Saloons ana Staterooms are In the cenrral
pajt, where least motion is telt. Elecxlctty is used for lighting the ships through>ut, the lights being at tno command of the
Jassengers at any fioifr of tBe nlgBt. Music
dooms and Smoking Booms on tBe promenade
leek. TBe Saloons and Staterooms are Beated
TS steam.
Kat« of passage 852.60 tqf#70.00.
A reduction Is made on Hound Trip Tickets
Seoond CaBln—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry, $34.00 and *36.26; return,
(66.76 and 869.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every rolulsite for tBe voyage $22.60 and $23.60.
For tickets or further Information apply to
r. F. MoGOWAN, 420 Congress St.. S. B.
SEATING. 613* Exchange St.. ASHTON’S
CIOKET AGKECY. 931 1-2 Congress St., a.
k A. ALLAN, Montreal, 92 State St. Boston,
md 1 India St, Portland.
Jly31du
June.

,6

jnel8dtd

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT GO.
Special Notice.

On and after may lltli the
fare will be FIVE CENTS to
and front Forest City Eanding,
Peaks’ island.
Steamers leave Custom House
Wharf.
See time
table
in
another
column.
| MONTREAL
C. W. T. CODING,

DOMINION LINE.

mylldtfGen, manager

and

QUEBEC It LIVERPOOL.

Steamer_From Montreal_From Quebec

Labrador

Vancouver
Icotaman

CHANGE

OF AGENCY.
Penn GViutual Life.

June
July

forkshire
jominlon

25, 9 a. m. June25, 6. p. m.
2,9 a.m. Julv 2, 6. p, in.
9. 6. p.m.
9,9 a.m.
16, 9 a.m.
16, 6. p. m.
23, 6. p. m.
23, 9 a. in.

L1VKHFOOL

VIA.

QUEENSTOWN.
From
From
Steamer.Boston.
Liverpool.
S. 8. Canada, June 2. 7.30 a. m.
1 iay 18,
S. S. Canada, June 30, 5.30 p.m.
rune 16.
ro

No. 37 Plum Street

5ATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS

Se
KSlK
iuarl9dtf

narket*

Monument Sq uare.

Jeweler,

NORTON
Insurance
Have

Value of property double amount of loan re
Address BEAL ESTATE, Boom 15
Oxford Building, Portland.17-1

quired.

ready
WANTED—I
of east off ladies’, gents,
am now

to buy all kinds
and childr en’s

I pay more than any purchaser in
the city. Send letters to MB. or MBS. De
GEOOT, 70 Middle St.
17-1

clothing.

OADDLE HOESE WANTED—A good saddle
0 horse
weighing 1100 to 1200 lbs. Any one
having such, please write to P. O. box 959, city;
giving color, age, weight and price, stating
where horse can De seen.
16-1

XAT ANTED—Furnished house wanted

for the

summer, moderate price,
for small family without

in the city or
children. Address MISS ELLA S. SABGENT, 92 Park St.
» »

vicinity,

15-1

TETANT TO LEASE a small farm for a term of
’•
years, suitable for raising poultry and
within 10 miles of Portland. Address, stating particulars aud terms, W. H.
15-1
HALE, Press office.

vegetables,

HELP WANTED.

Forty words
one

inserted under this head
week tor 23 cents, cash in advance.

and wife at Old Orchard
Man to take care of
woman for general
Box 421, Portland.
Lock
Address

lit ANTED—A
* *

man

for the summer.

garden, lawn, etc., and
housework.

21-1

immediately; salary
WANTED—Canvasser
and expenses from start paid weekly,

$10 outfit free, best references required.
Choice of territory if apply at once.
Lake
Ontario Nurseries, Itochester, N. Y. my2G-4
LOST AND FOUND.

l HALL,
Agents,

temporarily removed to

er can

have the

Directly Opposite their old office
358-4.
<Ttf

as the
bath; at the
MARKS & EARLE CO.

16-1

_

SALE—The
pOR
three flat

PIANOS

_

FOR

LOST—Between

pOR
a

SALE OR TO LET-The dwelling house

formerly owned and occupied by Henry
Trefethen, situated on Island Avenue, Peaks
Island, containing nine furnished rooms, all in

first class condition; the house Is finely located
on high ground, with fine view of the harbor,
has a slated roof arid cemented cellar, there Is
about live acres of land connected with the
house, which will be sold with the house, or a
less quantity if parties prefer; also several cotwords
tage lots on Island Avenue, and two shore lots,
Forty
inserted
under
this
heed
Saturday afternoon el ther on Ox- one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
with shore privileges, all of which will be sold
ford or Cumberland streets, or in the vicinat rare bargains 11 applied for soon.
Apply to
ity of Lincoln Park, a ladies’ diamond pin. ReGEO. TREFETHEN, Assignee, 192 CommerHAVE two German girls, one is a
turn to 201 CUMBERLAND ST. and receive T
good cial St., Portland.
-*•
my31-4
reward.
cook, .the other a second girl, who wish
lit*
positions in a lirst class private
family; lias
first
class
city reference; will go out of town.
person who took the bicycle Frion
day afternoon, between five and six o’clock, Apply immediately to my office. 399 1-2 CouWaltham and.Elgiu Watches. A large stock
Erom the front of Lane’s shoe store, on con- gress street. MKS. N. H. PALMElt.
21-1
of new model Watches will be sold on easy paygress St., will return the same to 38 Lincoln St.,
an American woman, a
no questions will he asked as he was seen
All Styles.
posi- ments at reasonable prices.
411
by WANTED—By
tion as housekeeper
where
the
Prices. JlclvENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
one who knows him.
work
18-1
would he light and the home pleasant. Address
raarlfldtt
Square.
E. 11. ],., No.
Windham, Me.
20 2
SALE—A thirty acre farm situated in
pOR
American man of some a
the
Me., well
MARRY ME,
means, passed middle age, with no in- divided centre village of Brownfield,
into tillage, wood and pasturing lots;
wants home in quiet family,
And I will buy you such a pretty Ring at cumbrance,
city or country, pleasant home appreciated buildings nearly new, twelve good rooms In
McKenney's. A thousand solid gold Riugs, more
stable near the house, running
than
can
do carpenter bouse, large
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and and farm high wages;
water in bouse and stable. Will be sold at a
understands boating. Adsill other
stones. Engagement and dress K. work;
ELI B. BEAN,
if
for soon.
bargain
precious
applied
A., care of Portland Press.
18-1
Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
ma>25-4
Brownfield, Me.
city. McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument
Scotch girl wants situation to
Square.
mar22dtf
do second work. Address A, this office.
75c.
MAINSPRINGS,
18-1
The best American Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
Elgin and Waltham companies.
by a woman 30 years for one year.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
old, speaking French and English, for Monument Square.
maidOdti
any Kind of work in the city, besides washingwould do sewing by the day at residence.
SALE-Valuable real estate consisting
Address Mils. a. S, 9 Munroe St., Portland, Me
of over 4 1-2 acres land, 11-2 story house
with L and large barn connected; located at
17-1
__
1192 Congress street on line of electrics
...
WANTED—A situation by a young French Stroudwater.
Apply to J. M. JORDAN.,4911-lady as table girl or chamber maid, best Cougress street.
;
references given; would prefer to be near Pond
SALE—Newr house on Pitt street, Oaklove, Cape Elizabeth. Address MISS A. S.,
not and
Belmont House, Pond Cove, Cape Elizabeth
dale; contains 7 rooms and bath,
cold w'ater, wired lor electric lights, eonne ts with sewer, has lar&e
~!,e
frequently have customer*
on easy
terms. Apply to
v
IVANTED—A position by rotary sawyer; sold
31 Exchange street, Portland.
No.
"
ADAMS,
S of also used to plalners and matchers. Best
$ come to as with copy sad say
jc4-4
(references lsupplied.
LEWIS ,JOHDAN
Upper Gloucester, Me.
"
■EiOR SALE—Farm in Bethel. Maine, 120acres
15-1
Put It to attractive fora and
£ good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two
all in good condition, good orchard, and
barns,
American
an
WANTED—By
man, S6 years of well
also about
*
supplieu with wood and water;
reasonable."
age, a position to drive a private team and
About two miles
work around a gentleman's place; good refer- 200,000 feet of pine timber.
as the Edward
known
ami
from
Bethel
village,
ences; uses neither tobacco or strong drinks
? In smith oases the work io always
be sold on favorable terms
MKS. PALM HR'S A. Capen farm; will
Apply 399 1-2 Congress St.,
or may be exchanged for1 ortland property.
omce.
15.1
sod
SKoellenk
satisfactory
brings
MISS SARAH BIDEN. No. 135 Oxford St..
niarlMf
Portland, Ale.
results.

LOST—On

“Twatches

installments.

WANTED—An

NELLIE,

CAPABLE
__

EVERY.. .1
MAN I

TO HIS TRADE.

I

We

FOR

FOR

Me-_16-1

f

| iflaks the
I

WANTED—Situation

I

jfi

i

»

NO.

head of the wharf.

only separate entrance,
VAILL.16-1
block in Portland, situated on St.
Lawrence St., near Congress St., and has every
CUMMER COTTAGES of 5 and 6 rooms, fully modern convenience
such as steam heat, gas,
°
furnished
for housekeeping
at
Davis’ set tubs, open
hard wood floors, open
Island, near Wlscasset. Close to salt water plumbing, 7000 fireplaces,
feet
of land, lot Is 55x125. sepaexcellent boating, fishing, driving, fresh milk
rate back and front entrances,
separate cellars
and
fisn
obtainable.
eggs, vegetables
For par- and heaters, separate walks and
Rents
yards.
ticulars address T. C. AMORY, North Edge- for $8401
per year and pays 12 per cent Interest.
Maine.
comb,
15-2
1 apored throughout, and handsomely finished
■n cypress. $4000 can remain at 6 per cent
TO LET—Also some little used at DALTON & CO., 4781-2
Congress St.
exceedingly low prices, l B Art Conn CorJelSdtf
net. l B flat Standard, second hand Mandolins,
Banjos and Guitars at bargains. Superior POR SALE—On Forest Avenue. Deerlug (car
a
strings, etc. HAWES, 414 Congress St. 15-2
every 8 minutes), a new house of 9 rooms.
This is a modern house In every particular and
rro BE LET—First class tenement of seven has hot water heat, slate sink, porcelain hath
A
rooms in house No. 21 Locust St., next to tub, nickel plumbing, laundry, electric lights
corner of Cumberland. Apply to W. K. & A. E. and bells, oak, cypress and southern pine finish,
NEAL, Room l, Portland Savings Building. No. oak and birch floors, open fireplace, built by
architect’s plans, cemented cellar, sidewalks,
85 Exchange St.
15-1
papered throughout, a magnificent suburban
residence lor a reasonable price. Halt of purfurnished
3
story
■pOR-;RENT—Partially
-1
brick house, pleasant and attractive, for chase price can remain at 5 per oent interest.
DALTON & CO., 478 t-2 Congress St. jelodtf
one year or longer: good
within
neighborhood,
one block of Congress
Squafe; private family,
SALE—Peaks Island cottage of 7 rooms
lodging or boarding house.
BENJAMIN pOR
*
in perfect condition and well furnished one
SHAW, 511-2 Exchange St.
15-1
of the best locations at Evergreen landing, land
RENT—Entire floor over Haskell & high and pleasant view Qf the harbor.
Price
|^ORJones
W. H. WALclothing store, steam heat and use of $350; must sell immediately.
elevator included. Inquire of Haskell & Jones DRON & CO., 180 Middle St.
15-1
470 Congress St., Monument Square.
je9-4
PORSALE—Secondhand Parsons' lowdown
LET—Furnished cottages at Waite’s A milk wagon in prime condition.
BRADrpO
A
Falmouth.
Landing,
Boiling spring water, LEY & SMALL, 35 Preble St.
15-1
also rain water; good facilities for
boating,
fishing and bathing; stable free; photo of
lots at Oakdale. The
SALE—Building
place sent on application.
Apply on the
Deering Land company offers for sale
premises, or address, E. T. MERRILL, care of on favorable terms desirable building lots
Steamer Madeleine, Portland.
on William, Pitt and Fessenden streets, Oak7-2
dale.
to C HAS. C. ADAMS,
TreasLET—Rent 125 Franklin street, between urer, 31 Apply
Exchange street, Portland.
Cumberland and Congress.
Sun all day.
je6tlooteow*
in first-class
repair; hot and cold water, nice

same

prlos

H

'n&V&r

a

Portland and vicinity. We also make
a specialty of collecting rent9, and general care
of property.
Particulars real estate office,
Hirst National Bauk Building, FREDERICK S.
of

near Richmond's
a 13 ft. dory. Ownby proving property and u.nii!uuiu uuu Bieam neat.
will let to small
paying charges. F. C. JORDAN, Cape Eliza- family.
*s_tf
21-1
beth, Me.
TO LET—Furnished or unfurnished upper
and
tenement at 257 State street.
Dr. Topliff’s office
Possession
Evergreen Cemetery, a package con- given at once. Apply on premises.
mayliidtf
tw.>
size
of
black
corsets,
22,
taining
pairs
twonty-two, will the finder please leave the
same utCIIAMPAN & WYMAN’S Drug Store,
WANTED—SITUATION G
18-1
Woodfords, Maine,

up adrift,
If'OUND—Picked
Island, Cape Elizabeth,

^

|

22 EXCHANGE ST., jo
TELEPHONE

RENT—We have
very large list of FOR
tage at Gt. Diamond Island known
I70Rhouses
and rents for sale and to let in all Lyford
Cottage; seven rooms and

parts

LOST—The

BOSTON
■

First

Trenton, N. J., June 20.—The Court of
and
Errors
Appeals this afternoon
rendered a decision affirming the opinion
of Vice Chancellor Reed in tho American
The opinion is in favor of
Tobacco case.
Che tobacco company and maintains the
of
its
business.
legality
suit was instituted
The
by Miller
Brothers of Newark, on the ground that
the Amerloah Tobacco company was a
monopoly and should be restrained from
carrying,on husinesr.

18-1

SALE.

well as (he ProgForty voids Inserted under thU head
ress, are made by first class workmen, of one week for 25 cento, cash
in advance.
nrst class material.
The best of everything
from tires to saddle. "They are At. with a
SALE—A line opening; a mllllinerv
*50 and *30.
BAILEY'S GUN
‘(of- Prlces
store situated on B. & M. It. R. few miles
STORE, 263 Middle St.
17-1
from Portland, lias the principal business in
that line, village of 3000 population, full stock
Grocery Provision store for and patronage the year through, falling health
•
sale; best location in or around of owner reason for selling. N. S. GARDTBoston, doing cash business *400 weekly, low NEK, I7C 1-2 Middle St.
2l-i
genuine bargain.
fM'ppv'rr
vuvvv^
CAREY
& EMERY,
realJ3111
estate and business
SALE—On Deering Highlands, a cozy
broker, 34 School street, Boston.
house of six rooms, connected with sewer
IG-i
and Sebago, lot contains 4500 square feet, near
Tobacco. Cigar and Variety store electrics,
costly new houses all around, one of
for sale, clearing *25 weekly, laimthe best locations lit VVoodfords. MARKS &
drv agency pays rent, sells 3000 papers
weeklv
EARLE
CO.
21-1
selling on account of sudden death. CAREY &
EMERY, real estate and business broker 34 POR
on
situated
SALE—Property
lilgnest
School street Boston.
m-1
1
land in the western part of the city, corSALE—In Falmouth at auction June 22, ner lot containing over 70U0 feet of land, fruit
FOR
a
1808, at 2 o'clock p. m. on the premises 30 trees of various kinds, house of 13 finished
rooms, arranged for two f >milles; stable 22x30.
acres of grass, about 25
tons; 3 1-2 miles from
Portland, near Staples’ Point Bridge, known as Inquire of IIE.NRY S.TKICKEY, 121 Exchange
21-1
the J. Wm. Merrill field.
16-1
as

ITA-

ig-1

_

J

STEPHEN BERRY,
ffiook, Job and (oald,

ELM

M.,

HOUSE, Deering.

effleent cook, and a second
girl, m a private family lo suburbs, refermces required; address giving name and residence, F. W. M., office of Daily Press, Portland.

|

Quartette
Lizzie Strout

flay.

p..

«

|

Choir
Jennie LothBm
William S. Cole

Quartette
Afterward

'or

FOlt

SALE.

TMPEBIAL BICYCLES,
a

WANTED~AI1

Inserted under this
head
week for as cents, cash in ad ranee.

KATES OF PASSAGE.

Helen M. Wilson
Eva E. Robinson
Nellie A. Brown
William S. Cole

own

homes, or daily assistance, for entertainments and parties.
Also make children’s
ana remodel ladies’ dresses at their homes

and

DDmemmme«ee««*4
CITY OF PORTLAND^

Buildings.

HELP.

worn.

Cabin. $62.50 and upwards.
Heturn
(ICO and upwards according to steamer and aclommodation.
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, LonBolonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50.
$78.10, according to steamer
urn $06.75 to
md accommodation.
Steerage, to Liverpool. London. LondonGlasgow, Queenstown and Belfastlerrv,
>22.50 to $26.60 according to steamer.
Apply to J. B. KEATING. T. P. McGOWAN,
Portland, or
L j; JENSEN, C, ASHTON,
)A VID TOHKANCE & CO., Gen. Agents,
je2dtf
Montreal.

The next Pomona meeting will be with
Ut. Etna grange, North
Baldwin, July, 2.
It is hoped that there will be a
large attendance.

Thomas,

WANTED—FEMALE

%

be had at our
MUSIC DEPARTMENT.

of London, Eng., School of^CookAlupil
ing will give lessons in ladies’

MONEY

Four
malls daily.
Boston daily papers are on sale
at the postoffloe.
Pleasant walks and drives
Pure spring water, fresh vegetables and milk.
For circular, etc., address L. C. BARNES,
Kearsarge, N. H.
13-3

W. R. Chapman ♦
C. R. Cressey
C. Piersuiti ♦

can

Woman’s Literary Union, at
Casino, .June 26tli, 1898.
tickets can be obtained of the
A resident at No. 97
Emery street, and of the
treasurer, at No. 349 Cumberland street,
lhe last
day for the purchase of these
tickets is
p.
Wednesday, June 22nd until 9 acm* There will be no
postponement on
count of unfavourable weather.
18-1

B^ltOOKs

I

Maine

TJIELD Day

Cape Cottage
rfi
Ahewjf
dinner

Raymond

miles!

—at—

20-1

X WANTEP-An

among
Messrs.
MAINE PENSIONS.
Jordan, Sweetsir, Mitchell, Hill, Shurtleff
Washington, June 20.—The following
Rolfe, Stuart and others. The quartette pension
changes, resulting from tho issue
was oomposed of tho
following: Lillian of June 9, are announced:
R. Witham, Lucia.P. Cole, William S.
INCREASE.
Cole, Ira N. Cole. Mrs. Mary W. Thorpe
William Johnson, Harbor, $10 to $13;
was organist.
A sociable, open to
ail, Samuel J. Harding, Camden, $14 to $10.
was held at the Grange hall in the evening, many of the young people remain- DECISION FOR TOBACCO TRUST.

St.

F—Oitgobtl

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦<>♦♦♦

In.

1T_2

TEACHERS,

Twenty-one one-cent stamps cover the
mailing of a paper-covered copy of Doctor
Pierce’s Common Sense Medical Adviser.
Cloth-bound, 31 stamps. Send to Dr. R, V.
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

Songs sung by

Me._

CAMPERS—Any parties wishing
Island will please apply tc
t8vH9P-^S9w
1. MOUNTFORT, Long Island, Port
land, Maine.
A
hiiANK

Portland, and
Clerks, anyone seeking a pleas- Bath, which was
announced for the 23rcl of
vacation should address
has been postponed till further notice.
June,
B. M. PHILLIPS), Oxford, Me. Good
board
15-1
prices reasonable; references.
17_1
country board in a fine locality for
LOANED on first and second mortfishing, gunning, rowing, line views, pleasgages, real estate life insurance polmt drives and plenty of shade trees.
Broad icies, notes, bonds and good collateral seA quiet place lor rest and
piazza.
comfort. curity. Notes discounted; rate of interest
Address J. B. and F. W. PLUMMER, Ray- five per cent a year and upwards, according
mand. Me.
to security. W. P.
jelo-4
CARR, room 5, second
spring iiousE-seiect board" floor, Oxford building, 185 Middle street.
Poland
on
(near
line of Maine CenSpitng)
jell-4____
tral railroad. Good boating and fishing. Send
Address C. E. SMALL, North
tor circular
WEDDING RINGS.
Raymond, Me._
One hundred of them to select from.
All
may4tf
all weights, all prices in 10, 14 and 18
styles,
IDE COTTAGE is situated in the Kt. Gold.
Largest and best stock of rings
pioturesque little village of Kearsarge in tlie city. A thousand of them. McKENNEY,
about ten minutes’ drive from North Conwav the Jeweler, Monument
Square.
juneTdtf
Post and telegraph offices located near.

and all allied diseases of the air-passao-es
It is the best blood-maker and flesh-builder
the best general tonic and nerve restora’
It gives a keen edge to the
tive.
anne
tite, corrects the impaired digestion promotes the flew qf digestive juices
facilitates the production of chyle in the
lower
stomach, or intestines, invigorates the liver
and purifies and enriches the blood
It
tears down old and inert tissues and builds
up new, firm, muscular tissues of health
It strengthens the heart’s action, promotes
the circulation of the blood to every part
of the body and deepens the breathing
thus supplying the blood with vitalizing
oxygen. Thousands have testified to its
merits. The dealer who offers something
is dishonest.
else as “just as good
I never was very strong and then I had La
Grade
G. Smith, of
Grippe,” writes Mrs.
480
15th St., Salem, Oregon. “I had a cough and
I
took
tired
all
felt
the time.
three bottles of
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription and two of
Golden Medical Discovery and two vials of
I have better health now
'Pleasant Pellets.’
than for many years.”

£♦«

Standl-sh,

Box 88.

ex-

NO NEWS AT ST.

POND’S EXTRACT CO., NewYork ?_nd London.

start

the

ing.

HIS IS 1TT I

ju:o____dtf

disease ^o,?

I

o

SUMMER RESORT—"Wadsworth
tiINK
r Hall.” Tho Wadsworth Homestead will be
open during the summer of 1893; any one
wishing a quiet, restful spot, ill which to
snentl a few weeks or mouths, will do well to
address the proprietor, JOHN B. riKE,
Hit am, Me.___
je20-4
-ii/ANTEO A few summer boarders for July
Good grove near at hand
and August.
Good airy rooms plenty of good milk, etc; on4
of the pleasantest places in Maine.
Address

in life, and build castles in the air about
the boy’s future, only
to have him killed off in the
of manhood by the dread

by

The numbers were all good.
the question
of
Co-operation
i armers, was ably discussed by

i

advantageous

an

refurnished, 1898. Ideal resort

2
Lights.
000000000<><><X>0<XH>00{K><>0<)<i

father.^

follows:

Singing,

»BBSW5WS>B«4

I0 0<><k><>o<mx>o <h>^

It is sad and disap-';
for a
to roar a son, spend
hard-earned money.'
his
for
education,)
work to inture him ^ ‘J'"l

pointing

ance

hour

FOR

inserted under this he«]
*«°rty
^r"rds
week
for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

Sea- ?
forpermanentandtransientguests.
and forest. Electric 6
bathing. Lawn

The patrons ol the Penn Mutual Life Insurgrange ad^omPauy °* Fliiadelplila will please note
journed to the Town.hall, where a bountiful repast had been provided, and to
MR BEETKAND G. mARCII
which full
justice was done by the has succeeded Messrs. Hall & Hodgo as General Agent for the State of Maine.
patrons.
Jeisdlw*
The woman’s

MISCELLANEOUS.

this head

advance.

In
week for 25 cents,

Rebuilt,

the

afternoon’s programme, the order of

under

Kirkwood tinmans? §

George

H. Hill.
After these exercises

KESOKTS._

inserted

7U0TICE TO

come

Song,

m

one

X

vocal solo and Miss Belle Jordan a violin
solo. These are graduating parts.
The
first vooal solo rendered as a graduating
part was axeoutod very
beautifully by
Miss Clara Soule, now of Newton, Mass.,
whiletlie school was under the able instruction of Prof. S. A. Thurlow,
and
was delightfully receiyed
and will be
long remembered. The present class is
a notable one—the first to make an educational pilgrimage out of the state.
Mr. W. C.
Harlow has
opened this
week his restaurant at PeakH Island.
Miss Edith Gonld is the happy owner
of a new wheel.
Mrs. Mary Griffin has a broken arm.
Mr. Leonard Stetson will accommodate
a few summer boarders this season.
One lot for a summer cottage located ou
Bustln’s island, has reoently been sold to
Massachusetts parties.
Some of the Freeport boys have a oottage on Peaks island, where they will
stay while they are working In Portland
during the summer

SPMMEK
Forty words

The graduating exercises of Freeport ♦
High school will occur on the 31th Inst. Y
A large class will’reoelve diplomas, 17 in
all. Miss t Brenda' Soule will
render a X

TnonKnnn

New Gloucester, June 20—In the death
of Mr. John Y. Huston, New Gloucester
loses a citizen of unquestioned integrity
and unusual enterprise. Nearly
all his
life has been spent In this town and his
cheerful disposition, energetic business
ability and genial manners have won for
him the affection and respect of his entire
acquaintance. For several years he spent
a part of his time in Portsmouth, N. H.,
developing a very successful business, but
soon after entering upon his more active
NOBLEBORO.
life, symptoms of disease appeared and for
June 16—Perkins & BlanchNobleboro,
several years he has struggled against it
have been missing goods from their
with almost superhuman courage and ard
afore every little while Monday uigbt of
bravery. Severai winters were spent in last week
they concluded to; stay In the
the South and the last one in California,
store and see If they could find out
anybut all without avail, and when
every thing. About
midnight one of the back
hope was gone he came home to die. His windows
to
rise
and soon they saw
began
life has been a very striking object lesson
a man enter the store and
go directly to
because of its undying energy Jand hopethe cash
drawer and take out what
fulness in the face of all discouragements
there was.
They ordered hands
and obstacles, but suffering could never change
but he did not comply. They fired
daunt his courage or oause him to com- up,
shot andithat brought him to. They
plain. Mr. Huston’s wife and ^father are it a
light and found the young man was
left to grieve, ak they must, for their own
their nearest neighbor, Orville Sidelinger,
loss but hot “without hope,” They have
IS) years old. He was brought before
the heartfelt sympathy of the entire comTrial Justice Creamer of Wlscasset
and
*
munity.
under §2C0 bonds to the October court
Upper Gloucester, June 20—The prospect put
Sidelinger graduated from the Reform
for an excellent hay crop is as good as it
school about two years ago.
ever was and haying will come on more
Wendall Hall ffe sick with the measles.
than a week earlier than usual.
Mr. Bartlett, our popular road commisA. H. Jordan
commenced to cut his
sioner, Is doing good work;on the roads.
grass last Saturday.
Mrs. Nettie Cummings and three childJ. M. Thompson of this town, got the ren
from West Somerville,
is at her
nomination for county treasurer, at the
father’s, 0. N. Barstow.
convention in Portland last week.
Mrs.
Lizzie Hancook from West SomerThe political excitement in this tow8
ville, is visiting at A. F. Severance’s.
has abated somewhat
now the county
Mrs. Susan Sidelinger has
returned
convention has been held.
from New
Mass., where she has
Ungene Farnum who worked for F. been the Bedford,
past six months.
W. Winter during the last part of the
Mrs. Charles Fassett from New Bedford
past winter, is at work for him at the is in
at her mother’s.
town,
present time.
Miss Luolla Palmer is home from New
Mr. Tukey and son of South Auburn
Hampshire.
are plastering F. S. Martin’s new
house
Miss Bertha GUdden is
home from
and Albert Arris of Danville
Junction, Rockland for a short stay.
is at work with them.
E. h. Dunbar has removed the machinMr. Geo. Hudson and wife of Portland,
ery from his boot heel factory to Massavisited at B. S. Atkin’s last Sunday.
chusetts.
The people of the
Congregationali sj
Grass and other orons are looking finechurch are very much disappointed in not

MISCBU,AjrEo|1s

WANTED.

TUB THURSTON PRINT,
PORTLAND, ME.

|

Situation by

young man who understands
and is willing to work.
Two
experience. Graduate of Gray’s Portland Business College. Good references furnished. Address CHAS. F. ALLKN. Skowhegan, Maine.
jel3d2w»

bookkeeping
years

A

a

THOUSAND RINGS

Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
se’-ct from.
EngageRubys and all other precious stones.
mem and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Largest
McKENNEY. the Jeweler
stock in the city.
marl9dtf
Monument Sauare.
To

"

Again much laughter was evoked ’by
which was delivered by
the prophecy,
George P. Larrabee.
In fact, every one took his part with

WESTBROOK.

City hall.

Prof. Taylor is laboring hard
Baldwins 3 60®4 00 Balls.commi cy,® ^
pails, purs
1O011%O
to make a success of the open air concert E vap * b
»%*•*•.,
puro.lt
Laarai.
9
-t j%
that is to be held in Deering’s Oaks, ?:p.SHina
6 U0®6 50 Haws....
“0<s*
California
i
There are at present 400
Fourth of July.
oi7.
ease
and
the results were enjoyed by voices in the
8%
KeroseneiaOts
chorus, but he is particularthose in attendance.
Calliorma, 3
Uftonia^... 8%
ly anxious that tho number shall be in- do seeding* 2 60ig400
603800
Mr. E. J. Haskell, chairman of the creased to 600 os a
greater volume is de®Ilra
Eastern extra..
©12 In hall
school committee,
after a short speech sire.?.
Mr. Taylor desires particularly Fresnyvestem..
CIS
with commendatory remarks for the
grad- an increase in the number of male siugLondon lay’rll 750201.
Butter.
uates, presented them with their diplo- ers.
invitation is extended 0reamerv.fncy..l8®19
A cordial
,,®YHiv«nui
mas.
BetnU-deUrered.
Bill
Fuse
vr’int.
«18
the members of all the ^musical societies
Cumberland 000®4 26
Mr. Haskell made honorable mention of tho city as also the mombers of the ..
*8
Cheese.
Chestnut.!.
of Harold H. Bodge, Benjamin T.
Lar- High'school to be present and unite with N. V. lorry 9 010
Franaila—• •
Jr-VSl
“*6”V
Vermont...
9
Lehigh..••
ftlO
rabee and John C. Warren, who had en- the chorus.
480
Pea..
sage... e. 10% *11
listed with Co. M in the Maine volunteers
Mr. William Smith and Miss Lilliaa
Grain (JaotatioiiB.
and are now away with the regiment in Parker of this city, were married in New
the Spanish-Amerioan war.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRA >
Hampshire, Thursday. They are at pres

High

EXERCISES

INTERESTING

BY

YOUNG MEN ANI) WOMEN.

Claps Entered 47 Members and

Graduated

25—Honorable Mention of Four Members who Enlisted For War with Spain
and Are Now with

Kegiment.

graduating exercises of the class of
’fe8, Westbrook High school, were held in
the handsome new
theatre, The WestThe

brook, yesterday afternoon.

Thejhall

had been made brilliant with
the decorations
of wild and cultivated
flowers, potted plants, ferns, etc., and a
generous number
of large and small
flags, put into shape by the busy hands
of the teachers and students of the school

during Saturday

and yesterday forenoon
Added to this were the electric lights and
bright colors of the hall which made the
happy, bright faced graduates look very
pretty as a group behind the banks of
green about the platform.
Hong before the hour appointed the
seats in
the balcony were
unreserved
packed with the younger people. The
most of the seats wero reserved, however,
and
these were quickly filled with the
relatives aud friends of the graduates.
Given's orchestra of seven pieces was
in attendance and provided the music for
the occasion.
Exactly at a p. in., the orchestra began
the strains of a march and the graduates

entered the hall.
The members of the junior class, led by
Marshal Boy Spear, who carried a baton
with the class colors,
red, white and
down the right aisle and
blue,
up the left to the steps leading to the
Here the line divided and the
platform
graduating class passed between and
marched

took

seats arranged In two semi-circles
on the platform.
The senior class was
led by
President Walter Roy Pennell,
with
the
class colors, royal purple and

white,

on

Seated

graduates
and his

ley,
also

his baton.
upon the
were

platform

Principal

assistant

with the

F. W. Freeman
Misses Dud-

teachers,

Matthews, Cutter and Danielson,
Mayor Raymond and Chairman

Haskell of the school committee.
The exercises were opened by Rev. Wm.
G. Mann,
pastor of Warren Congregational church, who offered a fervent prayer, appropriate to the occasion.
The following programme of exercises
was then carried out:
Saluatory in Greek,
Edward D. Small
Grace H. Norton
Essay—Spain,
Class Oration—Character of Lincoln,
Merle S. Pennell
Essay—A Quartette of Noble Lives,
Katharine T. Doyle
Music.
Oration—The Dignity of Labor,
Walter R. Pennell
Gertrude E. Kelley
History,
Oration—The American Indian,
Harry F. Millions
Presentation of Gifts,
Walter C. Henderson
Industrial student,
hoe; orator, medal;
tardy student, alarm clock; dressmaker,
studious
student,
dictionary;
scissors;
misohlevous student, hammer.
Music.
Poem,
Angie L. Palmer
Oration—The Old Pine Tree,
Percy L. Andrews
Alice L. Anderson
Statistician,
Ben
Hassan's
Recitation
Class
Dream, (Geo. M. Vlokers),
Fanny B. Cragin
Music.
Address to Undergraduates,
Harrison K. McCann
Irenoh Poem—Description Diune BaMary V. Ware
taiile,
Geo. P. Larrabee
Prophecy,
E. May Tolman
Valedictory,
Music.
Presentation of Diplomas,
Class Ode.
Benediction.
Music.
The members of the class are as fol—

short olear sides at

14@16o;
ih'jVc.1" EggL'et®1*
lirm' fresh at

Cre«m

FIorlda°r*moOOaOOO

School Graduation Yesterday
at Westbrook.

-mnldors

•j'1.

bus
rve

-c.

hT oor o' 740ftVln711 °?

rye

After singing the class ode, composed ent in Boston.
by Miss Angie Palmer, the exercises were
At the annual meeting of the Ladies'
closed with benediction pronounced
by Missionary society of the West End ConRev. Mr. Mann.
gregational church, Mrs. O. A. Bean was
The regular ushers of the theatre we e elected president and Mrs. S. N. Adams
assisted bv the following young ladies of secretary and treasurer.
the junior
class:
Misses Wilma NewCharles Baichaltler, who is slowly
Mrs.
comb, Fannie Haskell, Edith Bonn, Grace recovering from pneumonia, is now able
Speirs, and Isadore Burnham.
to get out of doors.
The
officers of the graduating class,
Children’s day was observed at the
been and still is, Univerealist church Sunday. Rev. T. B.
whose
motto has
“Foremost if we Can,” aro:
President, Payne, the pastor, preached an interestWalter R. Pennell: vice-president, George ing sermon
to the young people in the
P. Larrabee; secretary, Fannie Cragin; morning.
In the -evening the exercises
treasurer, May Tolman.
called “The Ladder of Life’’ was given.
The members of Naomi Rebekah lodge
ALUMNI RECEPTION.
The' Westbrook High School Alumnj of this city are to enterltain the members
of the Fryeburg lodge today. The visittendered
the
association
graduating
school a reception in Cum- ing lodge will bo met at the Maine Cenolass of the
station, Westbrook this morning.
berland hall last evening. It was called tral
Electric cars will be in waiting to convey
a “hurdygurdy” party.
both lodges to Portland and from there
CITY GOVERNMENT MEETING.
they will visit Peaks island, taking dinThe adjourned meeting of the West- ner at the Peaks Island House. The
brook city ;government was held last party will return to Portland and cars
evening commencing at 8 o’clock. Presi- taken for Riverton where the evening is
dent Gray in the chair.
The visiting members are
Absent, the to bo spent.
Mayor, Aldermen Watson, Haskell and to be entertained at the homes of the
Lawrence.
Records
of the
previous lodge members during their stop prior
meeting read and approved. The com- to returning to Fryeburg.
The class of ’98,Westbrook High school,
mittee on street lights presented the folto go to Maraaiocook today on their
lowing bids for electric lighting for a are

jofjglive years: Westbrook Eleotrio class excursion.
Daniel McGovern leaves today with an
Light and Power company, 25 candle
16 candle excursion party for Quebec, and while
power, $ 17 each per annum;
Wm. Welch,
each per annum; 4 arc lights there will visit his parents.
power,
of 1600 candle power at $100 each per an- Mrs f5Anrcr« Mpahan jayiH TVTrs. Thomas
num.
The Cumberland
Illuminating Welch are also to leave this morning
Port Neuf,
company of Portland bid $14.95 per light with an excursion party to
for 25 candle power; $9.96 per year for Canada.
Mr.
Everett Thompson, a student at
16 candle power; $S5 each for 4 arc lights.
The bid of the Cumberland Illuminat- Yule
college and editor of the Yale
term

ing company, wae accompanied by two Alumni, the college paper, spent Sunday
Chute
The first was to the effect In Westbrook, the guest of H. E.
propositions.
that

said company would furnish 305
with necessary
poles, 150 feet apart,
wires and i sulations thereon, 1220 insulations with necessary guy wires, 200

and wife.

DUCK POND.

The road machine has been used on the
road the past week with good success.
lamps and sockets, 200 rook reeks with Ail speak of the good work done, and it
all necessary
fixtures, four 1600 candle was much needed. A few days more will
power arc lights complete, which are to finish the work, but so much rain makes
be used Instead of 20 and 25 candle pow- It impossible to accomplish muoh.
er incandescent
Kiverton has been well patronized this
lamps If used, willjreduce the
above number of 900 to 180. past week, and much enjoyed.
Said company agrees to complete the line,
Mr. George Lowell has gone to Massaputting it in thorough working order chusetts to sot up In business 'for himself
ready to receive the current, which cur- as jeweler. We wish him all success.
rent is to be supplied to the lines of the
Mrs. Wm. P. Woodbury has left the
city of Wstbrook, or within the limits of hospital and will return to her home in
the city, or at a convenient centre of
Raymond in a few weeks. At present
distribution at the option of the Cumber- she is
with her sistor.
land Illuminating company. Poles to be
supplied for said line to be of from 25
to 30 feet in length,
according to the dethe city government. The conerected
tract price of said poles, lines
complete and ready to receive current,
as
above stated, to be $5000, same to be
when the
line is completed and
paid
We will also pay the
in running order.

stopping

cision of

Westbrook the sum of $1000 for
the perpetual use of poles and privileges
of erecting cross arms and running the
wires of the Cumberland Illuminating

Quotations of Staple Products
Leading Markets.

in the

city of

company upon the poles of the city of
Westbrook and will stand our proportional
part of the expense of keeping said
poles in repair. In other words we agree

T*rk Stock

and

Money

Market

NEW ycRK, June 20.
easy —SIVi per cent;
last loan 1V4: prime mercantile paper at 3@4
per cent, starling ixchauge firm, with actual
ousluess in bankers bills at 4S6Vi@4 86% for
demana and 4 64®4 84 for sixty days; posted rates at
Ida:4 87,
Commercial bills at
on

call

was

furnish the entire polo linss for the
city of Westbrook for the sum of $4000,
4 83.
reserving to the Cumberland Illuminat
Sliver certificates 68Vi«t69.
ing company ,,the perpetual use of th
Bui Silver E8%.
The
second
poles.
proposition was a
Mexican dollars 45Y4.
follows:
To furnish current delivered
(Government Bonds Irregular.
at the Westbrook line or at
centre of
State bonds dull.
distribution within the city at own optto

ion

sufficient to

snnnlv

200 25

July.

Sept.

July.

Sept.
83
83%

Closing.

88%
67

82%

Upturn....... 32Vi

Opsnlna.

art

wheat.

_

Opening....

Sept.

July.
7134

Closing.
.......

67%

July.

Sept.

The follow In? quotations represent the paypower lights for the sum of §1000 per year
ing prices in this market:
list (in order of rank)—Ella for a term of five years.
To furnish a Cow and ox hides.7Vic
lb
Edward Hurgin Small,
May Tolman,
man
to attend to the lines and care for Bulls and stags.eyao
nom<ivA Pourcnn T
hoo
li'rhnl
Ccaif skins, trimmed,.... ice
do
uiitriinmed. Sc
Angie Lane Palmer,
Kelley,
Fanny the lights and to supply new lamps for
Boody Cragin, Alice Louise Anderson, renewals when required, and help keep Lanin skins.60 to 80c each
Merle Stanwood
Pennell, Walter Roy line in good condition free of all expense
Penneii, Alary Virginia Ware.
kctsllOrocflrs' sugar trace*.
to the
city for the sum of 1800 per year,
College Course—Edward Durgin Small.
Portland market—cut loaf 7: confetlqn cay
or
the
81800
entire
course—Alice
Louisa
Anyear
excovering
per
English-Latin
"<
pulverised Coi powered, Otj granulated
derson, Fanny Boody Cragin, George pense.
W*
corfee crashed 6c: yellow 4
Harrison King MePearson
Larrabee,
Voted, to receive bids and refer them
H. Norton, Angie Lane
Gann, Graoe
Imports.
Palmer, Ella Alay Tolman, Alary Vir- to committee on street lights for considLouisburg,CB. Schr A B Crosby—1827 tons
eration and report at next meeting,
ginia Ware.
coal to Me central.
English Course—Percy Leonard AnA petition of the Cumberland IllumiHarold Heath Bodge,
Mamie
drews,
Portlaud Wholesale Marker.
nating
company for privilege to erect
Teresa
Katherins
Bohnson, Harry Burns,
PORTLAND, June 20.
Doyle, Walter Curie Henderson, Gertrude poles and wires over certain streets of Flour Is dull and we quote all grades about
Ethelyn Kelly, Benjamin True Larrabee. the city was laid on the table until 26c
lower, but Wheat closed firm on Important
Jturrjr Frank Alillione, Alerle Stanwood the
report of the committee on the award buying by shorts. July Wheat closed with a
Pennell, Walter Roy Pennell, Eugene
*oss of 1/4 c, and Sept left off with an advance
Adalbert Hand, Annetta Blanche Swett, of contract for lighting is rendered.
Walter Ernest
of YigYic. Corn and Oats rose !/«c each. Pork
Air. S. V. Warren of Boston, represen
Swett, Roscoe Gordon
John
Glifiord
Tripp,
Warren.
and Air. gained 26c and Lard 7Vie.
ing the Westbrook company,
The class history produced and presentThe tollowiiig are todys’ wholesale prices of
W. Brown representing the Cumed by Aliss Gertrude E. Kelley was most George
Provisions. Groceries; cue
berland Illuminating company, addressed
drslsFlour*
and
complete
interesting. It called forth
Corn oar
the aldermen relative to the ability of 8uv erfine S
4lg42
several luughable
incidents during the
do bag lots .«
low arades.4 26@4 60
44
tbeir rspective corporations to carry out during Wneat oasMeal bag lots
&4Z
course of the class as well ns occurrences
76
car lots
Oats,
Bt45084
ers.ciaua
the
contract.
36830
successfully
not so pleasant.
Oats, bag lots
Patent Spring
fit
An order was passed granting permisWneat... 6 6086 75 Cotton SeooThe presentation of gifts, which duty
«ar lots. 00 00*23 00
sion through the mayor of parties desir- M ion. sir’ si.fell upon Walter
C. Henderson, as reban lo’-c 0000®2400
roller.... 5 25®5 60
to sell fireworks, licenses good from
clear do.. .6 16]i6 35 Sacked Rr’v
ceived with much interest. Each recipi- ing
oar lou. 15 50*1600
t Louis st’u
June 30th to July 6th.
ent of a gift responded with a short,witty
5 26P6 50
b&* lots 16 00817 00
Ordered that the city give a quit claim roller...do. .6 15&6 36
clear
MiddUng;*0000®17 00
speech. The list of the gifts and of those deed for all
bag ots. .S00®17 00
r.t’rwhea.
property purchased, for taxes.
who received them is as follows: Induspatents.. 5 25S6 60 Mixed feed_ 37 60
Communication of Air. John Pride offerO'if 04.
Fish.
trious student,
hoe, Roscoe G. Tripp;
11@16
ing to settle taxes of 1896-7 for the sum of 1(linylngA selling price) filo.roastea
Burnes;
orator, medal, Harry
Javu&Alocha do25g:.d
tardy
o',—Lara*
Referred.
$092.16.
Molasses.
Snore
... .4 60®475
alarm
Mamie
clock,
student,
Bohnson;
email do. 2 00®S 25 Porto Rico.26®SO
Adjourned to meet July 6th at 7,80
dressmaker, scissors, Annetta B. Swett; p. m.
Pollock .... 2 25*8 60 itarbadoea.
.26*26
Haddock... 1 75®2 00 Fauoy.82®Su
mischievous
student, hummer, Walter
MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
Tea.
flake.. ..'. .2 00*2 26
E. Swett.
Amoys.23®30
The muuioipal officers then met and If ente, not
0&14e Congous.. »....26®60
Scaled...,
Miss Alice L. Anderson proved to be a the
Japan.... ...,30®85
Macherei.b»
following business was transacted:
Some
of
her figures
perfect statistician.
Shore is 822 005SS26 Formoso.30®66
Claim of Georgie Al. Clark for damage
00®81S
Sugar.
*16
zs
Snore
When the class entered
were as follows:
by raising of grade of Rochester street
6466
Large as $12®16 00 StandardGran
Ex dine duality 6 466
the High
school it was composed of 47 and a similar claim from Alice
rroouet
Libby of Cane < rauberrles
JJxtraC....
6 no
Is
now
reduced
to
25
which
members,
1> crate.
3 6083 50 Yellow Extra C....4IG
College street. Referred,
0 60
The average age is 17 years.
Seed
students.
A meeting of the municipal officers to Maine.
3 65@3 75
i'ea Beans.1 0601 75 Timothy.
In shoes the
boys register 8 1-3 for the view the property to be bold at the call of Yeuow
Kves.1 85*1 !n)|0!over.West »ya®u
N. I. 9Y4*i0
d Pea_1668176! do
largest, 5 for the smallest. The girls the mayor.
60®7o!Alsllte,
Potst’s. 0U3
tofiflOVa
shoes range
The
2 1-2 to 5 1-2.
from
The bonds of H. A. Hunt, A. II.Small, .New Potatoes $303 60 lied Top,
16*17
tallest in the class is a boy, 5 feet, 11 1-2
v,
ctsjersey3Z54'3 7Si
Praylsloni.
G. P. Woodman,
J. V. Brigham were
Fork—
00 .Normlit o 00m
Inches; the shortest, a girl, 4 feet, 11 8-4 approved.
The bond of Hawes & Hop- do Vineland,4 5o®t5
heavy
14 00
00
inches.
is
6
0
Bet
medium] S OO813 50
On(iic
1
The
mons.
height
feet,
average
kinson representing the Westbrook Sanin 3 0083 25
short cut »Da
doiEgyp
7 1-3 inches,
combined
and the
height, tary company in the sum of tfiOO, was
clear
ll@13
ap- Chickens....
145 1-6 feet. The
Turkovs. Wes. 13816 Reef—llghtlo 2501076
lightest member of the proved. Adjourned.
do... .1C® 17
Northern
heayy,..ii
class is
6081 z 00
a girl,
whose weight is 100
Fowls...
BmestsVfcbS 6 76®
Apple*.
card, tes ano
pounds.
There is to be a rehearsal of the O.
Heaviest boy, 156 pounds; girl,
50
Ny btiLnnre 7 1 ia.7
Eating apnl’s3 60@4
154 pounds
Stuart Taylor chorus
this evening in
do common 6Z.&3 0Q
docona’no. eftSoy*
lows:
Honor

Germanic

Sept

July.

Opening...

20%
21%

33%
24Vi

July.

new'.’.!....

dopfd

Central. "".129

Union Pacific.
23
union racmc
pid.....;68*4
American

American

..

teutonic.New

Bell.271

do

Sugar, ( common...181V*

New Torts

'(notation:, stucita

»nd

Bonce

26
26
28
29

T leetmeel

T..n. OA

Laufranc.New York.. Maranham..July 6
ftumidian
.Montreal...Liverpool,..July 7
Hilary.New York. .Para. &c. .July 16

By Telegraph.

...

MINI A PURE ALAUN AC.JUNE 21.
Sunrises. 4 7|rr,„ll
(_0 00
Sun sets

..

Moon rises.

7 24
0 001

water

{

MAHINk

o 30
0—
00

....

Height.0

jS~3£W6

PORT OF PORTLAND.

quotations of stocks:

MONDAY June 20,

June 17. June 20.

Atchison.I

i3v*

Arrived.

13

Atchison pfd. 32*4
Central Pacific. 13%
Sties, a Ohio. 23%
umoagea Alton...168
do
pfa
:hloaro‘ Burlington & Quincyl04%
Delaware® Hudson CaaaiCo.109%
Delaware.Laekawaaa ® Wesil54
Denrer ® Bio Grande. 12%
line,new.I8V4
■101st prefer
36%
Illinois Central.104Vs
Lake Erie® West... 16
Lake Shore.189%
Louis & Nash. 52%
Manhattan Elevated .105
Mexican Central.
4%
Mtohiean Central.108
Minn® 8t Louis. 27%
Minn & 8t 'Louis of. 90%
Missouri Pacino. 35
N'ew Jersev Central.
9.3 V*
Hew YorkCentrai. 115%
Hew York.Chicago® St Louis 13
do pf
65
northern Tactile eom. 28%
ad
do
pfd. 68V*
northwestern.126%
SSBao
pfd.171
Jut & Western. 15
Isaame. 19%

Steamer State of Maine, Colby, Boaton for
Eastpoft and St John, NB.
Steamer Percy V, How, Phipsburg via Cundy
Harbor.
Steamer Salacla, Oliver. Boothbay Harbor and

32%
18%
|22%
156

W iscasset.
Steam
Wapiti, Michigan for New York.
Barge western Belle, Philadelphia for Bangor,
n tow of tug J uno.
Sch I.uis G Rabel, MeKown, New York, coal
;o Portland Stoneware Co.
Scb Hattie P Simpson, Cheney, Baltimore,
;oal to O T Ky Co.
Sch Allpla B Crosby, Bunker, Loulsburg, CB,
;oal to Me Cent KR.
Sch Sarah Rlaisuell, Farrell. Rondout, cement

104*4

yacht

107
154

12%
13%
35%
103%
16
189%
62%
104%
4%
104
27%

;o

93

116%
13
65

H rigor.
Sen Kate

28%
68%
125%

obsters.

& Kelsey.
Barge No 4, Balter. Parrsboro. NS—Ryan &
Kelsey.
Sell Nellie J Crookor, Henderson, St John, NB
-Ryan & Kelsey.
Scb Clara IS Randall. Charleson, Kcnnebeo
ind Philadelphia—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch J Manchester Haynes, Matthews, Kenneiee and Washington.
Soh James Freeman, Jasper. Maehias-J H
Slake.
Soh I.tzaie May, Fernald, Belfast.
Sell Waldron Holmes, Katim, Belfast—Kensall
it Tabor.
Sch C M Gilmore, Thomas, Camden—Kensall
it TaborSAILED—Sch Gertrude L Trundy, Llnnekin
Say.

99%

148*4
76
149
141

11%
59
7
ya
161
96
iga
100
127
40

Boston
Mains.161
new York&New England pid,
Jld Colonr.:.
Adams Express.100
American Express......127
8. Express. 40
Peoples Gas. 98%
rtomest-tke,
50
Ontario. 3

97%
49

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR. June ^0—Sid, sohs
larvesr Home. Sullivan for Boston; George W
Collins, do for do; Georgia, Hillsboro. NB, for
New York; Pemaquid, Rockland for Boston;
Elliot L
■red Emerson. Boston for
Dow, Kennebec for Philadelphia.

3
28%
187%

Mail... £8%

Paiman Paiaoe.188
ugar eommon.1S2*/*

132%
,1%

Western Union. 92%
Southern Ry pfd.
Jnlon Pacific.

L Palmer, Palmer, Shelburne, NS,

Barge No 3. McNamara, Parrsboro, N6—Ryan

19%
106%

&

Rookland;

SACO, June.20—Ar, sells
I Boston Prodnoo Market.
BOSTON, June 20. 1898—Ths following
to-day’s quotation* of Provisions, etc,:
kLOtix.
Spring patents. 4 76S6 65.
Spring, clear:aua straight. 4 15® 6 00
Winter patents. 4 80d6;6o.
Winter, elear anitkstraight, 4 26 a 6 00
Extra and Seconds t>u.
Fine and Supers—.

Boston.

Cleared.

171
15

..7
urfd. 19

Jasper.

Boston, oeraentto Diamond
Island,
Sen Regina, Sanborn, Boston.
Scb Nellie F, Colbcth, Boston.
Ar 19th, sebs David Story, Ulmer. Boston,
lament to Lord Bros; sch Montlcello, Nutter,

34%

pfd..08%

Diamond Island.

Sch Jas Freeman,
Sch Break of Day,

BO

St], Paul.
99%
do
bfd.
148%
StPaul ®;«JmaUa.... 76
do
prfd.149
Jt Paul. Minn. ® Mann.141
rexas Pacific. 11%
do

25
26

Nebraska New York. Liverpool...July 1
Vancouver.... Montreal...Liverpool.... July 2
rrojan Prince..New York. .Azores.July 2
Bellena.. *— New York. .liosario.July 2

The folloing ware to-day’p closing quotations
Bonds
Jure 20
June:i7.
New *s, res
124
124
do coun,
324
1241/4
Sew 4’»
...
109%
New 4’s chip.. in
ill
Usurer & B. G. 1st.106%
106%
sail 4m.,.
73%
73*4
5*1#
Mo.Kan.f& Texas 2ds..
63V*
Mo,, Kansas A Texas pfd_
Kansas Pacific Consols.
Oregon Nar. lets.116
114

Unlos Pacific
Wabash....

26

state

of

Closing

.Liverpool..June

'■Hlfnrmoii

8%

common

York.

26
26
26
26
26
26
26

southwark.New York. .Antwerp...June 29
Canada.Boston.Livrepool.. June 30
b Bismarck.. .New York.. Hamburg. .June 30

Sugar, utd.113
Cen Mcas.'nfd.
Flint & Fere Marq..

FOR

..

Boston stoon Hsrsss.
The following were
the
closin'
quotations of stocks atRostou:
Mexican Central es.
62%
...
Atchison, Top. «i BautajFe. E.
Boston & Maine.162%
Maine

FROM
...

Bretagne. New York. ..Havre_June
Carthaginian Montreal.. -Liverpool. .June
Alexandria —New York. London_June
Mlnnewaska. .New York. .London.. ..June
Chester.New York..So’amDton. June
Ethiopia.New York. ..Glasgow .June
Crigen.New York..Manaos.&c.June
Holstein.New York.. Jeremle.&cJune
lolosa.New York..Montevideo.lune
Labrador.Montreal ..Liverpool...June
Haleearlia... .New York. .Pern’bueo ..June
Pennsylvania..New York. .Hamburg June
crave.New York. .Bremen
.June

9 67
9 67

Opening.
Closing. .

hats op steamships.

.NewfYork. .Liverpool.. June 22
rrlesland_New York. .Antwerp. June 22
Abydos.New York. .LaGuatra.June 22
Dumois.. .New York. Aux Cayes. June 24
fly
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool. .June 26
Colorado.New York.. hull.June 26
Cbdam.New York. .Rotterdam. June 26

OATS.

CKI. sells J A Gray and A
Sarah Wood. Lanesvllle.

are

Herbert

J

E, Phlla-

Miller, Boston;

STON1NGTON, June 18—Ar, sell Jessie Hart,
VlnruDy, with loss of foretopmast and foresail
>pdt.
8kt, str John Wise. Geyer. Boston, towing
large .Margery; sells Pochasset. Herrick, New
Ifork; Bessie II Gross, Tliurstou, Boston; H
Jurtls, Allen, do.
EXCHANGE DESPATCHES.

Chicago Bit. stooK Market.
CHICAGO. June 20. 1898.—Cattle—receinti
22,000; choice steers 4 9:i®j6 25; medium 4 r>u
24 671/j beef steers 4 oo@4 45: Stockers and
feeders 6 00@*5 16; cows and heifers at 3 30®
®
4 75 ;Texas steers 4 oo®4 75.
Hoes—receipts 88,000; strong early closing
weak; fair to choice 3 90@4 06; packers at 3 7b
24 87Vb; butchers at SS0®4|J0; light 9 U
on®
B
B
3 92 Vs ;pigs at 2 SO®3 75.
Sheep-receipts 1 is ooo: natives 3 00,3:5 25:
active; lambs 4 60@6 15; spring lambs 0 00®
b CO.

Glasgow June 19,
Br), Montreal.
Ar at

Lighthouse Inspector, )
First District,
J
Portland. Me., June 18, 1898. J
IMPORTANT.
A safe channel through the mine field at
lucksport Narrows, Penobscot River, Maine,
s marked by three red spar buoys, which must
ie left close to on the starboard hand In going
ip the river.
By order of the Light House Board.
SMITH W. NICHOL8.
Commander, U. S. N.,
Inspector 1st L. H. Disk

mMMt-rlcelms

ierjvith
iour

wheat.

Quotations—city mills patents —; winter
patents 4<5®5 00: city mills clears—jwinter
straits 4 403$4 60;
Minn. patents at 4 9C&5 30:
winter extras 3 60&4 OOi Minn bakers at 4 25
wlnter low grades 2 90&3 00.
v/iieat-receipts v03,500 bush: exports 31.8^2 bush: sales 4 890.000 bush futures and
383,000 spot; spot firm; No 2 Red 83c at fob
afloat.
Corn—receipts 339.650" bush; exports 144,818 bush; sales
135,000 bush futures; 42,000
spot ; spot Arm; No 2 at 38 f o b afloat.
Oats—receipts 354.700 bush: exports 203,^19
bush; sales
bush spot: spot “firmer; No 2 at
30c; No 3 at 29MiC; No 2 white at 32c; track
white —c.
Beef easy; lamily —; city extra India Mess
—

Lard firmer: Western steam 6 10.
Pork dull; old mess —: short clear —.
Butter steady; Western creamy at lft*fc@17:
factory do at) IMl -c; Llgins I7c: state dairy

12H@l«c;docrem 18%
Cheese steady-state large white 6%(K6s/ic;
small

do 7 ; do colored

Eggs steady;

State and

tern fresh .11 ^@12c.
Xallow inactive.
Petroleum dull.
Rosin steady.
Sugar—r w inactive;fair
test 4 5 16.

Ac.
Penn
I

12®lfcV»

refining 334

;

; Wes-

Centrl-

fugaToii
CHICAGO—Cash auotatlons;
Flour irregular.
Tv neat—No 3 spring wheat at G8(g70o: No 3
do at 64 iC74c; No 2 Red at 76Vsc. Corn—No 2
c.
Gate—No 2 at
at 32«32t»c: No 2 yellow
25M|C; No 2 white at 28ffl28y,0i No3 White
t’7c; No 2 rye 41o: No 2 Bariev 31ffl35c; No 1
Flaxseed 1 lO'/cS*! HVi ; prime Timothy seed
2 60; Mess pork at 9 8029 «6
l ard So 72Vi
Dry salted
®d 30; short rib sides 5 40(25 70.
—

Sarmatlan

Notice to Mariners.

Markets.
ii>y Telegrapm

NEW YORK-The
Flour
10.003 bbls; exports 29.4S1 bbls; sales 8.000
packaeeB: market declined early, closing stead-

steamer

Office

Domestic

..

...

Sailing;

38%

32%

16-82d;
inldllag
Including 300 bales for specula-

linA
tlon
and export.

82%

32

Closing....
FOBS,

nnnP
ba,l88i

s

ee%

72

COEN

Opening.
Closing....

‘By Telegraph.)
June 20- 1808.—Consols closed at

im?KP0Na lor rnone and ill 3-18 tor account.
June 20. 1898—Cotton market
i.P‘yB8P00L,
Americani
at 3
sales

Monday’s quotations.

Paslfio

Hides.

E uropean Markets.

July.
9 65
9 55

Closing.

2700 bush.

nnmt5L?K^EA

Sep*-

Closing. 28%
li-OBs.

barIey

IS~Tue Cotton market to-dar was
Quiet; middlings 8o.
''S-The Cotton market to-day
quiet
;Lmiadling ec.
I,,r-~Tha Cotton market to-day was
nominal; middling 6 16-16C.
-lU^y^NNAH—Tbecotten uaraet to day was
quie,,
middling 6%«.

OATS.

July.
Opening.24%

v

R AILKOAIM.

FALMOUTH F0RESI0E S. B.
On

and After June

cl

10th, 1898.

STEAMER MADELEINE

Boston & iVlaine K.

R.

In effect Oct. 4th, 1897.
Trains leave Union
Station, for Soarboro
Crossing. 10.00 a. ns.. 6.15. 6.20 p.ro.r ScarboPine Point* 7.00. 10.00 a. m.. 8.80,
6.10. 6.20; p. m,; Old Orchard. Saco, Biddefora, 7.00. 8.40. 10.00 a. m., 12.45, 8.80,
6.16, 6.20 p. in.; Kennebc-.k. 7.00. 8.4d %. iru
v

leave Portland
Pier ^2.46,8-30. 6.15 ,6.20p. m.; Kennebunkpeart,
Boston; Willard saulsbury. Jordan,-; Susan Will
stetson. Heath. Boston; Franklin Nickerson,
8.40. a. in..
7.00.
12.45, 8.30, 6.16 p. m.:
c:
; Noi n7!1C;
For Great Diamond Island at 6.45, 9.00 a. m., Wells Beach 7.00,8.40 a. in., 3.^0. 6.15 p. in.,*
Point. Hurd, Boston; Julia
Haskell,-;
Sandy
MINNFAPi»t‘^®rn ^4%,
do; Win H Jewell,Drinkwater. 12.10, 3.15 and 6.10 p. m. For Falmouth at 6.45, North Berwick, Soinerswoi th, Dover.«T 4.05,
4 60;'second niiI8rFlour~nrst Patent» 4 30® Baker, Perkins,
9.00 a. m., 12.10, 3.15, 6.10 p. m.
For Chebeague 7.00, 8.40 a, m..
-; Emma OreeD, Wood, New York; barken12.46, 3.80, 6.16 P. m.r
at 3 O0IE3
8&IK3 «a?4,ent> «> 16S4 26; first clears tiue A B Bull (Nor), Gustavcsou, do.
and Cousins Islands, Frit ice’s Point, Yarmouth Rochester, 7.00, 8.40a. m„ 12.46, 3.S0 p. m.;
86; second clears! 2048 40.
BATH—Ar EOtli, sobs El|a L Davenport, Da- at » a. in. and 3.15 p. m.
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
12.46,
RETURN—Leave Diamond Island at 7.55. 3.8o p, m.; Northern !>»▼., Lakeport. Larien; John Twohy, Boston ; Jas Boyce, Jr, S 8
Cotton Markets.
Thorp, Nathan Lawrence. Daylight, H L Peck- 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 5.40 p. m. Leave Falmouth at conia, Plymouth, 8.4o a. m.. 3 2.45 p. m.;
Ly Telegraph.'
6.00. 7.25, 11.00 a. m.. 1.00, 5.10 p. in.
Leave Worcester, via Somers worth. 7.00 a. m.;
ham, ail from Portland.
Concord, via
Sid. schs CP Notman, Baltimore; J W Lln- Chebeague Island 10.15 a. m.. 4.30 p. in.
Leave Manchester.
Rockingham
NEW tadJUNE 20, 1898.
3.30
J
Cousins
7.00 a. m.,
"~The
market
10.30
a.
Cotton
4.45
m.
m.:
nell,
Henry
PhiladelWashington;
Prince’s Point J auction,
p.
Edmunds,
to-day
m.,
p.
nln»eh o*5..
Junction, Exeter, Haver10.45 a. m., 5.00 p. m.
6 7- phia; LV Beebe, do.
Rockingham
middling
uplands
lower;
luotm'i.V'18
bc, do gmt
hill.
LowelL
Boston,
BEVERLY-Ar
sch
Carrie
A
Lawrence,
irt4.06.
sales
bales.
1700
18tb,
ateiliso;
Norton,
Sunday Time Table.
+8.40 a.
12.46, 3.30 p. m.
+7.00,
m..
N—The Cotton markei to-day Wiley, Philadelphia.
was steady;
Leave Portland Pier for Diamond Island, Fal- Arrive in Boston, 7.2©, 10.16 a m„ 12.50^
RRUNSWICK, Ga—Sid 18th, brig Havllah,
Middling 6c.
Richardson, New York; sch Horace G Morse, mouth, Chebeague and iCousins Islands and 4.22. 7.26. p. m. Leave Boston for Portmarket today was Hlgbee, Philadelphia.
Prince’s Point, at 9.00 a. in. ami 2.00 p. m.
land, 6.69. 7,30. 8.00, 8.30 a. Ui., 1.00, 4.15,
smadvyiyi0^~Cotton
steady;
Arrive Portland,
middling 6e.
Return leave Chebeague at 10.30 a. m. ami 4.15 p. m.
10.13, 11.00 a.
BUCKSPORT—Ar 10th, sohs Melissa Trask,
m.
12.20.
8.00

COHN.

3 00k Island-.106%

(By Telegrapn.'
Money

WHEAT.

0,000 bush,

MTN1CC.;„

soli A Hayford.
BALTIMORE—Cld 18th. seh Charles G Endlcott, Bailey, Boston.
Sid 18th, sell Silver Heel9, Quinlan, coastwise.
Ar 19th, sch Cora Dunn, Keunebec.
BANGOR—Ar 20tlt. sells Loduskia, Belatty,

STEAM*: I'S.

at 831 J»U at
83c;septtt
«7l?'~Wbea‘-,une
Dec 66%
NO 1 hard at
86%

Saturday’s quotations.
Opening... 74
C losing... 72%

hbls= wbtal 4'000
bush;
®y
l,usb4.700 bhls; wheat 89,200
bu8hi 0!U8 1241,600 bush;

oats 241.600
hi,,Jbu9l>:
2-70<)

o.OOo

'shipments—R,’ii?r
"gJS JKuii'iilOvI bush;
corn 74n,l5~

MusoU.?o^ Ks|®6%

dairy atll%®
10c.
Cheese-

Sid, sells Willie T, Child, Apalachicola; Lillian.
Bangor; Agnes Manning, Kennebec and New
York.
Highland Light —Passed 19th. sell Luis ',
Babel, Pnlladelphla for Portland, Passed north,

Memoranda

Bath, June 18—Fifteen large vessels passed
ip river Thursday evening to load ice. Tney all
lad a fair wind and sailed into the river over
| lie mines without assistance from tow boats.
Maclilas, June 20—Tug S B Jones has arrived
j rom the wreck of sell Henry at Campobelloand
, eports having saved her deokload aud will get
s ch oil at next run of high tides.
}

1

Domestic Ports.
new YORK—Ar 19th. sells Hattie Dunn, Ferlaudlua, Fred A Small. Windsor, NS, lor New1 mrg; Abbio G Cole, Pembroke; AFKlndberg,
J langor; Harold L Berry, Bath; Wm Butman,
1 langur via Providence; Telegraph. Tliomaston;
fenny Greotibank, Exeter. Nil; Helen H Benelict. New Haven; CjR Flint, Holbrook. Kenne•ee; Ella F Crowell, Thomas. Tliomaston.
Sid, sells St Leon, MUlbridge; Ada Herbert,
J toston.
Ar 20th, sohs Calvin F Baker, Portland; A W
1
•'iske, Kennebee; Wlnnegance, Pittston; C R
J ''lint, Richmond; Henry N Squire, do; Florence
J Lockwood, Pittston
G M Braiuard, Hurrl< ane
Island; j pOUder, Jr, Bangor via Fall
liver; Aboil kl, Bath; John J Ferry, Rockland;

j

nzzie

Lane, Bangor.

BOSTON—Ar 19th, sells Josephine Ellicott.
-lurphy, Jacksonville; Bertha Dean, Thomas,
Newport News; ws .loadan, Kennedv, Fhilab’phidi.'f w All 11, Pottle, New Brighton, SI;
i -able & Li lle,
Nutter. Rockland; A McNlcliol.
anborn, Manillas; Purest Belle, Beal, do; Gen
oott, Johnson, Calais.
Hayhcht. MUlbridge and Washlngt
Lhdde Harold, coal
port; Leona, Rockport.
Ar 20th. tugs
Plymouth. Kendrick, Portland,
t awing barge c Lit No
9; Harrisburg. Anders
tgle Berry, Tuttle, Rond( ut; Altaretta S Snare.
Lawson. Ellzabetbport;
(
Tidal
Hart,
1 Vnv©, Nolau, ^lt
Dosort; a Hugtingtonj
Wlattcd
1 Vooubrldke, NJ; Ahce C

Fo“ Report

Trask, Perth Amboy; Jennie A Stubbs, Dorr,
New York.

CHARLESTON, SC-Sld 18th,
Child, Fuller, Fall River.

sch

Fannie L

p. m., Cousins Island at 10.45 a. m. and 4.30 p.
m. Leave Prince’s Point 11.00 a. m. and 4.45 p.
m.
Leave Falmouth at 11.10 a. m. and 5.00 p. m.
Leave Diamond Island at 11.40 a. m. and 5.30
p. m.

CaPE HENRY—Passed out 19th, ship Edwd
FALMOUTH FORESIDE S. B. CO.
O’Brien, lor Sau Francisco.
juneOdtf
EASTPORT—Ar 18th, sch Judge Low, Smith.
Portland.
FALL RIVER—Ar 20th, schs Elizabeth M
Cook, Calais; Herman F Kimball. Kockport.
GLOCCESTElt-Ar 20tb, sells Ida Hudson,
Boston for Portland; Howard, Meteglian.
The 3C5 Islami Route.
MACH I AS -Ar 20tli, sch W R Chester, New
York.
Beginning June 19. 1898, steamers will leave
Sid, schs Wm Keene, Annie Lee, M B Oakes,
Portland Pier, Portland, daily, as follows:
For Cliff Island. Great Chebeague, HarpsHCCheater, Boston; Addle Fuller, Sliulee, NS;
Fanny Cross, St John, NB, for New York; lna, well. Bailey’s and Orr’s Island, 9.3o a. m
4 15
Hanselpecker, 8t John, NB, for Providence.
P- JE.
MOBILE —Ar 18th, sch A ice McDonald.
Return for Portland -Leave Orr’s Island, via
Brown, Tampico.
above landings, (3.30 a. m., 1.00 p. m.
Arrive
NEW LONDON —Ar 19th, sch Franconia,
Portland, 9.00 a. m., 3.15 p. m.
Young, Bangor for Fire Island.
SUNDAYS.
Sid, sch Susan E Nash, Payne, New York for
Leave Portland for Cliff Island, Great
Westerly.
NOBSKA—Passed north 18th, schs Gladys, Chebeague and Harpswell, 10.15 a. in.
Port Reading for Bangor; Isaiah K Stetson, do
Return lor Portland, leave Harpswell via
for do.
same landings, 3.30 p. m.
Leave Portland for Long Island 10.01 a. m..
NORFOLK—Anchored in lower liarbor 18tb,
schs Austin D Knight and Olive T Whittier, for 12 noon, 2.00, 3.30 p. in.
Return for Portland—Leave Long Island
Key West and Port Tampa.
PASCAGOULA—Cld 18th. barque James W 10.30 a-, in., 12.30, 2 30, 5.00 p. m.
Fare to Harpswell and return Sundays, 35c:
Elweli, Goodman, New York.
PERTH AMPOY—Ar 18tb, sch Electa Bailey, other landings, 25c.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Ge„’l Manager,
Clay, New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 10th, seh Joel F Shepjuneistf
pard, Walsh, Boston.
Reedy Island—Passed dywn 18th, sells Mary
E Qlis, for Augusta; Albert T Stearns, for NewMt. Desert 2nd Mscliias Stbt. Co
buryport; Charles H Wolsfon. for Bath.
Str. “Frank Jones.”
Delaware Breakwater—Sid 20tb, sell Earl P
Beginning Saturday, April 80th.i898, will leave
Mason. Blake. Fall Fiver.
Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 a. m.t
jiuy luniMUfi—sia loin, Darque Aiioeneea,
on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. m., for
Ford, Weymouth, to load tor Rosario.
Ar 19th, sch Jonathan Cone, Lunt, New York Rockland, Bar Harbor. Machiasport and intermediate landings. Returning leave Machiasvia New Bedford.
on
and Thursdays at 4 a. in., arROCKLAND—Ar 20th, schs Jamas Maloy, port inMondays
Portland 6 a. m T’*esdavs and FriBurnett. New York; J R Talbot, Averill. do; riving
EllaG Eels, Cushman, do; Addle Seblaeffer, days.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, serAylward, do; R L Kenney, Thomas, Boston.
vice the best.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Sid, sch .lennlei G Pillsbury, Pillsbury, New
marisdtfGeneral
Manager.
York.
ROCKPORT—Ar 20th, schs Annie Shepard,
Greenlaw. New York; Leona, Lane, Boston;
Mazourka, Stlnsoh. do; Chtlde Harold, do.
Sid, schs Mary Brewer, Gilbert, Boston; Chester KtLawrence, Grinned, do; Mlantonomah,
Merrill, do; Rodney Parker, Higgins, Portsmouth;'Lewis H Giles, Banksr Bessie (Br),
(Capt H. B. Townsend.)
Trefry. Port Gilbert, NS.
SAVANN AH—81a 18th, sch Stephen G Loud,
Baxter, New York.
Wednesday, May 11,1808, steamTHOMA8TON—Ar 19th, sch James Brown, erCommencing
will leave east end Portland Pier lor Bay
Simmons, Boston.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 18th, sch Charles View landing.
WEEK DAYS.
Cooper, Murphy, Weehawken for Philadelphia.
Sid, seh Damietta Si Joanna.
5.50, 7.00, 8.00, 10.15 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.00, 8.00.
Ar 20th, tug Saudow, Baltimore for Portland, 5.00,
6.15, 7.25, *11.00 p. m.
towing two scows.
Keturning leave Bay View landing G.20. 7.20,
Sid, sells Adam Bowlby, Ca-rie A Bucknam, 8.26, 10.40 a. m., 12.26, 2.25, 3.25,
6.25, 6.30,10.30 p.
Charles Cyoper, J M Kennedy, Eliza Pendleton, m.
Kdgewater for Halifax; H Ss J Blenderman,
•Saturday night only.
Kennebec for Philadelphia.
SUNDAYS.
WASHINGTON— Cld 18th, sch Horatio L
Leave Portland Pier 8.00, 9.00, 10.15 a. m,.
Baker, Atkins, Boston.
12.00 m., 2.00, 3.00. 5.00 p. m.
JOHN TEMPLE. Manager.
maylidtf
Foreign Ports.
Ar at Barbados June 7, barque Lillian, Anderson, Port Natal tor Apalachicola (and sld).
Cld at St John, NB, sch W H Waters, Boston
fiumme r Arrangements—On
and
After
via Portland.
June 18'h, 1898.
Ar at Chatham, NB. June 17. sch Maggie J
GOING WEST.
Chadwick, to toad for New York.
Ar at Halifax, N8, June 19, sch Jacob M Has- CTR. ENTERPRISE leaves East
Boothbay
Sell, Hart, New York.
for Portland Mondays at 7.15 a. m., touchAr at St John, NB, June 19, sch Rosa Mueller, P at So. Bristol
tChristmas Cove, Heron Ising
McLean, Gloucester; Hume, Hunter, Portland. land, tOcean Point, Boothbay Harbor and
Cld at Windsor. NS, June 13, seh Calvin P Squirrel Island.
Harris, Higgins, New York.
Wednesday, leave Damanscotta at 6 a. m. for
Portland, touching at above landings.
Friday, leave Pemaquid tor Portland at 6 a.
m.,touching at above landings except Damariscotta.
GOING EAST.
Tuesdays and Saturdays, leave Portland at 7
Ir. effect June 5, is:i8.
a. m. for Damaritcotta,
touching at Squirrel
Trains leave Portland as follows:
Island, Boothbay Harbor, tOcean Point, Heron
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath. Rookland.
Island. tChristmas Cove, So. Bristol and East
Augusta. Watervllle. Skowhegan, Lisbon Falls, Boothbay.
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and
Thursdays, leave Portland at 7 a. m. for PemBucksport
aquid, touching at above jandingfc except
8.80 a. m. For Danville Jc, fPoland Springs,) Damariseotta.
On Saturday will return from Damariseotta
Mechanio
Falls. Rumford
Lew.
Falls,
iston, Wlntbrop, Oakland. Readfield. Waters to East Boothbay.
t Passengers conveyed by team.
vllle, Llverihore Falls, Farmington and Phillips.
H. tO a. m. for Gray, New Gloucester. DanTuesdays and Saturdays passengers for Pemville Juno., Auburn and Lewiston.
aquid conveyed by ferry from So. Biistol.
1L20 a.
m. Exprecs for
]el7dtfALFRED RACE, Manager.
Yarmouth, Freeport,
Brunswick, Bath. Augusts, Watsrville.
Pittsfield.
Bangor. Bucksport, Bag
Harbor. Greenville and Aroostook County,
via
B. & A. R. R. for Houlton, Woodstock.
St Stephen, and at Andrews, via Vanoeboro
and St John.
I. 10 p. m. Meohanlo Falls. Rumford Falls,
Bemis, Danville Jo., Lewiston, Livermore Falls.
round trip (Sundays excepted) between
Farmington, King-field. Carrabaaset Phillips Dally Portland and
Cape Small PointBingham
On anu after April 4th. 1893.
1.15 p. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
Au
Bath.
gusta.
Rockland and
Bootllbay.
all
on
stations
the
Knox
and
Lincoln division, Watervllle, Skowhegan, Bet
CAPT. CHAS. H.
fast, Hartland. Dover and Foxeroft, Greenville, Bangor, Bar Hai bor, Oldtown ana Mat Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00 p.
tawamkeag. and to Bucksport Saturdays only m., for Lowell’s Cove, Orr’s Island; Card’s Cove.
5,1c p. m. For Brunswick. Bath
Poor’s Point, East Uarpswell;
Quohog Bay,
TJai-oq T-'lonH Uorhn.
n„Fans, Richmond.
Gardiner,
Augusta and
WatervillQ.
Small Point. Sebasco, Pliippsburg and Candy’s
New
For
Harbor.
Gloucester,
Danville
.6.16 p.m.
Junction. (Poland Springs), Mecttanlo Falls.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
Auburn and Lewiston.
6.00 a. m.; Phippsburg. 6.15 a. m.; Ashdale, 6.30
11.00p.m. Night.Express, every night tor a. m.; Water Cove, Small Point. 6.45 a. m. j
Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Water- Poor’s Point, 7.00 a. m.; Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. m.;
vllle, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook Lowell's Cove. Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m., arrive in
county via Old Town, Bar Harbor, Bucksport Portland at 10 00 a. m.
St Stephen. St Andrews, St John and
For further particulars apply to
Aroostook Comity via Vaaceboro. Halifax and
J. H. McDONAeD, Pres, and Manager,
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
168 Commercial sireeL
Telephole 46-3.
not run to Bellast Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
dti
apr4
or beyond Bangor, except to Bar Harbor
Sleeping ears to Bt John.
White Mountain .Division.
8.46 a.m. For Brldgton, Fabyans. Burlington
Custom House Wharf.
Lancaster. No. Stratford, Colebrook, Beecher
Falls, Quebec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke. Montreal, Chioago, St Paul and Minneapolis and
all points west
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish-Fryebura
Brldgton. North Conway. Fabyans, > Lancaster
No. Stratford,
Colebrook, Beecher Falls'
Commencing Thursday, April 88, 1898.
LunenDurg. at Johnsbury, Newport, Bher-’
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island. 5.45,
brook, Montreal and Toronto.
6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.15, 3.15,
SUXDAY THaIAM.
5 00. 6.15, 7.30 p. rn.
for Brunswiok. As
7.30a-m. Paper train
For Cushing’s Island, 6.40, 8,00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15,
gusta. Water vine and Bangor.
3.15, 5.00, 6.15 p. 1U.
Train lor Brunswick, Lewiston. For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
12.80 p. m.
Bath. Augusta. Watervllle, aud Bangor.
Trefethen’s,Evergreen Landing,Peaks’ Island,
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeping cars
•5.30, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. Ul., 12.00 in., 2.00, 4.20,
for all points.
~6.15. 7,30 p. 111.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 5.30, 8.00,
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
10.30 a. in., 2.00, 4.29, 6.15 p. in.
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Brldgton.
Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
For
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls
8 3a
m., 2.00 p. m.
Watervllle and Augusta. 8.35 a. tn
a. m.:
RETURN.
Bangor, and Augusta dally aud week days from
liockland, 12.23 p. m.; Eingfleld. Phillips, Farm- Leave Forest City Landing. 6.20, 7.20. 8.30. 9.30,
>
10.50 a. rn.. 00, 2.35.. 3.45. 5.30, 6.30, 8.20 J). 111.
ington, Bemls. Bumford Falls. Lewiston, 12 30
D. m; Lewiston and way stations 3.25 p. m.
st Leave Ponce’s Landing. 6.05, 8.50, 11.20 a. in.,
John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County.Moose'head
2.60, 5.10, 6.55 p. m.
Lake and Bangor. 6.45 p.m.; Eangeley, Farming- Leave Cushing's, 7.05, 815. 11.05 a. m., 2.45,
ton, Bumf ordFalls, Lewiston, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago
3.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. 111.
and Montreal and all White Mountain points Leave Little Diamond, 6.S0, 7.20, 9.20 a. in.,
Bar
8.10 p. m.: daily from
12.00 rn., 12.25. 3.30, 5.35. 7.20, 7.50 p. 111.
Harbor, Ban-or
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. dally; Halifax! Leave Great Diamond, 6.25. 7.15. 9.15, 11.55 a.
St. John. BarHarbor. Watervllle and Augusm., 12.30. 3.25. 5.30, 7.15. 7.55 p. in.
ta. 8.50 a. m.. except Mondays.
Leave Trefetlien’s, 6.20. 7.10, 9.10, 11.50 a. m..
12.35, 3.20, 6.25, 7.10, 8.00 p. m.
GEO. F. EVANS. Vice Pres, and Gen. Man
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. St T A Leave Evergreen. 6.15, 7.05, 9.05, 11.45 a. m.,
12.40, 3.15, 5.20, 7.05, 8.05 p. in.
Portland, June 3, 1S9&.
aprxidtf
Leave Marrluer’s Lauding. Long Island, 11.30 a.

STEAMlAm

HAfiPSWELL

Portland,

lUrfcAKalSLANU TUH b UTS.
Str. Island

Belle,

Portland & Boothbay Steamboat Co,

MAINE CENTRAL R. R,

PORTLAND end SMALL POINT
STEAMBOAT CO.

and^Range|cy, Winthro^,^Oakland,

Steamer

“Percy "\7’”

HO>T\

m„

12.00,

6.00,

p.

SUNDAY

TRAINS.

Scarboro
Beach. Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Biodeford, Kennebunk. Weils
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.66, 4.80 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Portland 7.10

a. in.

EASTERN DIVISION.
For

Way Statlous, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
Boston,
+2.00, +9.00 a. m.,
1.00, +6.10
o. m.
Arrive In Boston, o.o7 a. m., 12.50,
m.
4.16, 9.26 p.
Leave
for
Boston,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
7.00.
Arrive Portland, 11.50 .a. in., 12.15.
p. m.
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Biddeford.

Portsmouth.

Newbury-

port,

Salem. Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a. m.. 1.00
Arrive in Boston, 5.67 a. m.. 4.15 p, ao.
Leave Bceton for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
m.
ArriTOi in Portland, 12.25,
p.
10.30
p. m.
P.

nu

tConnects with Rail Lines for New York.
West.
HDaily except Monday.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union

South and

Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G.

F. & X. A.. Boston.
THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, Port-

GEO. H.
land.

ir^tfwgjJBuwas.anacKuiMLiiiiuaiMili«ii,«ejMBMBsssmwnswmmwss

STEAMERS.

Maine Coast Navigation Co.
On and after

Wednesday, June
8th, 1898, the

STEAMER SALACIA

will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. m.;
Poplinm Beach, 9.45 a. m.; Bath, 12.30 p. m.;
Boothbay Harbor, 2.00 p. in. Arriving at
about 3.30 p. m.
Returning—Leave Wlscasset Mondays, Wed-

wigca*io-t

nesdays

and Fridays at 7.00
Mnrhnr. ft 'M n m
Hath
ham Bench, 11.30 a. m.
land about 2.00 p. m.
FARE

Bath to

a.

1A

m.;
n

Boothbay
P/,„

Arriving

™

at

Port-

Boothbay Harbor,
Will touch at Five inlands Tuesdays and
Saturdays Going Ea»s and Mondays and Fridays Going West. Weather permitting.
:

25 ct».

O. a OLIVER, President.
CHAS. R. LEWIS, Treasurer.
jun8 dtf

SABAGO LAKE STEAMBOAT ROUTE.
to

Songo River, Naples, Bridgton, North
Th©
Brldgton, Harrison and Waterford.
famous daily excursion route through the
Winding Songo and Sebago's chain of Lakes.

On and after June 13th to make close
connections with steamer for above places, take
M. C. it. R. (Mountain Div.( train for Sebago Lake, leaving Union Station daily at 8 45
a. m.
Returning, steamer leaves Harrison
2.00 p. m., Nortli Bridgion 2.15 p. m., Bridgton 2.45 p. m., Naples 3.30 p. m. Connecting
at Lake Station with train for Portland and
Boston.
Information and tickets obtained
at Union Station.
C. L. GOOD RIDGE, Mgr.
jneStf

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
New York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships alternatively leave Franklin
Wharf Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
The Horatio Hall at t> p. m., the Manhattan at
5 p. m. for New York direct. Returning, leave
Pier 38, E, R., Tuesdays, Thursdays ana Saturdays at 5 p. m.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
convenient and comfort&Dle route
between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. $5.00; round trip, $8.00.
Goods carried are insured against WAR
RlsK, under the terms of the Company’s Open
Policy, without additional charge to shipper.
J. F. LISCOMB. General Agent.
TH03. M. BARTLETT. Agt
ocwdtl

International
■t

Steamship Co.

FOR

Eastport. Lifteo, Ca!a!s, St Jo in. N.B., Halifax, N.Sand all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Oampobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.
Summer Arrangement.
On and after Monday. May 9th.
steamer
will leave Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5.30 p. m.
Returning leave St.John and Eastport same
days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. OF"Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Ticket Office, Monument Square or
Information, at Company’s Office,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
marl8dtf
H. P.O. HERSEY Agent.

Pine Tree
for other

GASC8 BAY STEAMBOAT GO.

■

m., 3 00 p.

R’y,

In Effect Nay 2, 1898.
DEPAETUKE&
From Union Station
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buckfleld CanBumford
Falls and Bemls.
ton, Dixnela,
a. m.. 1.10 and 5.15 t>. m.
From Union
Station for.Mechanio F'alls and Intermediate
stations.
Through cars between Portland, Bumford
Falls and Bemls.
Connections at Bemls for all points in the
Bangeley Lakes.

8.30

Through Tickets

on

Sale.

B. C. BBADFOED, Traffic Manager,
E. L. IAJVEJOY,
Jel8 dtf

Portland, Mains.

Superintendent!

Bumford Falls. Maine.

Line, Sundays Included.

tee new and raxatial steamer®

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,
alternately leave Fbankwn Wharf. Portland. every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving In
season for connection with earliest trains lor

points beyond.

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Beturning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt
Sept 1. 1387.

liliiECT STEAMSHIP LOE.

m.

Saturday night only,

Portland & Rumford Fails

Dally

9.30 p. m. for all landings.
Sunday Time Table.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 8.00,
9.00, 10.30 a. mv 12.15. 2.15, 3.15, 5.00 p. m.
For Cush lig's Island, 9.00,10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.15,
3.15. 5.00 p.

m.

For Little and Great Diamond
Islands,
Trefelhen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00, 9.00
10.30 a. 111.. 12.15, 2.00. 4.20 p. ill.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30
a. m., 2.00, 4.20 p. 111.
For Marriner’s Landing,
m., 2.00 p. m.

Long Island,

10.30

a.

C. W. T. CODING, General Manager.

apr27dtf

H. E. MILLS

Piano
Order alate

Tuner,

Chandler’s Mu»iJ
Congress street.

at

Store 431

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday and

Saturday.

From Central Wharf. Boston. 8 p. m. From
Pine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. ft and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Bound Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
All goods shipped by this
line
are
covered against war risk by open police, x
issued to this company without expense
io shipper.
ME. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St, FisUe Building, Boston,
assoctadii

great double show-windows Nos.

The

I and

2, Congress St., tell the story

newspaper advertising

Basement Sale better than

can

hope

of the

to do.

t-

It’s

DRAINS

IT

great

River of

Mississippi

Great

a

and distributes the goods at your very doors sometimes at the

Housefumishing Manufacturing,

areas of

facturer’s cost (because of his
full retail

This. Basement Department

Retailing,

money-Pinch,)

temporary

Sometimes

at

a

mere cost

of the

profit

smallish

wood and metal.

raw

Oftener at the

manufacturer and seller.

to

Ours !

of

Hardly

manu-

ever at

the

price.

A few times in
windows (as

you’ll

merchandise

pile.

This is

a

year
it

see

now

“Opportunity

Kitchen, Sleeping-room,
Listen to

a

few

selling frenzy seems

a

in

sieze the Basement manager,—as now—and he piles his merchandise high in double

to

Congress St. windows Nos. K and 2)

“Oottagers* chance.”

week” and

and he

Never since

lops the prices to

correspond with the height of the

to

under roofs could the

lived

men

depth

a

of

Furnishing

Dining-room,

Piazza and Garden be done at such small expense.

mentionings of the Unusual Bargains

to be found here all the week.

,s5Biq \

Extension Dining Ta-

FOR TKE DEN3MC TABLE.

bles.
Solid Oak finish, shaped legs.
3 leaves,
$5.69
6 ft.,

ft.,

8

$6.89

4 leaves,

BABY COACHES.
Having Whitney wheel fastener, rubber tire, patent brake,
jointed umbrella rod, upholstered in Bedford

figured,

“

83c

now
“

Wood Hay Rakes, long

$1.25

Complete with spring hinges

SCENT COUNTER.

handle,

14 teeth,

10c

Weeding Hooks,

Ice Cream Freezers, 2, 3, 4, 6,

and hook.
8

Oil Stoves, 39c and upward.

Ventilated and footed.
size. Price in this sale,

qt

Clothes Wringers, 1.39 to $3.89

Regular price *8.00,
price,

6 quarts, Nickle plated

6c

Another 112 piece Set of
Porcelain English Dinner

Dish Drain,

Ware,

5c and

stock patterns, we can replace
broken pieces. Former price *18.00,
sale price
*13.69

Sad-irons, Best,

5

For the

10c.

Parlor, Dinin? Room,
Kitchen, Piazza, and for children. All at our kind of prices.

J. B. LIBBY CO-

5c

Decorated Cuds and

THE

now

PERSONAL.

FROM THE FRONT.

A horse is awaiting an owner an B'ernald & Sawyer’s that was left at the corner of Brackett and Carleton streets, yes-

terday morning.
The children of the high and grammar
Softools who are to take part in the floats
on
Jnly 4th, are requested to he at City
hall this afternoon at 4.30.
Miss
Parker and Mias Eerry of the

Jforth school, primary department, gave
the children an outing at Riverton yesterday afternoon.
Superintendent Cotter of the Grand
was in the city yesterday giving
Trunk
instructions to employes relative to the
new standard rules recently adopted by
the company.
A fine flag was flung out at Engine
2*8 house on Munjoy hill at 8 o’clock yes-

terday morning.
Excellent are the results of treatment
at

Keeley Institute, Portland,

Me.

iord,

on

Bishop Healy confirmed

St.

at

C. H. Brown, James A. Dlrwanger, W. A. Nash, J. L. Leavitt, John
M. Taylor, W. D. Hinds, G. H. Darton,
Walter Reeves,

DR. FLOWER’S LECTURES.
If you are a lover of beautiful thought
speech, of pathos and eloquence, if

and

you would

before, go

£64

laugh as you never laughed
and hear Dr. R. C. Flower in

his free lectures at City Hall tomorrow.
He lectures in the afternoon to women

only and in the evening to

men

only.

WEDDINGS.

“““‘COOLBROTH—PRESLEY.
Yesterday at|the residence of Rt. Rev.
Bishop
Healy, Miss Mary Josephine
Presley and Mr. Lemuel Coolbroth were
elling

The bride wore
suit
and carried

a

brown travbouquet of

a

bridal rosea
The maid of honor wore
electric blue and carried a bouquet of
Mr. and Mrs. Coolbroth will
pinks.
make a brief wedding tour to Boston,

Providence and New York.

Joseph’s church, Bidde-

Sunday

afternoon.

FIRE IN HOULTON.

Iloulton, June 20.—A Are this morning
badly damaged the building hero known
schooner-rigged as Hall’s block and the stock of
goods
warship, painted lend color, mounting carried
by J. J. Royal, harness maker;
threo guns on each side, came within one
Purinton, carriage builder, and
mile of West Qaodd.v head this afternoon, Geo.
LUBEC MYSTIFIED.

Lubeo,

June

30.—A

and turned and sailed west.
ty could not be made ont.

Her identi-

Jamei

Webber Arrive* Wounded

Chrittie’3 barber shop.
The loss will be
several thousand dollars.
*

Pure and Sure.”

time oame to say good by, and they came
back to the pier with glistening eyes
and big lumps in their throats. Sisters
and sweethearts also figured prominent-

From

The Horatio Hall on her last trip from
New York to Portland brought among
her passengers James E. Webber of East
Boothbay, son of Capt. Webber of the
steamer Enterprise, that runs from Portland to Boothbay.
Young Webber has

A

Squad

of Raw Recruits Off

for

are

house*

is not

already

Thirty Volunteer*
Portland

Who

Three
went up

Enlisted

Recruiting Station Say

rousing

oheers and a “tiger”
from the crowd when the boat
started. When she reached the end of the
pier another volley of cheers oame from
men who had olimbed up onto the roof

at the
Good-

by to Their Friends—A Big Crowd at

boards,

Grip-rat-trap.

The above

Cocoanut Grater,
Hat Racks,
Fruit Knives,

handfuls

Soap Stands,
Copper Coat Hangers,

Wire

store

at

our

Art Embroidery

Counter.

Every $1.00 Customer gets a
which
gives her her
choice of the pictures free on
condition she buys an inexpen-

J. B. LIBBY CO.
Will Be Legal To

only half

a

few

here

and

Use

Them

sive frame.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

FOURTH OF JULY COMMITTEE.

PRIVATE POSTAL CARDS.

It

are

snatched

there for advertising.

After

July 1.
The postmaster general has issued a
bulletin relative to the use in domestic
malls of
private cards bearing written
the postage charge of one
messages at

There was a very lively meeting of the
Fourth of July committee last evening.
Mr. Rounds had several very^spicy passages at arms with different members of
the committee. The [trouble appeared to
arise out of a motionfmade by .the aiderman
for an appropriation of $225 for

Prof. Ward and his chorus in order that

cent

..

way a great suocess.
The committee deolded to give $25 more
to the appropriation
for the rowing re-

gatta
men

so that the professional longshorecould take part as well as the ama-

A Vacation

flemorandum.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

New Tooth Brush.
Sponge and Bag.
Cake of Travellers’
Pocket Stove.

Folding Drinking Cup.
Hair Brush and Comb.
Cholera Mixture.

Quinine Pills.

ALL AT

Hay’s Pharmacy
niddie Street.

tura
It

was

sailing

Soap.

voted to appropriate $200 for a
regatta of the Portland Yacht

PORTLAND RIFLE CORPS.
club.
Mr. William G. Merrill of Ridley
The school children will appear on sevPark,
eral floats, and there will be three floats Pa., it seems Is a surviving member of
the old Portland Rifle Corps,
in the parade devoted to the navy.
and he
The Mayor was authorized to extend writes Mr. Geo. S. Hay of this olty that
the invitation to the hi oh Canadian au- he joined the corps in 1837.
John D.
thorities, the Royal Soots, the Victorian Kinsman was captain, R. A. L.

Codman",

and Royal Artillery to attend the lieutenant, Mr. Little,
ensign and L.
He stood draft In the
Radford, orderly.
celebration.
Mr. Castner of the West End hotel ap- armory (old City hall) in the winter of
much the Aroostook war, but was not drafted,
and offered to raise as
peared
fireworks to be added to the but Dan Fox and George
W. Wildrage
money for
amounts raised in other parts of the oity, (Deacon) and Charles Clark were.
He

Rifles,

provided the exhibition on Fourth of
July night be given in Railway square.
Already five bands of music have been
engaged for the parade.
The committee adjourned to Wednesday evening.

volunteered to go for

one of them, but his
father said no.
He says:
“I remember
Ed Patten,
Joe
G.
Mitohell, J. D.

Williams, Frederick S.
Forsaith, two
Cushmans, Amos Dana (Fred Knights.)
t remember him at dinner at the United

States hotel, he sang his song with Miss
Ostinelli.
I do not recall the old stage
do “old
E. L. Merrill and family moved yester- driver, John Marshall, but I
day into their cottage od Meeting House Maxwell” who drove the Waterford stage
and took mo to North Bridgton always on
hill.
the seat with him, for the three years I
A. J. Felt and family, of New Yoik,
have often
have taken rooms at the Peaks Island went to the Academy.* I
nim,
relatives
wondered whut became of the records nnd
house.
here. The Monticello was loaded with survived by a wife and one child.
was done
books ot the Rifles aud what
Harlow’s restaurant on the avenue was with the uniforms.
Mr. Hayden tried about six months ago
I let Fred Forsaith
wood and commanded Dy Captain Nutter,
for summer business.
opened
have
yesterday
the
dismine.
When
was
was
he
discovered
company
to
but
commit suicide,
whose crew consisted of two mon.
Littlejohn Bros, have nearly finished banded ? It was not alive in ’lit at the
in the act.
but
the
Light
their new raft for uso of the ten new boats breaking out of the war,
GROUNDS NOT AVAILABLE.
Infantry nnd Blues were in it. Are any
which are in readiness for summer visi- of the
still
Forsaith
in
family
controls
living
Mr. E. W. Murphy, who
the
THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

tions were but a nucleus of the provisions the recruits carried, for those who
had homes to leave were provided with
not included in
numerous
delicacies
Untie Bain's regular soldier hill of fare.
The lower deok of the steamer, a short
time prior to her departure, presented a
scene somewhat similar to that witnessed
at the Union station when the boys went
through from Augusta. One
moth-

trembling

The Quick-Artist in Oil
PaintiDg who has been painting
pictures in our Congress St. windows while you wait, is painting
—just as rapidly—inside the

coupon

be by the New York, Hartford
ing
card must be substantially that of the govfrom the Siate muster field to the front.
& New Haven railroad.
ernment card, and weight about 9 pounds
They left for Boston at 7 o’clock on the
Another squad of recruits will leave
and 3 ounces to the thousand, color may
steamer Portland. It was an exception- here on the Boston boat this
evening.
be
white, cream, light gray, or light
a
for
and
fine
home-leaving,
evening
Juan, Porto Rioo, that James received ally
buff.
The
card must bear these words
laden with pas enhis wound. A Spanish shell struck on the boat was well
CHARGED WITH LARCENY.
“Private
in print on the address side:
were in as good spirits
The
recruits
gers.
the deck on the Montgomery, exploded
Waldo Lee and
Robinson Mailing Card—Authorized by act of ConEdward
could be expected, under the circumas
directly behind Webber. It tore a great
When prepared by
with the wharf crowded with were arrested yesterday. Lee, who is 18 gress May 10, 1898.”
hole in his back and injured his spine. stances,
He knew nothing after that for many their friends and many a fond parent on years of age, and Robinson, who is 19, printers for sale they should also bear
an
hours and even now his recollections hand to
obadminister a parting “God- arrived on the Pullman train from Bath in the" upper right hand corner,
are dim.
He was put aboard the Lorenyesterday morning. One of the clothing long diagram with the words: “Place a
bless-you.
taken to Key
a Spanish prize, and
zo,
stores at Bath was broken Into early one cent stamp here,” and in the lower
The squad
was in charge of Sergt.
West. He remembers nothing but the
Sunday night and a quantity of cloth- left hand corner should be printed: “This
care of the Sisters of Mercy while there.
whose
the
Bragdon,
membership with
CaDt. Webber brought James home Sheridan Rifles
and two revolvers were
stolen. side exclusively for the address.
Only
was temporarily severed ing
afternoon
-__4-L^
from New York, and yesterday
These
two young men were suspected. uiiu uuiacao
uiu
took him to Boothbay. His condition at Augusta because he was found to be
but a few pounds under weight. Since then Officer Reynolds of Bath came to Port- side.
now is said that be can but whisper,
on the
the doctors say he will recover.
The message ’side may be either writmorning train, and Marshal
he hus been experimenting with various land
in
PortYoung Webber is well known
detailed Officer Haggett to ten or printed and may contain ilinstraformulas with a view to increasing his Sylvester
times
at
diiferent
he
worked
land,
having
assist in tho case.
Oftloer Haggett en- tions
or
advertisements. The cards are
for the Belknap Motor company, Von- avoirdupois, and has succeeded in adding
tered a saloon on Custom house wharf not intended to work discontinuance of
yik’s restaurant and the West End hotel. sufficient
to permit his
of
flesh
layer^
He attended the Chestnut street Sunday
and surprised the two men. Lee and Rob- government postal cards and they canmuster yesterday. So ho re-enschool, being in Mr. George Chase’s class. passing
were taken Lack to Bath on the af- not be sent to
foreign countires.
listcd as a volunteer and was as proud as inson
ternoon train.
a colonel when he crossed the gang-plank
CLASS OF ’98, P. H. S.
SECOND ATTEMPT SUCCESSFUL.
of the Portland and took charge of his
"
he class of ’98 has decided to have its
TONY EORB WHO WAS
IT WAS
squad of “raws.”
Watorville, June 20.—Nelson Hayden,
graduation banquet at the Preble house
DROWNED.
There were 110 men in the squad, most
an employe of the Hollingsworth & Whiton Wednesday evening, June 29th.
Afof them residents of Portland and neighcommitted suicide at
The name of the man drowned from the ney
company,
terwards the class will adjourn to Gilbert’s hall, where a dance will bo held. boring towns.
Every one had attached schooner Montioello that arrived in the Pishon’s ferry today. Mr. Hayden hired
The ex-memoers of the class who de- to his coat a brown manila tag,
bearing harbor Saturday was Tony Ford, a yonng a team to go from this city to Skowhegan
sire to attend
are requested to notify
his name and the Chickamauga address. colored lad, nineteen years of
to stay over Sunday with his wife, but
in
the
adage from
committee of arrangements
found in
This
is
to
as a transport. Every
was
serve
who
tag
struck
the
at
vance
intentions
Barbadoes,
of their
High
by the boom Sunday morning the team was
School. The class went to the Gem thea- reoruit also carried aboard a box of ra- as it swung over and was knocked over a field near tne railroad track at Pishon’s
tre at Peaks island last evening.
tions sufficient to last him to Chicka- the rail.
A bundle of wood was thrown ferry, and the body of Hayden was found
Mr. Hayden is
near the old school house.
mauga. In
many cases these army ra- to
hut he sank. He has no

leaned upon the arm of her enlisted
boy, and wept over him continuously till
after the warning bell had struck.
Then
one of
tho deck hands
stepped up and
tenderly led the sorrowing mother
awny.
Several fathers in the

F. S.

lifters,

Sad Iron Handles.
Oil Can, 4 quart. Child’s Brooms,
Enameline, large, Cuspidors, painted,
Lemon Squeezers,
Child’s Wash

gomery went to the front and James and
his younger brother Frank, who had also
enlisted, went with her.
It was at the bombardment of San

required—not heaping spoonfuls*

make

J. R. LIBBY CO.

Bread Knives,
Alaska Stove

yards,
Nutmeg Savers,
Ice Picks,

The above at 9 cents.

ly in the leave-taking,

Chickamauga.

Picture Wire, 25

Stew Pans

J. R. LIBBY CO.

TO JOIN THE REGIMENT.

Porto Bloo.

J

Spoon Holders.

grounds, received a
Manager Burnham of
Monday—Stephen J. Cummings, intoxasking if the grounds could ication;
iir.ed $5 and costs. Suspended
be secured with a view to transferring during good behavior.
Axel Borgstern, intoxication; fined 15
the New Bedford club of the New Eng-

Forest avenue

telegram
Brockton

aged

Only

will

here, we’ll thank you to mention
it to our Manager, he’ll see to it

Ladles,
Wash Dish,
Pails with cover,
Jelly Plates.
Soap Dishes.
Dippers with
handles.

4CENT COUNTER.

Butter Dishes,
sizes,
Footed Fruit Bowls,
Water Bottle, blown glass.

er

rounded spoonfuls

that

keeping easy—that

Pudding Pans,
Cuspidors,
Bread Pans,

each, in accordance with the act of they might give an afternoon concert at
Of
the Maine
company’s
Steamship
the Wharf to Cheer Them.
Congress,
approved May 19, 1898. The the East End. This motion was defeatJ udge Strout is spending a few days at been In the
freight sheds to get a last look at the
hospital at Brooklyn for three
law provides that from and after July ed and thereafter Mr. Rounds proved anyMount Kineo.
Portland's first squad of raw recruits departing volunteers.
oheers
were
Their
from
weeks, having been brought there
1, it shall be lawful to transmit by mail thing but a harmonious factor. But the
Mr. and Mrs. Benj. C. Stone are visitfor the Maine regiment at Chickamauga replied to, not
only by the recruits, who at the
Key West on the hospital ship Solace.
postal rate {{of onegcent written alderman will feel better today when he
were
at
left
home
The
Mechanic
last
Falls.
boys
ing
evening.
were huddled together on the stern depk,
Young Webber enlisted at Bqothbay
on
messages
{private mailing cards, thinks it all over and will doubtless, as
Prof, McKeezie of Island Pond is in when the
a send-off as hearty in proportion but
three hoarse salutes from the
by
reorniting offioe opened there given
last year, [do his level best to make the
stamps to be affixed by the sender.
this city at
present
engaging singers in April and was assigned to the battle- to their numbers, as.was received by the steamboat’s whistles.
The cards must not exceed 3 1-4 by 5 1-2 great celebration of the national holiday
of
the
National
for a musical festival which will be held
Portland
battalion
Guard,
The
departure from Boston this morn- inches in
ship Montgomery at onoe. The Montdimensions; the quality of the and the opening of the Grand Trunk railin that vicinity in the near future.
when It went through here on its way
will

married.

“Yesterday the sheriff’s
department
spilled 200 dozen of beer, 50 gallons of
whiskey and several barrels of ale. The
police spilled 25 oases of beer and some
hard stuff.
Kt. Rev.
persons at

fallowing Portland people regis-

to

will

Stew Pans with
cover,

Pie Plates.
Screw Drivers.
Pot Covers.
Nutmeg Graters, Cake Cutters,
Doughnut Cutters, Tunnels,
Stocking Darner, Cake Turner,
with handle.
wood handle.
Wood mix Spoons. Stove Shovels,
Tooth picks, wood. Zinc Scrapers,
All the above at 2 cents.

Covered
Vases, 4

with saucer, 9c

Clothes horses, four sizes,
26c

Berry bishes, 7 and 8 inoh,
Covered Sugar Dish,

saucer, 5c

J. R. LIBBY CO.

Dunham,

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Footed Cake Dishes,

J. R. LIBBY CO.

hotels
in the
Itangeley lake
region last week; Mr. and Mrs. F. E.
Richards. Miss L. E. Bancroft, Messrs.
J. W. Deering, Wm. E. Wood, A. P.

New Wants. To Let, For Sale, Lost. Found
and similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate heads on page s.

without

Galvanized 12 quart Chamber
25c
pail with cover,

J. B. LIBBY CO.
tered

Owen, Moore & Co.
J. K. Libbv Co
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Bines brothers Co.
Kirkwood Inn Bicycle Parade.
tlty of Peering.
Vt anted—Can Makers.

GLASS.

*

The cleanest, most effective, lemon
extractors known.

The
TODAY.

ex-

•'

Pint Dippers,
Tea Strainers,
Tea Spoons

Tumblers have advanced from 2
to 5 cents per dozen.
No matter,
you get these at even less than the
old price.

tractors

10c

now

article

ENAMEL
WARE.

2 CENTCOUNTER.

10c GOODS.

69o

PRESS.

NKW AIlVEltllliiiUEKlS

juice

Pillow-Sham Holder.

Regular price 35c,

salespeople

9 CENT COUNTER.

lOo

qt.

i.oefwK,.

Lemon

Decorated Plates, English Ware.
0c
5c,
7c,
White
Porcelain
Cups and

Regular price 25c,

pieces, 69c
Glass

Decorated Cups and Saucers,
Plates to match, price per dozen,
*1.C8

Saucers.

I

l

Decorated Butter Dishes, round
and square,
2c
Decorated Sauce Dishes, round
and square,
3c

•' apanese,

2

Tumblers, cut edges, each 2c
Tumblers, plain, heavy, eaoh
3c
Tumblers, blown glass, per
dozen,
39c

10c

Bargain Sets

re-

make your shopping a pleasure.
Should there happen to be an

65c

GLASS WARE.

Semi-

Saucers,

copMaine Measure.

Price this sale,

this

And many other
up to $25.00.

on

per.

glazed, with gold tracing, 112
pieces to set.
P.egular price *13.89, cut to *10.69
III.

Wire Sponge Backs.
The above at 5 cents.

CHAIRS.

Semi-Porcelain English Dinner
Sets, prettily decorated, under

II.

the

that it will be ordered.

98c,
Dover Egg Beater,

|9c

Mrs. Potts’ Nickle-Plated—

the set.

this sale
*5.39

Enameline,
Lamp Chimneys, Trowels. Sprinklers
Shelf Paper, lob yd.
Spiders,
Whisk Brooms.
DustPans,
Handy House Brush, with handle,

Full

the entire
see

pleasure to do your housekeeping shopping.

Intelligent

75c and 99c

Doors,

Screen

Hammocks 39o, 59c, 89c,
$1.25, 1.49, 1.69 to $2.49.

Dinner Sets of handsome decorated English ware, semi-porcelain, under glazed, 112 pieces to

I.

Pot Chains,
Table Spoons,
Wire Tea Stands.
Handy House Brush.

Extension Window Screens, 10c

see

You should

organized, enlarged, roomy, well
lighted basement where its a

$24.69

to

$1.00

Painted (hoop) Tubs, 85c pair.
Croquet Sets, 63c to $1.89.

Soap Savers,
Apple Corers,

Jut-

cord,

should

You

stock.

The above at 4 cents.

$7.9S
$1.25,
$1.50,
$1.75,

Pail with cover, 2 quart.
Milk Pans, 2, 3, 4, 5 quart,
Gravy Strainer,

BREAD RAISER.

&c.

Best Fibre Tubs, 3 sizes.
Price was

Rome Tea Kettle, No. 8.

Large Clothes Baskats, like
cut.

ball

to

this city.

tors.

Portland t

THE HAYDNS.

Haydns had a large chorus present at the rehearsal of the festival muslo
last night. Letters were received front
Mr. W. R.
Champan announcing that
he
was not yet strong enough to direct
and Mr. Arthur Hyde of
the rehearsal,
Bath was called to take his place.
Mr.
The

and oosts.

Edward J. Lyden, intoxication; conMurphy replied that the grounds tinued for sentenoe
to J nne 22, 1898.
not
Edward J. Lyden. Uttering obsenco
were
available. He has let them to
words;
continued for sentence June 22,
parties who are to construct a bioycle 1893.
company presented track thereon, and work on the track is
Kobert B.
Molntyre, search and seizhands to their tons when the now in progress.
ure; fined #i00 and coete. Appealed-

I

ISLAND.

from

land league
Mr.

PEAKS

Should

___l

be in every family
medicine chest and every
y
traveller’s grip. They are
^I
ipvaluahle when the stomach
is out of order; cure headache, biliousness, and
fcll liver troubles. Mild and efficient* 25 cent*.

Kotzsohmar was
Mr. Julius Ward

present,

as

usual, aud

